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1.0
	
INTRODUCTION
This final report is submitted in compliance with Contractual
Agreement NAS 9-14672 and covers the period 18 April - 15 July,
1975. The prime objective of this contractual agreement was to
conduct research in the design and development of a meal system for
the elderly in accordance with the general guidelines of Phase One,
Systems Development of the Implementation Plan for Meal Systems
for the Elderly, Technology Application Task SRI-116 dated March
14, 1975. The ultimate objective of application Task SRI-116, is
the implementation of a shelf stable, nutritious, convenient meal
system, packaged in a manner in which it can be easily transported,.
stored, and prepared for consumption with minimal effort by the
elderly.
	
2.0	 WORK ACCOMPLISHED
	
2.1	 Preference and Attitude Survey
The purpose of the Preference and Attitude Survey was to interview
elderly citizens to obtain information about their food preferences
and physical disabilities. The prime objectives of the Preference
and Attitude Survey were to determine (1) elderly food preferences
and eating habits, (2) dietary restrictions which might impact menu
design, (3) potential problems associated with meal preparation,
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(4) physical disabilities and related problems, and (5) elderly
views on nutrition as related to food.
A questionnaire composed of thirty-four (34) detailed questions was
administered to one hundred (100) elderly representing both the
rural and urban population. The general conclusions of the survey
was that food attitudes and preferences among the elderly tend to
be very heterogeneous. However, fruit juices were among the favor-
ite responses for beverage selection. Quite understandably, a meal
program available at a low or no cost to the elderly would have a
much greater acceptability than alternate programs. Within the
normal range of diets, a bland low-sodium diet was preferable to
elderly persons. Menus should be geared to meet with general
acceptance by a majority of elderly served with some consideration
to ethnic and regional locations.
Food Selection and Taste Tests
Prior to organoleptic evaluation, potential food processes and food
items were surveyed to determine their technical application to the
meal program. Thermostabilized, freeze-dried, dehydrated, inter-
mediate moisture and natural foods were included in the survey.
Factors which were used to determine if certain food items were to
be used included weight, stability, package versatility, ease of
preparation, production costs, product nutrition, and compatability
with design objectives. An adequate shelf-:life for such a meal
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system is critical. All thermostabilized foods were required to
have a shelf-life of two (2) years when stored at temperatures
between 40 and 70°F. All rehydratable and wafer-type foods were
required to have a shelf-life of at least one (1) year when stored
at temperatures between 40 and 70°F.
Food items were obtained from NASA/JSC, U. S. Army Natick Develop-
ment Center-and sub-contractors. NASA has excellent expertise in
the development of food systems for space flight as evidenced in
the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab and ASTP Programs. The U. S.
Army Development Center has vast knowledge of developing military
feeding systems which must meet exacting and unique criteria. In
addition they have supported NASA food development efforts. Sub-
contractors or commercial companies operate in a competitive market
and are able to provide current information and products which were
useful in developing a meal system for the elderly.
2.2.1	 Technical Taste Test
A technical taste test was conducted to screen all foods which
promised to lend technical application to the meal system. The
technical taste test was administered with these ultimate objec-
tives of prime concern: (1) elimination of duplicate foods within
a given food process, selecting only the superior item. (2) selec-
tion of only acceptable food items (3) development of a selected
food list for preliminary menu design and the user taste test. The
3-
technical taste test panel was composed of five (5) to seven (?)
individuals trained in sensory evaluation. 	 A total of one hundred
forty-nine (149) different food items were evaluated over a three
b
week period.	 The panel utilized a 9-point hedonic scale (9 being
optimum) in determining acceptability of food items (Figure 1).
s3
Only food,items•receiving a rating of 5.0 or above were considered
ro	 i
} acceptable.	 Ninety-six (96) foods received ratings of 5.0 or
above;	 of these, fifty (50) were thermostabilized, twenty (20)
were freeze-dried, twenty (20) were dehydrated, and six (6) were
either natural or intermediate moisture food items.
2.2.2 User Taste Test
The purpose of the user taste test was to obtain food preference
I^
ratings so that only acceptable food items would be included from
the candidate food list.
w_9
A
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OWN Name: Date:
r,
Food Rating:
Please enter each item eaten. Indicate your preference in the second column
using the rating numbers given below.	 Then if there was a reason why youi3
particularly liked or disliked a food, briefly comment in the third column.
w
Ratings
9 - Like extremely
8 - Like very much
7 - Like moderately
6 - Like slightly
5 - Neither like nor dislike
4 - Dislike slightly
3 - Dislike moderately
2 - Dislike very much
1	 - Dislike extremely
Item Rating Comments-Reason(s) for Liking or Disliking
1.
n*
2.
i
3.
5.
7...
8,
9.
w 10.
s	 ^
i
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/Final menu selection was then based on this final food list. Also a
'	 cursory packaging introduction to the elderly was examined.
fhe participants in the User Taste Test were individuals sixty (60)
dears of age or older. None of the participants were involved in a
neat program. The total sample consisted of seventy (70) subjects
Nho participated at 'least once, with about ten (10) per cent of the
;ample participating the maximum number of testing periods. There
Nere fifty-five (55) females and fifteen (15) males, fifty-six (56)
Nere black and fourteen (14) white.
ki
The participants were informed at the^time of recruitment as to the
purpose of the testing and were given a brief'description of the
testing method.
The testing locations were at the Newman Center in Prairie View,
Texas (2 days) and at the County Court House in Hempstead, Texas (3
days). Both locations are in Waller County, Texas.
The ninety-six (96) foods selected by the technical taste panel were
evaluated in the User Taste Test Plan over a five-day period.
Products were assigned numbers prior to evaluation. Numbers 1-48
were tested on day 1, _products numbered 49-96 were tested on day 2,
1-48 were again tested on day 3 and 49-96 tested on day 4, foods I-
88 were tested on day five. The last 8 items were in short supply
-6
k	 `^	 and consequently were not tested on day 5. Each participant tested
	
.w	
12 different foods each day. Numbers were assigned to identify each
participant. A 5-point hedonic rating form was used in food evalua-
3
tion (Figure 2). Placemats with the designated product numbers and
participant number were placed in front of each participant. Foods
were prepared and placed in small serving containers with numbers
corresponding to those on the placemats.
Each of the ninety-six (96) foods were evaluated between sixteen
(16) and twenty-six (26) times. No single food was evaluated more
	
'	 than twice by the same participant. Each of the seventy (70) parti-
cipants evaluated between 12 and 60 foods over the 5-day period.
 X
The number of elderly who participated on each of the five days were
as follows: Day 1 -- 40 subjects, Day 2 -- 24 subjects, Day 3 -- 32
subjects, Day'4 -- 35 subjects, and Day 5 -- 22 subjects.
Of the ninety-six (96) foods tested, ninety-five (95) were found
acceptable by the elderly. Foods were acceptable if they received
an overall acceptance rating of 5.0 or above. This appears to
indicate that the technical taste panel results are highly cor-
related in predicting acceptance of food by elderly citizens.
definite conclusions could be reached as far as cursory packagE
introduction was concerned; only that packaging which the elder
were familiar with provided less difficulty in opening and hanc
It is anticipated that advanced packaging techniques and materi
-7
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FIGURE 2
TASTE EVALUATION TEST
Participants: Number
PRODUCT	 Age
Sex
DATE	 Race
Please check the blocks you feel best indicate your likes or dislikes.
00
Appearance
Color
Odor
Flavor
Texture
Overall
Acceptability
Scale
Like
Extremely
Like very
Moderately
Neither like
nor Dislike
Dislike
Moderately
Dislike
Extremely
Can you eat this type food? 	 Yes
	
No
If not why?
Comments:
May require user education for successful implementation.
Menu Design
All menus were designed to provide at least one-third (1/3) of the
daily recommended dietary allowance for the male population, group
age fifty-one (51) and above as established in January, 1974 by the
Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research Council, National
Academy of Sciences. The nutritional composition of foods were
determined by using data from Composition of Foods (Agriculture
Handbook #8) and from nutritional data provided from food manufac-
turers. No special diets for reasons of health or ethnicity were
developed. Menus were designed to provide acceptable meals, com-
patible with program objectives, to the elderly. Many factors were
considered when combining food items into an acceptable meal. Food
color and compatibility of different items were some of the attri-
butes considered.
Foods from ninety-five (95) items selected by the user taste test
were used to develop twenty-one (21) menus. Each menu contains an
entree, two (2) side dishes, dessert and a beverage. The twenty-one
(21) menus developed are composed of twelve (12) which contain
primarily thermostabilized "canned" items, six (6) of which are
freeze-dried and dehydrated, and three (3) which contain primarily
the thermostabilized "retortable pouch." Each menu is numbered and
intended to be used in a twenty-one day menu cycle (see Appendix I).
- 9 -
Food Manufacturing Specifications
Thirty-two (32) Food Manufacturing Specifications for food items
utilized . in the twenty-one (21) day menu cycle were developed.
Some Food Manufacturing Specifications include more than one food
item. Food specifications developed by the U. S. Army Natick
Development Center for specified foods have been included in
Limited Procurement and Production Descriptions (see Appendix II).
Suggested suppliers and/or processors for each menu item with price
quotations per serving are listed in Appendix III.
2.5
	
Labeling
Labels for primary food packages were developed and include all
required information. For example: (1) product name, (2) prepara-
tion information, (3) net weight, (4) ingredients and (5) manufac-
turer or distributor. See Figure 3 through 7 for examples of
labels developed for each type of primary packaging utilized in the
meal program. Labels are off-set printed on glossy pressure sensi-
tive paper. All labels are printed with blue lettering on a white
background.
Secondary packaging (meal container) labels are of two types,
either directly on the meal container or pressure sensitive. The
labeling for the meal container (Figure 8) is printed directly on
the top side lid utilizing off-set printing. Lettering and illus-
trations are blue on a white background except for the NASA logo
- 10 -
and the italicized first letters of the words NASA are in red. The
label for meal contents is on glossy pressure sensitive paper and
measures two inches by three inches. Lettering is black on a white
background. Meals are identified by meal numbers affixed to the
side panels of each meal container. Figure 9 illustrates the 1-1/2
inch by 3 inch glossy pressure sensitive label with black lettering
on a white background.
General preparation instructions placed on the inside top lid of the
meal container are printed in both English and Spanish. The glossy
pressure sensitive labels illustrate graphically how the meal is to
be prepared. Labels are prepared for thermostabilized canned foods
(Figure 10) a; for freeze-dried and dehydrated foods (Figure 11).
These labels measure 7 inches by 11 inches and are printed with blue
lettering and black illustrations on a white background.
2.6	 Packaging
One of the prime objectives in the elderly meal system development
was packaging design. In pursuing this effort the contractor con-
`''	 sidered and utilized appropriate food packaging technology for
j	 manned space flight as well as current technology developed for the
^u
general food consumer. The following key points were considered in
, v the development of packaging designs: (1) protection of the food
from the standpoint of food safety (2) maximize shelf-life of the
product (3) convenience of packaging for the consumer (4) ease in
F-!n
transportation and (5) appeal and aesthetics toward the consumer.
- 11
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LEMON INSTANT
PUDDING
ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR
SERVING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Pour 1/2 cup cold water into
bowl.
2. Open package and slowly add
contents while stirring.
3. Stir until well blended, about
2 minutes.
4. Pudding will soft-set and
ready to eat, in a few minutes.
NET WT. 1.3 OZ
INGREDIENTS:
Lemon Instant Pudding and Pie Filling (sugar, dextrose,
modified tapioca starch, sodium phosphates, natural flavors,
hydrogenated vegetable oil, mono and diglycerides, nonfat
dry milk, artificial color, BHA.) Nonfat Dry Milk fortified
with vitamins A and D.
DISTRIBUTED BY:
TECHNOLOGYINCORPORATED
Houston, Texas
NOT FOR SALE
Figure 6. Label_ing for Foil Laminate or Retortable Flexible Primary_
Packages Measuring 4-1/2 Inches by 7 Inches or Larger
'_ -	
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DRY ROASTED PEANUTS
SERVING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Open Package.
2. Serve.
NET WT. 1.6 OZ.
INGREDIENTS:
Dry roasted peanuts with added salt, modified food starch,
dextrin, vegetable gum, monosodium glutamate, yeast,
paprika and other spices, natural flavors.
DISTRIBUTED BY;
TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED
Houston, Texas
NOT FOR SALE
Figure 7. Labeling for Foil Laminate Primary Packages
Measuring 4-1/2 Inches x 4-1/2 Inches
OWN
DISTRIBUTED BY
TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED
H USTON, TEXAS
MEAL CONTAINS:
BEEF STEW
CREAM STYLE CORN
MIXED FRUIT
ALMONDS
DUTCH CHOCOLATE DRINK
NET WT. 29.0 OUNCES
:JS^ATIONAL AERONAUTICS & , PACE^DMINISTRATION
LYNDON & JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
HOUSTON, TEXAS
^zz `7'1 M,11
Wb
r y"'^
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PROGRAM
PTj
^
I (S	 I sv zanj em d^rGzj
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Q	
Figure 8. Printing and Illustrations for Top
Lid Side of Meal Container
JJM
W
Figure 9. Meal Number Identification
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PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCCIONES DE PREPARACION
REMOVE PLASTIC. AND FOOD PACKAGES, REMOVE PLASTIC FROM	 OPEN CANS,
QUITE EL PLASTICO Y SAQUE LOS
	 FOOD TRAY,	 ABRA LAS LATAS,
PAQUETES,	 QUITE EL PLASTICO DE
LA BANDEJA,
PREPARE AS INDICATED ON FOOD PACKAGE, 	 PLACE FOOD IN TRAY, READY TO EA
PREPARE DE ACUERDO CON LAS I NSTRUCCIONES 	 PONGA LOS ALI M E N TOS EN LA
EN CADA PAQUETE,	 BANDEJA, LISTO PARA COMER,
Figure 10. Preparation Instructions Located on the Inside Top Lid of
the Meal Container for Thermostabilized Canned Fooes
1,
3 
EMPTY FOOD PACKAGES INTO TRA
PONGA LOS ALIMENTOS EN LA
BANDEJA,
0
EMPTY DRINK POWDER INTO
LARGE GLASS,
ECHE EN UN VASO GRANDE TODA
LA BE BI DA EN POLVO,
PREPARATION INSTRl1C TI	 •
INSTRUCCIONES DE PRE PARACION
C
REMOVE PLASTIC AND FOOD PACKAGES, REMOVE PLASTIC COVER FROM
QUITE EL PLASTICO Y SAQUE LOS
	
FOOD TRAY,
PAQUETES,	 QUITE EL PLASTICO DE LA
BANDEJA,
O
ADD HOT OR COLD WATER (INDICATED ON
FOOD PACKAGE.) AND MIX WELL,
ECHE AGUA (CALIENTE 0 HELADA) DE
ACUERDO CON LAS INDICACIONES EN
CADA PAQUETE Y MEZCLELOS BI EN,
WAIT 5 MINUTES, NO
COOKING REQUIRED,
RFAnY Tn FAT,
ESPERESE 5 MINUTOS,
NO SE NECESITA COCER
LISTO PARA COMER,
Figure 11. Preparation Instructions Located on the Inside Top Lid of
the Meal Container for Freeze-Dried and Dehydrated Foods
Packaging design consisted of primary packaging, secondary pack-
aging, multi-day meal packaging and meal tray development. Primary
L
packages are those which physically.'contact the food. Secondary
packages are those packaging components which group primary packages
into meal units. The meal tray can be considered a component of
1l Ys
secondary packaging. The multi-day meal package is defined as that
container which allows meals to be packaged into multiple meal-
units.
cif
H- 2.6.1	 Primary Packaging
Primary packaging involves basically three (3) types of packaging
systems. The first system is composed of rigid cans including
either.tin plated steel (bi-metallic) or drawn aluminum cans for
za
s _
	
3	 foods which are thermostabilized. The second system involves foil
laminate packages for freeze-dried, dehydrated and intermediate
	
w	 moisture foods. The third system which is used for thermostabilized
foods is the retortable flexible pouch. Requirements for each type
package are specified n the following sections.
2.6.1.1- Rigid Cans
-°	 Rigid cans have wide product compatibility and have met with great
f
success in the food industry based on the extensive us-e of this
method of preserving food. Therefore, this technique offers great
p
stability for use in an elderly meals feeding system.
21
rTin plated steel (bi-metallic) cans are three piece constructed
with a soldered side body seam. Closures are developed by a roll
and crimp seal. The top lid is constructed of a full panel pull-out
lid or tab. Inner coatings vary widely from product to product and
each type of food requires a specific type coating. Manufacturers
and food processors work closely to see that these criteria are met.
Specific requirements and drawing specifications are included in
NASA/JSC Drawing Files for Bi-Metallic Can Drawing Number SEB
39106344.
Drawn aluminum cans are two piece constructed with a drawn body and
a full panel pull out lid. Closures are similar to bi-metallic
cans. Specific requirements and drawing specifications are included
in NASA/JSC Drawing Files for Drawn Aluminum Cans Drawing Number SEF
48100076. These drawings are applicable for can dimensions only and
all labeling as specified by these drawings is not applicable.
n
2.6.1.2 Foil Laminate Pouches
Foil laminate pouches are designed for use with freeze-dried, de-
hydrated and intermediate moisture foods. The materials used to
form the pouches provides an oxygen impermeable barrier between the
food and outside atmosphere. The material is capable of holding a
vacuum when vacuum sealed. The pouch material is a laminate of .005
inch polyester, .0035 inch foil, and either .001 inch of polyethy-
lene or surlyn material. Individual package configurations are
illustrated in Figures 12 - 15.
22
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Figure 13. Foil Laminate Pouch for
Dehydrated Drinks and Puddings.
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Figure 14. Foil Laminate Pouch for
Freeze Dried Foods
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Retortable Flexible Pouches
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During the past decade retortable flexible packaging have demon-
strated great potential as a food packaging system. The U.S. Army
Natick Development Center has tested the system extensively along
with many foreign food companies and all have met with success. The
U. S. commercial food industry is in the development of launching
the new packaging system into the U. S. market.
The requirements for packaging food items into heat-sealed flexible
pouches, thermoprocessing the filled and sealed pouches, and pack-
aging into shipping containers for shipment to the meal assembler
are included in LP-P DES 32-74, The above document is a Limited
Production and Purchase Description for Packaging, Processing and
Packing of Thermostabilized Foods in Flexible Packages and is
available from the U. S. Army Natick Development Center, Natick,
Massachusetts 01760.
2.6.2	 Secondary Packaain
Design of the secondary package was made with concern for maximum
protection to the food and yet yield a container which would enhance
the acceptability of the meal unit. Production considerations were
taken into account to yield a container which could be standardized
and thereby interchangeable with each menu.
2.6.2.1	 Meal Container
The meal container is constructed of MC 2 Elite Flute white corru-
gated paper material. The container has a tuck top with friction
-27-
JA
ends. Specific requirements for the meal container are included in
Figure 16 Secondary Meal Container.
2.6.2.2	 Meal Tray
A meal tray was included in the meal system to serve two functions;
to provide a means of positioning and holding primary food packages
in the meal container and secondly, to serve as a food meal tray.
The tray is made of 60 mil white high-impact polystyrene and is FDA-
approved for food contact use. The mater i al has a forming tempera-
ture of 300°F, a short period of time use temperature 210°F and a
continuous use temperature of 135°F. The material is described as
slow burning. The meal tray is produced by thermoforming over a
mold (Figure 17). The outside edge of the tray is trimmed one (1)
inch from the top edge of the tray after forming. To insure food
tray cleanliness and safety the tray is sealed in a 2 mil polyethy-
lene bag. The dimensions of the polyethylene bag are 10 x 16 inches.
ti
2.6.2.3	 Shrink Film
After the primary packages are placed on the polyethylene bagged
food tray, it is enclosed in a shrink film and sealed before passing
through a shrink tunnel. The shrink material is 3/4 mil centerfold
olefin type shrink film and heat sealed on all open ends. After
heat sealing, small holes are made in the film to allow air to
escape from the package when the material is heat shrunk. This
over- wrapped package is then placed in the meal container.
- 28 -
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Figure 16. Secondary "teal Container

Multi-Day Meal Packaging
The multi-day meal packaging was designed to provide ease in hand-
ling and distribution of the meal units. The design is based on
simplicity in manufacture of the package as well as in assembly of
meal units. The design is flexible in that any number of meals can
be combined with this design. The current multi-day meal package is
designed for a 7-day meal package.
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The multi-day meal package is a sheet of 200 lb. test C-Flute corru-
gated paper material (Figure 18) which is wrapped around 7 meal
containers. The sheet has corrugations running the width of mate-
rial so that it is easily formed around the corners of the meal
containers. Two strips of 1/2 inch polypropylene strapping hold the
corrugated material and the meal containers in a multi-day meal
package. The polypropylene strapping is held together by 1/2 inch
metal binding clips. A 12 inch strip of the polypropylene is con-
nected at the top of the package to form a carrying handle for the
entire multi-day meal package. A tensioning tool and a clip fas-
tener are used in securing the strapping in the above operations.
Sources of supply and price quotations for all of the packaging
;f
material are included in Appendix IV.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on experience obtained during Meal System Development For The
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Figure 18. Multi-Meal Overwrap
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Elderly, several points of interest should be considered to more
^ 	 economically implement such a meal system. The first, perhaps
should be reconsideration of the use of the meal tray. Although the
tray does add greatly to the convenience of the meal system it does
however increase the cost of the meal units significantly. It is
K -T suggested that after Phase II, Preliminary"Demonstration, the food
{
tray be evaluated to determine if its inclusion in the meal system
justifies the • increased cost.
	 Also, rather than including a food
tray in every meal 	 it would be more economical to issue a reusable
iT food tray to each individual prior to participation in the meal
program or include a reusable food tray with each multi-day meal
f ' package. 	 Deletion of the food tray from the secondary meal con-
tainer would also reduce the overall size of the meal package signi-
ficantly.
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The second area to consider is labeling and repackaging of many food
F
r
items. produced by many commercial food companies.
	
It is recommended
that the original packaging and labeling of the manufacturer be
`
a=
utilized since product compatibility with packaging has been well
r=
tested and labeling has been designed to add appeal and aesthetics
E to the package and package contents.
The third point of interest is the use of the retortable flexible
pouch, in the meal system. Currently the Federal Food and Drug
Administration has a hold on the production and marketing of food
items packaged in the retortable flexible pouch. The hold is a
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normal procedure by the FDA before established food safety cautions
are met. The concern at this time is the migration of the adhesives
into the food product when processed at temperatures above 212°F.
The adhesives are used to bond or laminate the different layers of
materials together. Currently the FDA is soliciting test informa-
tion on material migration from adhesive manufacturers so that the
safety of retortable flexible pouches can be justified.
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The retortable flexible pouch offers many advantages over current
methods of packaging foods. Some of the advantages are: (1)
reduced process and preparation times due to package configuration
(2) higher quality products because of reduced process and prepara-
tion times (3) reduced package weight and storage space. Although
the pouch offers many advantages it is not commercially available
because of the FDA hold and also because the U.S. commercial food
companies are in the initial planning stages for production of food
in retortable flexible pouches. As a result of the above, cost of
food in flexible pouches will be significantly higher than other
methods of packaging until production of this unique packaging
method is put into full scale operation. The elderly meal system is
designed so that thermostabilized food could conceivably be pro-
cessed in the retortable flexible pouch when the opportunity arises.
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MENU #1	 - FLEX-POUCH
Item mg.No. Food & Description Kcal gm.Pro gm. Fa-t-- -gm. CHO- m9 mg ,-P-. 
'
-Q. mg. Fe IU. -	 mg. mg. mg.
' Vit A Thiamin Ribovlavin Niacin Vit C
78 *Meat Balls in BBQ Sauce	 4..8 oz, 283 20.8 10.30 15.60 38.0 172.0 2.30 582 0.070 0.240 4.62 5.00
141 *Peas	 5 oz 69 4.4 0.60 12.60 25.2 63.0 1.13 630 0.095 0.090 1.00 9.,92
160 Pineapple	 5 oz 87' 0.6 0.15 22.65 24.0 12.0 0.60 90 0.150 0.045 0.45 15.,00
137 Peanuts	 1.5 oz 263 ` 11.7 22.41 8.46 33.3 180.5 0.95 -- 0.144 0.060 7.74 --
42 *Chocolate Drink'	 10 oz 225 11.0 5.00 34.00 250.0 250.0 4.50 1250 0.380 0.450 5.00 11.25
TOTALS 927 48.5 38.46 93.31 370.5 677.5 9.48 2552 0.839 0c385 18.81 41.17
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances -
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00 _?
*These foods are currently packaged in cans until FDA approval of the use of
retortable flexible pouches for these items.
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Item No. food b Description Kcal gm.Pro gm.Fat gm.CHO mg.Ca mg.P. mg.Fe IU.
Vit A
mg.
-Thiamin
mg.
Ribovlavin
mg.
Niacin
mg.
"Vit C
120 Chicken Stew	 8 oz 216 15.68 7.84 21.52 20.03 46.85 0.32 449.8 0.038 0.060 1.89 3.30
54 Green Pea Soup	 6_oz 130 7.00 1.00 20.00 20.00 -- 1.44 -- -- 0.144 1.20 --
125 Rice `n Chicken 	 8 oz 324 9.36 10.80 47.52 3.31 24.05 0.62 53.9 0.086 0.090 1.08 2.00
144 Lemon Instant Pudding	 4 oz 140 4.00 -- 31.00 150_00 325.00 -- 250.0 0.045 0.225 -- 0.45
115 Strawberry Instafot
35.00Drink	 8 oz 210 15.00 1.00 350.00 300.00 4.50 1500.0 0.390 0.540 5.00 21.16
TOTALS 1020 51.04 20.64 55.04 543.34 695.90 6.88 2253.7 0.559 1.059 9.17 ;26.90
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- - 264:00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
Item'No. Food & Description Kcal. gm Pro gm.Fat gm.CHO- -mg.Ca mg.P. mg.Fe IU.
Vit A
mg,
Thiamin
mg.
Ribovlavin
mg.
Niacin
;mg.
Vit C
1 Spaghetti	 'n Beef	 71-2 oz. 238 11.8 14.7 27.0 26.0 128.0 2.60 1802 0.170 0.170 3.7 -
52 Spring Vegetable Soup	 6'oz. 45 1.0 -1.0 8.0 - - 0.36 - - 3.036 0.4 -
141 Peas	 5 oz. 69 4.4 0.6 12.6 25.2 63.0 1.13 630 0.0'95 0.090 1.0 9.92-
135 Chocolate Crunch Bar	 % oz. 220 6.0 12.0 21.0 50.0 50.0 4.50 - 0.300 0.090 5.0 -
59 Vanilla Drink	 10 oz. 230 11.0 5.0 35.0 250.0 250.0 4.50 1250 0.380 0.450 5.0. 11.25
802 103.6 351.2 491.0 13.09 3682 0.945 15.1TOTALS 34.2 33.3 0.836 21.17
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
s
Item No. Food & Description Kcal gm.Pro gm:Fat" gm.CHO mg.Ca-- - mg. P. mg.Fe -I(!;
Vit A
-	 mg.
Thiamin
mg.
Ribovlavin
mg.
Niacin
mg.
Vit C
88 Beef Stew	 7 112 oz 186.0 16.90 5.60 16.40 38.0 73.0 2.600 4513 0.080 0.170 4.00 --
140 Cream Style Corn	 5 oz 132.3 3.15 0.60 30.00 -- 94.5 0.680 189 0 ..038 0.090 1.26 .7.08
34 Mixed Fruit	 5 oz 100.0 -- -- 27.00 -- -- 0.360 200 -- 0.036 0.40 45.00
136 Almonds	 1 1/2 oz 269.1 8.37 24.39 8.75 105.3 226.8 2.115 -- 0.020 0.414 1.58 --
48 Dutch Chocolate Drink	 10 oz 230.0 11.00 3.00 40.00 _	 250.0 250.0 4.500 1250 0.380 0.450 5.00 11.25
917.4 122.15 644.3TOTALS! 39642 33..59 393.3 10.255 6152 0.518 1.160 12.24_ 63.33
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years oldor older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
t
Item No. food b Description - Kcal gm.Pro' gm.Fat gm.CHO mg.Ca mg.P. mg.Fe IU.
Vit A
mg.
Thiamin
mg.
Ribovlavi. n
mg.
Niacin
mg.
Vit C
79 Chicken a la King	 5.0 oz 186.0 19.10 5.00 7.50 50.0 193.00 1.30 174.0 0.010 0.220 6.37 2.00
141 Peas	 5.0 oz 69.0 4.40 0.60 12.60 25.2 63.00 1.13 630.0 0.095 0.090 1.00 9.92
76 Corn	 5.0 oz 98.0 2.82 0.88 23.21 5.9 71.78 0.59 400.4 0.044 0.077 1.34 7.43
137 Peanuts
	
1.5 o.z, 263.0 11.70 22.41 8.46 33.3 180.50 0.95 -- 0.144 0.060 7.74 --
43 *Chocolate Fudge Drink	 10.0 oz 225.0 11.00 5.00 34.00 250.0 250.0 4.50 1250.0 0.380 0.450 5.00 11.25
TOTALS 841.0 49.02 33.89 85.77 364.4 757.78 8.47 2454.4 0.673 0.897 21.45 30.60
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances-
for males51-
	 ears old or older)y 792.'0 18.50 -- --' 264.,00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
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Item No. Fooa & Description Kcal gm.!'ro gm.^at (pn.CHi) mg.C^ Ing.f .' mc;.Fe IU.
Vit A
mg.
ihillnin
mg.
Rif)OV1aVin'
mg.
"Niacin .
mq.
 Vit C
117 Beef & Rice w/Onions	 8 oz 256.0 13.36 5.60 38.ii6C 7.13 43.00 1.00 3.6 0.086 11.100 1.400 2.75
5 Peas °'	 5 oz 76.7 7.48 0.46 ' 15.66 5.40 .24.30 0.54 183.0 0.090 -0.-030 0.5-40 -5.13
153 Cottage Cheese	 5 oz 135.0 5.28 4.92 17.43 209.00 54.00 1.18 -- 0.008 0.201 0.098 --
135 Chocolate Crunch Bar 	 1 1/2 oz 220.0 6.00 12.00, 21.00 50.00 50.00 4.50 -- 0.300 0.090 5.000 --
1.13 Vanilla Instant Drink	 8 oz 210.0 15.00 1.00 35.00 350.00 300.00 4.50 1500.0 0.390 0.540 5.000 21.15
906.7 127,69 621.53 476.3 ' 1686.6Totals 47.12 23.98 11.72 0.874 0.961 12.038 29.03
(1/3 Recommended dietar y
 allowances
for males 51-years-old or older) 792.0 18.50 --' -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 - 0.500 5.300 15.00
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Item No. Food & Description Kcal gm.Pro gm.Fat gm.CHO mg.Ca mg.P. mg.Fe IU:-
Vit A
mg.
Thiamin
mg.
Ribuvlavin
mg.
Niacin
mg.
Vit C
15 Chili Con Carne w/Beans	 7 3/4 oz 295.0 17.40 14.40 23.9 77.0 227 4.7 1451 0.09 0.180 5.50 --
13 Macaroni &,Cheese	 7 1/2 oz 213.8 8.78 9.00 24.0 186.8 171 0.9 248 0.11 0.225 0.90 --
138 Mixed Vegetables	 5	 oz 100.0 5.00' 0.46 20.9 39.0 98 2.0 7734 0.19' 0.109,' 1.72 12.50
6 Banana. Pudding 	 5	 oz 180.0 3.00 5.00 30.0 100.0 100 -- -- 0.03 0.180 -- --
104 Orange Drink	 8	 oz 132.0 -	 -- -- 32.8 84.0 139 0.1 2077 -- -- -- 185.00
TOTALS 920.8 34.18` 28.86 131.6 486.8 735 7.7 11510 0.42 0.694 8.12 197.50
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0' 18.50 -- -- 64.00 264.00' 3.30 1660 0.460 0.500 5.300 15.00
Item-Na.. ------Foote & Description Kcal gm. Pro gm.rat gin. Cl10 nul'.Ca mg. P. mg. re IU.
Vit A
mg.
Thiamin
mg.
Ribovlavin
mg.
Niacin
mg.
vit C
123 Beef Stroganoff	 8 oz '240.0 10.16 12.76 23.94 15.7 -	 37.7 0.36 71.0 .02 .04 .59 .25
153 Cottage Cheese	 5 oz ., 135.0 5.28 4.92 17.43 209.00 54.00 1.18 -- 0.008 0.201 0.098 --
,5 Peas	 5 oz 76.7 7.48 0.46 15.66 5.40 24.30 0.54 183.0 0.090 0.030 0.540 5.13
:145 Chocolate Instant Pudding	 4 oz 150.0 4.0 1:0	 _ 34.0 150.0 375.0 250.0 0.045 0.225 -- .45
115 Strawberry Instant Drink	 8 oz 210.0 15.00' 1.00 35.00 350.00 300.00 4.50 1500.0 0.390 0.540 5.000 21.15
811.7 126.03 415.10 790.70 2004.0TOTALS 41.92 19.54 6.58 '0.553 1.036 6.228 26.98
(1/3 Recommended dietary rallowances,oder)-
for males 5l years old or' oldr)"
-
792.0 18.50 __ __ 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
Item Flo. Food & Description Kcal gill. Pro gm. Fat 9m.C!10 m9.ca mg. P. Mg. Fe IU.
Vit A
mg.
Thiamin
mg.
Riboulavin
mg.----g,
-Niacin
mg,
Vit C
14 Beans & Franks in
Tomato Sauce	 8 3/4 oz 399.0 20.40 17.7 39.14 157 28.40 6.00 319 0.18 0.180 2.70 --
55	 ' Cream of Mushroom Soup 	 6 oz 100-0 2.00 3.0 17400 40 -- -- -- -- 0.108 0.40 --
142 Green Beans	 5 oz . 25.2 1.26 -- 5.04 38 25.2 0.90 783 0.04 0.090 0.25 2.80
35 Diced Peaches	 5 oz 110.0 -- -- 28.00 -- -- 0.36 300 -- 0.360 0.80 45.00
42 ,, Chocolate Drink	 10 oz 225.0 11.0 5.0 34.00 250 250.0 4.50 1250 0.38 0.450 5.00 11.25
TOTALS 859.2 34.66 21.2 123.14 485 559.2 11.76 2657 0.60 1.260 9.15 59.05
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
i
Item No. Food & Oescription Kcal g:, :. Pro gm. Fat
gm. C! to 1119. Ca mg. P. mg.Fe IU.
Vit A
mg.
Thiamin
Mg.
Ribovlavi'n
-mg•
Niacin
m9•-
vit C
32 ChicIken 'n Broth	 5 oz 1215 37.50
7.0 -- 20 205 2.00 345 0.05 0.1.50_,
13.00 --
5,4 Green .ea Soup	 6 oz 130 7.00
1.0 20.0 20 -- 1.44 -= -- 0.144'
__' 1.20
5 oz 44 1.00 -- 10.0 40 20 0.72
750 0.06 0.036 0.30 15..75
57 _Stewed Tomatoes
23 Vanilla Pudding	 5 oz 190 3.24
5.0 32.0 100 100 4.50 -- 0.03 0.180
__ -_
43 Chocolate Fudge Drink 	 10 oz 225 11.00
5.0 34.0 250 250 4.50 1250 0.38 0.450
5.00 11:25
TOT LS 304 59 .74 13.0 96.0 430
575 13.16 2345' 0.52 0.96 20.0- 27.00 .-.
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for "tales 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- '6+.00 264.00 3.3.) 165-0 0.400 0.500
5.300 15.00
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Item No. Food & Description Kcal gu: Peo y.	 I,.* fj .;	 CHO In'j.C.i It!".P fn	 .1^e IU.
Vit A
ni;.
Thiamin
Mg.
Rte l;lavin
--mr
?1iac;n
mg.
Vi 
	 G
38 Vienna Sausage	 5 oz 360.0 21-00 29.70 0.45 12.0 299.50 3.15 -- 0.120 0.195 3.90 --
7.6 Corn	 5 oz 98.0 2.82 0.83 23.21 5..9 71.28 0.59 400.4 0.044 0.077 1.34 7.43
138 ;fixed Vegetables	 5 oz 100.0 5.00 0.46 20.90 39.7 98.00 2.00 7734.0 0.190 0.109 - 1.72 12.50
22 Butterscotch Pudding 	 5 oz 180.0 3.0 5 . 00 3j .0 100 .0 100.00 0 -- 0.030 0.180 -- --
43 Chocolate Fudge Drink	 . 10 oz 225.0 11.00 5.00 34.00 250.0 250.00 4.50 1250.0 0.380 0.450 5.00 11.25
963.0 406.9 313.78 9334.4'TOTALS" 42.82 41.04 ln9.56 10.24 0.764 1.011 11.96 31. 122
(113 Becer.-2nd_d dietary a1ioiances
for r,:ales 51 ycers oir or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 26+.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.0.0
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Item No] Food & Description Kcal 9m. Pro gm. FaL yiu.CHO my. Ca mg. P. mg. I-e !U,
Vit A
mg.	 '
Thiamin
mg.
Ribovlavin
mg.
Niacin
mg.
Vit C
33 Turkey w/Broth	 5 oz 303.0 31.35 18.75 -- 20.0 205.0 2.10 195 0.030 0.210 7.05 --
151	 _ Sweet Potatoes	 5 oz 171.0 1.50 0.30 41.25 19.5_ 43.5 1..05 7500 0.1045 0.045 0..90 12.100
1142, Green Beans	 5 oz 25.2 1.26 -- 5.04 38.0 25.2 0.90 788 0.040 0.090 0.25 2.80
34 Mixed Fruit	 5 oz 100.0 -- -- 27.00' -- __ 0.36 200 -- 0.035 0.40 45.00
48 Dutch Chocolate Drink	 10 oz 230.0 11.00 3.00 40.00 250.0 250.0 4.50 1250 0.330 0.450 5.00 11.25
TOTALS 829.2 45.11 22.05 113.29 327.5 523.7 8.01 9933 0.490 0.831 13.60 71.05
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
^i
Item No. Food u Description Kcal gm.!'ro gm. Fat gm. CHO mg. Ca mg. P. mg.Fe IU.
Vit A
mg,m_.
Thiamin
mg
Ribovlavin
mg.
Niacin
mg.
Vit C
3 Tuna a la Neptune	 5 oz 157.9 12.00 5.47 ' 15.26
56 Bean Soup	 6 oz 110.0 x ,6.00 1.00 18.00 40.0 -- ;1.8n -_ -- 0.036 0.40 --
124 Chicken Pilaf	 8 oz 328.0 11.76 11.76 42.78 3.7 52.8 .64- 53.9 0.070 0.110 1.57 1.85
144 Lemon Instant .Pudding	 4 oz 140.0 4.00 -- 31.00 150.0 325.0 -- 250.0 0.045 0.225 -- 0.45
113 Vanilla Instant Drink	 8 oz 210.0 15.00 1.00 35.00 350.0 300.0 4.50 1500.0 0.390 0.540 5.00 21.15
945.9 543.7 1803.9TOTALS 48.76 19.23 142.04 677.8 6.94 0.505 0.911 6.97' 23.45
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792:0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
O.,O `
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Item No. Food & Description Kcal gm. Pro g,-.!. R! ,i.,.C',:i me .Ca :,.P ing.Fe 1'J.
t A
mg.
Thiainin
mg.
Ri o^clavin
ms.
Ni cin Vii C
11 Spaghetti 'n Beef	 7 1/2 oz 233 11.8 14.7 27.0 2C.0 128.0 2.60 1302 0.170 1.170 3.70 --
55 Cream of Mushroom Soup 	 6 oz 100. 2.0 3.0' 17.0 40.0 -- -- -- -_ 0.103 0.40 --
141 Pees	 5 oz 69 4.4 0.6 12.6 25.2 63.0 1.13 630 0.095 0.090 1.00 9.92
25 Chocolate`Fudge Pudding	 5 oz 190 4.0 6.0 31.0 100.0 100.0 1.08 -- 0.030 0.130 0.40 '-
59 Vanilla Drink	 10 oz 230 11.0 5.0 35.0 250.0 250.0 4.50
1250 0.380 0.450 5.00 11.25
TOTALS 827 33.2 29.3 122.6 441.2 5 4,1.0 9.31 3632 0.675 0.993 10.5 21.1i
(1/3 Recommended die tary al lowan: es
for nal_s 5, years .old or older] 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264:0C 264.00 3.30 166; 0.4CO 0.500 5.303 15.30
0
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Item X10.- -= -	 Food 8 `Description Kcal 9111. Pro gill. FrL 'Jill. C! o.U,.Ca 111(j, 11 . 1119. Fe . [U.
Vit A
my.
Thiamin
mg
Ribovlavin
mg.
Niacin
mg.
flit C
32 Chicken 'n Broth	 5 oz 215.0 ! 37.50 7.00 -- 20.0 205.0 2.00' 345 0.05 0.150 13.00 --
92 Lima Beans	 'n Ham	 5 oz,! 106.5 6.15 0.45 20.10 40.0 100.5 3.60 195 0.06 0.060' 0..75 10.50
138 Mixed Vegetables	 5 oz 100.0 5.00 0..46 20.90- 39.0 98.0 2.00 7734 0.19 0.109 1.72 12.50
148 Peanut Butter Bar 	 1 1/2 oz 210.0 6.00 11.00 _ 21.00 50 . 0 50.0 4.50 1000
i
0.30 0.090 5.00 20.25
59 Vanilla Drink	 10 oz 230.0 11.00 5.00 35.00 250.0 250.0 4.50 1250 0.38 0.450 5.00 11,25
TOTALS 861.5 65.65 23.91 97.00 399.0 703.5 16.60 0524 0.98 0.859 25.47 54.50
( 1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older)
.V
792.0 18.50 - -- 264.00 264 . 00 3.30 1650 0.400
^
0.500 5.300 15.00
1^
Item No. -	 Food & Description Kcal gin. Pro gm. Fat gla.C110 mg. Ca ing.P. mg.Fe IU.
Vit A
mg.
Thiamin
mg.
Ribovlavin
mg.
Niacin
mg.
Vit C
13 Chili-Mac	 II-1/2 oz 275.0 13.5 10.6 31.4 77.0 162.0 4.3 1250 0.17 0.17	 _ -3.3 _--
140: Cream Style Corn	 5 oz 132.2 3.15 0.60 30.0 -- 94.5 0.63 189 0.038 0.090 1.26
i
;;7.i!3
57- Stewed Tomatoes	 5 oz 44.0 1.00 -- 10.0 40.0 20.0 0.72 750 0.060 0.036 0.80 15.75
30 Rine Pudding	 5 o 200.0 4.0 5.0 34.0 50.0 100.0 0 .03 0.144 0.80
42 Chocolate-,Drink	 10 oz 225.0 11.00 5.00 34.0 250.0 250.0 4.50 1250 0.380 0.450 5.00 11.25
876.2 139.4TOTALS 32.65 2i .2 517.0 626.5 10.2 3439 0.678 0.89 11,16 34.08
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15..00
Ite,n NO. f•o,,.!	 S	 De.	 I-i1>:.iOil KL,,t I;:,!	 !' my.fr IU.
tl i t A
Ins.
Th;a:uin
m^;.
RiSo: Tavin
nil.
Riac in
nC^.
Vi [ C
2 Bee` Almondioe	 6 oz 165.0 12.96 5.97 14.54 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
54 Green Pea Souk	 6 oz 130.0 7.00 1.00 20.00 20.00 -- 1.44 -- -- 0.144 1.20 --
124 Chicken Pilaf	 8 oz 328 11.76 11.76 42.78 3.7 52.8 .64 53.9 .07 .11 1.57 1.85
143 Vanilla' Instant pudding	 4 oz 140.0 4.00 -- 31.00 150.00 325.00 -- 250.0 0.045 0.225 -- 0.45
108 Chocolate Instant Drink	 8 oz 210.0 15.00 1.00 35..00 350.00 300.00 4.50 150.0 0.390 0.540 5.00 21.15
973.0 50.72 19..63' 143.24 523.7 677.80 1803.5 0.505TOTALS 6.58 1.019 7.77 23.45
(1/3 Recoam, ended dietary alIo:•iances
Tor males 51 years old or cider} 792.0 12.50 -- -- 264..00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.40C 0.500 5.300 15.00
;r
i
Item'No. Food & Description Kcal gm.Pro gm. Pat 1^:.CHO Mg. Ca Mg. P. mg.Fe IU.
Vit A
mg.
Thiamin
mg..
Ribovlavin
mg,
Niacin
mg.
vit C
122 Vegetable Stevj w/Beef	 8 oz 216 12.00 7.12 25.52 6.98` -- 0.45 505.9 0.040 0.025 0.56 2.75
53 Tomato Soup	 .6 oz 80 1.00 1.00 17.00 20.00 -- 0.72 -- -- 0,036 0.80 --
116 Potatoes w/Beef	 8 oz 288 -14.1 13.32 27.9 42.3 162.00 2.17 -- 0.085' 0.187 3.14 23.64
143 Vanilla Instant Pudding	 4 oz 140 4.00 -- 31.00 150.00 325.00 -- 250.0 0.045 0.225 -- 0.45
108 Chocolate	 Instant
Drink	 8 oz 210 15.00 1.00 35.00 350.00 300.00 4.50 1500.0 0.390 0.540 5.00 21.:,-
569.28 787..00TOTALS 934 46.10 22.44 136.42 7.84 2255.9 0.56 1.014 9.5 47.99
(1/3 Recor.mended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older), 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.409 0.500 5.300 15.00
ILem ilo. Fuul & Oe criNLioor Kc tl ym.l'ru mi.) u  ,r,;.C!!U mg. G.1 my. P. 1119.1 c IU.
-'!it A
my.
Thia.^,in
my.
Ribovlavin
my.
Niacin
mg.
vit C
83 *Ha.^ dnd Chicken Loaf	 5 oz 210.0 31.35 6.15 7.20 27.0 256.50 2.10 -- 0.045 0.360 8.40 --
74 *Beans in Tomato Sauce	 5 oz 204.0 10.35 1.95 36..30 85.5 196.50 2.55 424.50 0.135 0.050 1.35 --
76 *Corn	 5 oz 98.0 2.82 0.88 23.21 5.9 71.28 0.59 400.40 .0.044 0.077 1.34 7.43
84 Applesauce	 5 oz 135.2 0.30 0.15 35.34 5.9 7.48 0.75 59.40 0.030 0.015 -- 1.49
59 *Vanilla Drink	 10 oz. 230.0 11.00 5.00 35.00 250.0 250.00 4.50 1250.00 0.380 0.450 5.00 11.25
TOTALS` - 877.2 55.82 14.13 137.05 374.3 781.76 10.49 2134.30 0:634 0.952 16.09 20.17
(1/3 Recommended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
Item No. Kcal gill. Pro gill.
	 L jm.C!11) my. Ca uiy.P. mg. Fe IU. mg. mg. mg.Food & Description in
Vit A Thiamin Ribovlavin Niacin Vit C
33 Turkey tiv/broth	 -	 - --	 5 oz-- 303.0 31.35 18.75 -- 20.0 205.0 2.10 195
0.030 0.210 7.05 --
138 Mixed Vegetables	 !	 5 oz 100.0 5.00 0.46 20.90 39.0 98.0 2.00
7734 fi-190 0.109 1.72 12.,50
152 Applesauce	 5 oz 137.6 0.30 0.15 35.99 6.0 7.6 0.75
60 0^; 0.015 -- 1.50
28 Tapioca Pudding 	 5 oz 170.0 3.00 4.00 30.00 150.0 100.0 0.36 --
0.030 0.180 0,40 --
42 Chocolate	 Drink	 10 oz. 225.0 11.00 5.00 34.00 250.0 250.0' 4.50
1250 0.380 0.450 5.00 11.25
TOTALS 935.6 50.65 28.36 120.89 465.0 660.6 9.71 9239' 0.660 0.964 14.17 25.L5
(1/3 Recommended' dietary allowances
for males 51 years ol d or older) 792_0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
1
E ^y`
Y
Item No. Food a Description	 - Kcal gm. Pro g!;I.ra1, 11.C1 1i ne).fa Ill-]. P. my.; a
_	
JU.
Vit A
1119,
Thiar;rn
lily.
RiSovlavin
mg.
Vit C
lily.
Niacin
38 Vienna Sausage	 5'oz. 360.0 21.00 29.7 0.45 12 299.5 3.15 -- 0.12 0.195 3.90 --
13 Macaroni & Cheese	 72 oz. 213.8: 9.0 24.00 186 171.0 0.90 248 0.11 0.225 -0.90 -	 --
142 Green Beans	 5 oz. 25.2 1.26 -- 5.04 38 25.2 0.90 788 0.04 0.090 0.25 2.30
148 Peanut Butter Bar.,1 1z oz. 210.0 6.00 11.0 21.00 50 50.0 4.50 1000 0.30 0.090 5.00 20.25
20 Cocoa Drink	 6 oz. 100.0 4.00 -- 22.00 100 -_ 0.36 -- 0.03 0.180 -- 0.90
TOTALS 909.0 41.!04 49.7 72.49 386 545.7 9.81 2036 iO.60 0.780 10.03 23.95
(1/3 Recommnended dietary allowances
for males 51 years old or older) 792.0 18.50 -- -- 264.00 264.00 3.30 1650 0.400 0.500 5.300 15.00
E
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Ee APPENDIX II
FOOD MANUFACTURING SPECIFICATIONS (FMS)
Menu Item
;FMS Number Food Item
I
FMS-1 2 Beef Almondine with Vegetables and Macaroni,
I Freeze Dried
F .	 +' FMS-2 3 Tuna a la Neptune, Freeze Dried
FMS-3 5 Peas, Freeze Dried
^. FMS-4 11 Spaghetti	 'n Beef in Tomato Sauce,  Thermostabilized 
F S-5 13 Elbow Macaroni and Cheese, Thermostabilized
FMS-6 14 Beans and Franks in Tomato Sauce,;Thermostabilized
FMS-7 15 Chili Con Carne, Thermostabilized;
k FiiS-8 17 Chili-Mac, Thermostabi 1 tzed
FMS-9 20 Hot Cocoa Drink,,"-hydrated
a
FMS-10 Puddings, Thermostabilized
ry: 23 i Type I	 - Vanilla Pudding
r
_
26 Type II	 - Banana Pudding
. 28 Type III -Tapioca Pudding
a ' 22 Type IV	 - Butterscotch Pudding
25 Type V	 - Chocolate Fudge Pudding
30 Type VI	 - Rice Pudding i
FMS-11 Poultry Meat, Thermostabilized
32 Type. I	 - Chicken with Broth
33 T	 e II	 Turkey with Brothyp	 Y
FMS-12 Canned Fruit, Thermostabilized
160 Type I	 -,Pineapple
_ 34; Type II	 - Mixed Fruit
152 Type III - Applesauce
35 Type IV	 - Diced Peaches
FMS-13 38 Vienna Sausage, Thermostabilized
FMS-14 Drinks, Thermostabilized
- 59 Type I '	 - Vanilla Drink
:.
48 '' Type II	 - Dutch Chocolate Drink
42 Type III - Chocolate Fudge Drink
FMS-15 ' Soups, Dehydrated a
52 . Type I	 - Spring Vegetable Soup
54 Type II	 - Green Pea 'Soup
53 Type III -Tomato Soup
rk.
55 sType IV	 - Cream of Muhroom Soup
56 Type V	 - Bean Soup
'.:.iii .+^ Se *k:.:'^Fa+rrrl^^2^•^
.^3i ^. h_^	 . yS:4ie5rL+YmWY'^_et+4£^.te^.dw -:	 s-3'c_:YZ.:f3fN^•^'t»acsar.
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Menu Item
FMS Number Food Item
y
FMS-16 57 Stewed Tomatoes, Thermostabilized
, j
FMS-17
L
Canned Vegetables, Thermostabilized
142 Type I	 - Green Beans
138 Type III - Mixed Vegetables
76, Type IV	 - Corn 3
140 Type V	 - Cream Style Corn
151 Type VI	 - Sweet Potatoes
FMS-18 88 Beef Stew, Thermostabilized
FMS-19 92 Lima Beans and Ham, Thermostabilized
FMS-20 104 Orange Drink, Natural Fruit Flavored, Powdered
FMS-21 Drinks, Instant, Dehydrated
108 Type I	 - Instant Chocolate Drink
115 Type II	 - Instant Strawberry Drink
113 Type III - Instant Vanilla Drink
FMS-22 116' Potatoes and Beef with Onions, Freeze-Dried
FMS-23 117 Beef and Rice with Onions, Freeze Dried
FMS-24 120 Chicken Stew, Freeze-Dried
a
FMS'-25 122 Vegetable Stew with Beef, Freeze-Dried
FMS-26 123 Noodles and Stroganoff Sauce with Beef, Freeze-Dried`
FMS-27 125 Rice and Chicken, Freeze-Dried
FMS-28- - 124 Chicken Pilaf, Freeze-Dried
s
FMS-29 Dessert Bars, Intermediate Moisture
135 Type I	 - Chocolate Crunch Bar
148 Type II	 -'Peanut Butter Bar }
FMS-30 Nuts, Dry Roasted, Natural
137 Type I	 - Peanuts
a
136 Type II	 Almonds
v
FMS-31 - Puddings, Instant, Dehydrated
143 Type I	 - Vanilla Instant Pudding
144 Type`II	 - Lemon Instant Pudding
145 Type, III - Chocolate Instant Pudding
FMS-32 153 Cottage Cheese, Freeze-Dried
y'
II-2
. i
' The following-Limited Production Purchase Descriptions pertain to product and
packaging of foods in retortable flexible pouches.
	 These documents can be
obtained from:
Department of the Army
w,
U. S. Army'Development Center y
Natick, Massachusetts 01760
Item
tP P DES/ _Number	 Food
LP/P DES 6-75 78	 Beef Slices with Barbec.u.e Sauce and Meatballs
with Barbecue Sauce
IP/.P DES 15-75 83	 Ham and Chicken Loaf a
Packaging, Processing and Packaging of Items in
LP/P DES 6-75 and LP/P DES 15-75.
LP/P DES 16-75 74	 Beans with Tomato Sauce
LP/P DES 17-75 160	 Fruits, Thermostabiliz:ed, Flexibly
f, 84	 Packaged (Applesauce and Pinea9	 pp	 Pple)
LP/P DES 10-75 79	 Chicken a la King
v
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i
1_.0 SCOPE
p
F
t 1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and packaging of freeze-dried beef almon-
dine with vegetables and macaroni for use in the elderly meals system.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
r 2.1 The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein:
I Standards	
y
F Federal
U. S. Standards for Grades ofDehydrated Vegetables
U. S. Standards for Grades of Macaroni Product
Regulations Governing Meat Inspection of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture.
2.2 Other Publications
U. S.
	 Department of Health, Education and Welfare
z . 5
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
	 O^
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
	 QFR<QU GEt9
` i4j;
Official Methods	 Analysisof
a
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
31 Preproduction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish _shall be submitted
for
	
beforeapproval	 production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials.
	 The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulations of the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, U. S. Department of Health Education and Welfare, or regula-
tions the Meat-.Inspection Division, U,S.D.A.
	 All	 ingredients and
materials shall be clean and free from foreign materials and have
a typical flavor, odor, and color.
x
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	3.2.1	 Beef. Cooked beef shall be prepared and processed only in a plant
which is operated under the continuous inspection of the Consumer
Marketing Service, U.S.D.A,r
	
3.2.2
	
Vegetables . All vegetables shall comply with the requirements of the
U. S. Standards for each vegetable,
	
3.2.3
	
Vegetable Oil. Polyunsaturated vegetable oil shall be of high quality.
	
3.2.4
	
Starch. Modified food starch shall be of high quality and approved
IT
for food use.
3.2.5 Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein.	 Hydrolyzed vegetable protein may be used
and shall be food grade.
3.2.6 Salt.	 Salt shall be white refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
Codex identity and purity.
- 3.2 . 7 Sugar	 Sugar shall be white granulated cane or beet sugar.
' g 3.2.0 Monosodium Glutamate.	 Monosodium glutamate shall be of Food Chemicals
I
Codex identity and purity.
	
-
3.2.9 Flavorings.	 Natural or artificial flavors approved for food use may
IJ be used.
3.2.10 Coloring.	 Natural or artificial colors approved for food use may be
used
3.2.11 Antioxidants.	 Disolium inosinate and disodium guanylate approved for
food use may be used as antioxidants and preservatives.
3.2.12	 Macaroni. Macaroni shall be of high quali ty.
3.3
	
	
Formulation. Formulation is proprietary and is not specified. Product
ingredients are indicated in Table I.
Table I - Product Ingredients
Beef, peas, carrots, macaroni, onions, almonds, modified corn starch,
'.
	
	 polyunsaturated vegetable oil, beef extract, salt, monosodium gluta-
mate, flavorings', sugar, caramel coloring, disodium inosinate and
disodium guanyla;te.
11:
^Q^ZG ^ g QUA
L
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3.4 Processing.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1	 and 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Cooking.	 All	 ingredients shall be combined and cooked for a;,5ffficient
amount of time.
3.4.2 Freeze-Drying.
 
	 After the product has been cooked it shall be cooled
^
and f=rozen.	 Subsequently it shall be freeze-dried according to estab-
lished commercial procedures.
f 3.5 Finished Product.	 The finished product shall comply with the
f
requirements of Table 11.
Table II - Finished Product Requirements
` 1)	 Moisture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.
2)	 Oxygen content of packaged product shall not exceed 2.0
percent.
g
3)	 Approximately 1.7 ounces of product shall rehydrate-within 10
minutes after the addition of 6.0 fl uid ounces of boilin g water
with gentle stirring.
4)	 The rehydrated product shall have typical flavor, color, texture,`
.;	 odor, and appearance,
3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
INK provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder.
3.7 Sanitary Requirements. 	 The product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
Aft 4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibility for Ins pection.	 The supplier shall be responsible for
performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified its<this
document.
4.1.1 Receiving Inspection.
	
The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. 	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
i
i
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4.1.2 Microbiological Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3 Or anoieptic Testing. 	 If requested, representative serving size
a portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing proced-
ures.
4
4.1.4 Product hleight.	 Each serving size shall contain 1.7 ounces of
product	 container.per
4.1.5 Moisture Content.The analysis for moisture content shall be made
in accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of the Associ-
ation of Official Anal ytical	 Chemists:,
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 ` Packaging of Product for Shipment from Supplier. 	 The product shall be
adequately packaged fr p otection  during shipment.	 Packages broken or
punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Pr irijary Packaai
 ng .	 The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
Polyethylene, foil, polyethylene or cellophane material which is
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum.
	 The materials
used shall be compatible with the product.
	 Size of the prim-ry
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease in
mechanical packaging and sealing.
	 ?
5.1.2 Labeling.	 Each food container shall be labe1ed to indicate its
? contents and contents weight.-	 In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation ` i nstructi ons .
r, 5.1.3 Secondary Packaging.	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of Cflute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard.	 The style of the
k. container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). 	 The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be suchthat the product is
held securely during shipment. 	 The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements.	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1.4 Labelin g. ,	 The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
information.
'i
1)	 Address of ,procuring agency.
	 OtIGINAL' PAGn'
2)	 Contents	 OF_ POOR QUAII'1
	 '
3)	 Lot .Number
4)	 Place of Manufacturer
5)	 Date of Production
6)	 Amount included in shipment
jDocument No. FMS-1
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5.2 Sto^ e. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
y conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0 NOTES
M rJ 	 ^	 du CuMlC ll	 s	 s hall 	 ^^ theI rocurement Data.	 Procurement u `^ ^.uiri^^ito	 tflu 	 v3fJ lfollowing:
t 1) Title and date of specification
2) Type of product required
3) Preproduction sample when required
4) /Amount of product required
5) Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical Motes -• The product shall be from the freshest lot avail-
able from the manufacturer,
6.2.1 Special Handling.	 The product shall be vacuum packed to obtain an
} oxygen content of U o,, less;
a
!t ,
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f 1.0	 SCOPE
1.1
	
	
Scope. This document covers the procurement, processing,
inspection, testing, storagQ, and packaging . of freeze-dried
Tuna A La Neptune for use in the elderly meals system.
2.,0
	
APPLICABLE DOCU14ENTS
2.1
	
The followi ng documents form a part of this specifi cati on to the
extent specified herein:r
Standards
E	
Federal
U.S. Standards for Grades of Nonfat Dry Milk
U.S.  Standards for Grades of 'tuna
U.S. Standard:, for Grades of macaroni Products
U.S. Standards for Grades of Vegetables
2.2	 Other Publications
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
Association of Official Analyti cal Chemists	 i
Official Methods of Analysis
3.0	 REQUIREMENTS
:3.1 .
	
	Preproduction Samples. If requested, representative samples of
the product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be;sub-
mitted for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2	 Materials. All ingredients used shall be of edible grade,
dean, sc^und and wholesome. They shall possess good characteristi c
flavor, odor, and color, and shall be free from quality defects.
	
oRI 	 V
N	 OF Fpp$ `QUt
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	 Tuna. Whi te meat tuna shall be . or high quality and co,;lply with
requirements of -the Standards for White i4eat Tuna.
3.2.2	 Macaroni. Macaroni shall be of high quality and comply with
the requirements of Standards for Macaroni Products,
3.2.3	 Nonfat Dry 11i l k. Nonfat dry milk shall be Food grade.
3.2.4	 Vegetables. All vegetables s-ha.11 comply with' the requirements
of tF6U.5. Standards for each vegetable used.
3.2.5	 Corn 0 i 1. Corn oil shall be of hig h quality.
3.2.6	 Starch. Modified starch shall be high quality feed grans.
3.2.7	 Salt. Salt shall be ' sodi um chloride of f =ood Chemicals Codex
identity and puri ty.
i	 3.2.8	 Monosodium Glutamate. Monosodium gl utamate shall be of Food
k	 Ckrem cal Codex Aden ity and purity.
3.2.9
	
Spices  and Flavorings. Natural and artificial spices and
flavorings approved •for -food use may be used
3, 2...10 Ant -I o>:i dEints . ^i soli u;^r i nos ir^:^te and d ► rvdi u q^^anyl ?jTe approved
for food use may be used as antioxidants and preservatives.
3.3	 Formulation. Formul at •i on i s proprii e Lary and is not specified.
Product ingredi ents are indicated in Table I.
3
Table I - Product Ingredients
White meat tuna, macaron •f, mushrooms, nonfat dry milk,
green peppers, peas, carrots, corn oil, celery, modified
_	 corn starch, flour, salt, flavorings, monosodium glutamate,
di sodi um i`nos irate, and di soli um guanyl ate.
i
pRIGIl^T RUM
OF p00
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3,4 Processing.	 Components complying With 3.2 shall
	 be processed in
accordance With 3.4.1	 and 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Cooking.	 Al l 	 i ngredi e'nts' shal l fro combined and cooked for a
sufficient amount oaf time,
3.4.2 Freeze_DaLng.	 After the product has been cooked it shall be
cooled and frozen.
	
Subsequently it sh=11
	 be freeze-dried -
according to established com;rxercial procedures.
	 .
3,5 Finished Product. 	 The finished product shall comply w ith the
requirements of Table 11.
Table 11
	
Finished Product Requirements
—	 -
-' 1)	 Moisture content shall 	 not exceed 4.0 percent.
j 2)	 Approximately 1.5 ounces of product shall rehydrate
I Within 10 minutes after the addition of 6.0 fluid ounces
of boiling water with gentle stirring.
	 1
x
3)	 0xygen content ofpackaged product shall not exceed '2.0
percent.
4)	 Tile rehydrated }product shall have a typical flavor;
color, texture, odor, and appearance.
} 3.6 Deliver ies .	 Al l deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
i provisions' of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
^^ lions promulgated thereunder.
3.7. Sanitary Requirements.	 The product shall be proces sed in	 '
w establishments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
fi
4.1 Resonsibility for inspection. 	 The supplier shall .be responsible
^N for performing the necessary inspections and examinations
specified in this document.
4.1.1 Receivin	 Inspect'ion.	 The shipping container shall be inspected
f
to determine. if any damage occurred in shipment that Would
cause the product to be unsafe for use. 	 Units, so damaged,
shrill; be rejected.
; 4.1.2 Microbiolo g ical Te st ing.	 If requested, representative serving
size portions shall be tested.
sI
G1NAL"PAGE IS
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4.1.3
	 Or,anolept^ic Testing. if requested, representative serving
_	 I
size portions shall be tested Busing standard organoleptic
testi ng
 procedures.
4.1.4
	 Product 1 igij . Eaci? serving size shall contain 1.8 ounces of
product per container.
4.1,5	 Moisture Conte nt, The analysis for moisture content shall be
made in accordance with the Official Methods of,Analysis of
the Association of Official
5.0	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1	 Packa ci n of Product for Shi pment: from :S^p^lier, The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1
	
Primary Packagi n 	 The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
polyet Y- ene, foil, polyethylene or cellophane matcria1 which is
oxygen impermeable and capable
   of retaining a vacuum, The materials
used shall be compatihle with the product. Size of the primary
package shall be dictated by bulk densi ty
 of product and ease in
mechanical packaging and sealing.
5.1.2	 Label i nc. Each food container shall be labeled to -indicate its
cc r!t:..nts and contents	 In at,rfY..ion eo.ch conta i ner shall be	 .
labeled with preparation instructions,
5.1.3	 Secondary Packaping. The shipping 'container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall,e corrugated fiberboard,. The style of the	 i
'	 container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The dimen•
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment, The Uniform Freight Classification 	 1
Rule 41. 'should also be used to determine weight restrictions` and
other requirements. The shipping con?taincr shall be closed.using
}.	 reinforced tape.
5.1.4
	
Labeling. The shipping container shall be labeled with the f011owing
d^	 information.
P AGE
1) Address . of procuring agency.	 OPIGToL
OF p0
QU
u 	 Qg} 
2) Contents
3) Lot` Number	 i
4) Place of Manufacturer
5)'- Date of Production
6)	 Amount included in shipment
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5.2 Storage.
	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packacdirig.
6.0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the iollowir^y:
I
1)	 Title and date of specification
2)	 Type of product required
i 3)	 Preproduction sample when required
4)	 Amount of product required
5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical Notes - The product shall be from the freshest lot avail--
3' able from Ghe manufacturer.
6.2.1 pecia1 fandlinn .	 The product shall be vacuum packed to obtain an
+ ^ oxygen content of 2% or less.
3
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1.0	 SCOPE
I
1.1	 Scapa. This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and packaging of freeze- dried vegetables
for use in the elderly meals system.
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1	 The following documents form; a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein:
`	 .	
Standard
Federal
U. S. Standards for Grades of Pease
2.2	 Other Publications
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
	
E7	 `Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulationspromulgated thereunder.
National Research Council
	hlr
	 Food Chemicals Codex
s
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analys'i s
	
i	 3.0	 REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 Preproduction Samples. If requested, representative samples of theL
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
	
F
	
for approval before production ar assembly is commenced.
9
3.2	 Materials. All ingredients used shall be of edible grade, clean,
sound and wholesome. They shall possess good characteristic
flavor, odor, and color, and shall be free from'qual'ty defects.
3.2.1	 Peas. Grade A sweet peas shall be used either fresh, frozen or
canned,
3.3	 Formulation. Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
OF IG 	 z
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3.4 Processing-.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
►^ accordance with 3.4.1 	 and 3.4.2
3.4.1 Cooking.	 All	 ingredients shall *
 be combined and cooked for d
sufficiemt amount of titae.
3.4.2 Freeze-Dr yinC.	 After the product has been cooked it shall be cooled
and frozen.	 Subsequently it shall	 be freeze-dried according; to
established commercial 	 procedures..
3.5 Fi r^ ;shed Pr oduct.	 The finished {product shall 	 comply with the
_	 _	 ...
requirements of Table T:
ir , Ta ble I -Finished Product Requiremen ts
1)	 Moisture content shall
	
not exceed 4.0 percent.
2)	 Oxygen content of packaged product shall not exceed 2.0
percent.
k 3)	 Approximately 0.9 ounces of product shall rehydrate within
j 10 minutes after the addition of 4.0 fluid ounces of boiling
water with gentle stirring
4)	 The rehydr°aced product shall have a typical flavor, color,
., texture, odor, and appearance.
Y
3.6 Delive ries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
'provisions of the Federal	 Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
{
3.7 Sanitary Requirements.
	
The product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASSU RANCE PROVIS IONS
r_
4.1 Responsibility for Inspection.	 The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations; specified
e. in this document.
4.1.1" Receiving Inspection.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. 	 Units,, so , damaged, sha l l be rejected.
4.1.2 ,Microbiological Testing. 	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
1
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If serving size4.1.3 0t^ at1a1 optic Testin	 requested, representative
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
4,1,4 Product Wleiy_lit.	 Each serving size shall contain 0.9 ounces of
product per 'container.
4.1.5 Moisture Content.	 The analysis for moisture content shall be made
in accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of the Associ-
ation of Official Analytical
	 CherQists.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1
	
	
Pacl.a i n ^ of Product for Shi pp ent from Su pplier. The product shall
be adequately packaged -For protraction during shipment. Packages
broker or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1
	
	
Primary Pacica in_j. The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
poyet by l ca ne, foil, polyethylene or cellophane materi al which is
oxygen iraperm2able and capDble of retaining a vacuum. The materials
used shall bc, compatible a rith the product. Size of the primary
package shall be dic%ated by bulk densi-Ly of product and ease in
mechanical packaging and sealing.
5.1 .2	 Labeling. Each food container shall be labeled to indicate' its
contents and contents weight. In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1.3	 Secondary Packaging. The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC) 	 The d imen--
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipr ►e7t. The Uniform f=reight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements. The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1.4	 Labelincf. The shipping containe ►° shall be labeled with the following
information.
1) Address of procuring agency.
2) Contents
3) Lot Number 4'^
4) Place of Manufacturer
'
5) Date of Production	 Qjt
6) Amount included in shipment
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5.2 Stora c,_e. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following;
'I) Titre and date of specification
f
t 2) Type of product requiredti
3) Preproduction sample when required
4) Amount of product required
5) Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technica l Notes - The product shall be from the -Freshest lob avail-
able from the manufacturer.
6.2.1 Special The product shall be vacuum packed to obtain an
oxygen content of 2),:', or less,
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SCOPE
Scoae. This document covers- the procurement, ; processing, inspec--
i:ion, testing, storage, and packaging of thermostabilized Spaghetti
'n Beef in lonnato Sauce for use in the elderly meals system.
The following documents form _a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein:
1
Standards
Federal
U. S. DeLartment of AL^ r •icul tore
Regulation Governing Meat Inspection of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture
U. S. Standards for Grades of Cheddar Cheese
U. S. Standards of Identity for Macaroni Products
t	 2.2	 Other Publications
who
U. S. Department of 1 1,eulth, Educa tion and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promulgated
thereunder.
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
3.o
	 REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 Preproduction Samples. If requested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2	 Materials. The products shall be manufactured from componentsy
which comply with the regulations of the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, U. S. Department of Health Education and Welfare, or regul'a-
tions of the Meat Inspection Division, U.S.D.A.` All;indred^ients
and materials shall be clean and free from foreign materials and
have a typical odor, color, and flavor.
3.2.1	 Beef. Beef shall be prepared and processed only in a plant which
is operated under the continuous inspection of the Consumer Marketing
Service, U.S.D.A.
Oftb
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'	 3.2.2
	
Vetegables. Vegetables shall be of high quality. Vegetables used
may either be fresh, forxen or dehydrated.
3.2.3
	
	
Spaghelti. Enriched spaghetti shall be used and shall comply with
Standards of Identity for Macaroni Products.
3.2, 4
	
Salt. Salt shall be sodium chloride of Food Chemicals Codex
identity and purity.
3..2.5	 Wheat Flour. Enriched wheat flour may be used and shall be of high
quality.
3.2.6	 Citric Acid. Citric acid shall comply with Food Chemical s Codex
;E	 requirements for 'identity and purity.
3.2."	 Flavor n s. Flavorings may be used and shall be approved for flood
use.
3.2.8	 Vegetable Oil. A high quality vegetable oil shall be used.
k'	 3.2.9	 Cheddar Cheese. Cheddar Cheese shall comply with the requirements
of U. S. Standards for Grades of Cheddar Cheese:.
?	 3.2.10 	 Sugar. Sugar shall be white granulated cane or beet sugar.
"	 3.3	 Formul«^.icr^. Formulation -is	 pr	 ^ and i	 spanra ietar^	 s not ecified.
}	 Ingredients are designated in Table Z.
Table I Product Ingredients
Tomatoes, water, enriched spagi-fetti, beef, cooked beef; vegetable 	 1
oil, salt., enriched wheat flour, sugar, cheddar chees , carrots,`
dehydrated onions, flavoring, and citric acid.
r t
3.4	 Processing. Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
r J,	 accordance ^Nri th 3.4.1.
R,	 f
3.4.1	 Mixing and Heat Pj:22 st ink. Ingredients shall be combined, cooked,
filled into cans, sealed and thermally processed in accordance with
r	 x
established procedures insuring commercial sterili ty. 	 s
3.5	 Finished Product. The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table 11.	 i
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3.5	 (Continued)
Table II - Finished Product RLq_uirements
1) Product shall comply with roquirement;s of cor}rrrercial sterility
for thermostabilizt:d foods.
2) Product shall have typical flavor, color,, texture, odor, and
appearance.
3.6 Deliveries. All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
3.7
	
	
Sanitary Re, uireinents. Tire product shall be processed in establish
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices
s	 4.0	 QgALLLY.ASSURANCE PROVISIOINS
r 4.1 Responsibility for Ins{cciiari.	 The supplier shall	 be responsible
- e performingth  necess'aiy inspections and examinations specifiel'TIT
in this document,
4.1.1 Receiving Inspection.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
ti determine if any damage occurred in shipment; that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. 	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
s
4.1.2 Mi'cr°obiological nstin	 If requested, representative serving size 
portions dial 1- be tested.
'w
4.1.3 Or aq noi gtic Testing_	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
4.1.4 Product LJejAht.	 Each serving size shall contain 7 1/2 ounces of
product per container.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Packaging of Product for Shi iiment from Supplier. ; The product shall
be adeq u ately packaged for protection during shipment. 	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Primary Packac inq_.	 The primary container shall be a 208 x 2073 or
203 x 200 tin-plated steei or aluminum can with full-panel pullout 	 3
lid.	 The interior of the pullout and cans shall be coated with an
enamel compatible with the product.l	`
G
..S
€ 5.1.2	 Labeling.	 Each 'Food container shall	 be labeled -to indicate its
contents and contents weight.	 In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation'instructions.
5.1.3	 Secondary Pacj, aq9 in_q.	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, s i ; 1 e wall, corrugated fiberboard. 	 The style of thie
container shatil`;` be a Regular Slotted ContainFMr,
	
(RSC).	 The dimeh-
it sionsof the shipping container.-shall
	
be such that the product is
held securely during shipment.	 The Uniform f=reight Classification'
t' Rule 41 should also	 be used to determine v,eight restrictions and
ot:hQr, requirerments.	 The shipping container shall be closed using
i,reinforced tape.
5.1 .4	 Labeling.	 The shipping container shall	 be labeled with the following
in urination.
1)	 Address of procuring agency.
2)	 Con-tents
3)	 Lot Number
I
4)	 Place of Manufacturer
5)	 Date of Production 3
6)	 Amount included in shipment
5.2	 LtLr aq e.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
` conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0	 NOTES
6.1	 Procurement Data.
	
Procurement documents shall specify the following:
l)	 Title and date of specification
' 2)	 Type of product required
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
r
4)	 Amount of product required
5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2	 Technical Notes - None
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1.0 SCOPE
T 1 ,1 This document covers the procurement, processing, i nspecti on,
testing, storage, and packaging of thermostabiliZed elbow macaroni
and cheese for ua i _	 in the elderly meals system.
! 2.0 APPLICABLE DOCU MENTS....___--	 Iv
2.1 The following docut,7ents form a part of this sp9cification to the'
extent` specified herE'ln:
Standards
Federal
U. S. Standards for Grades of Cheddar Cheesea,
U. S. Standards for Grades of Macaroni and macaroni products
U. S. Standards For Grades of Whey and whey products
U. S. Standards for Grades of 1largarine
p
2.2 Other Publications
t U. S. Department of Hea lth, Education and Welfare
x ;, a
Federal rcod, Drugs and Cosmetic Act and regulations promul-
gated thereunder,
National
	
(research Council
Food Chemicals Codex,^.
Association of Official Analytical Chemist
Official Methods of Analysis
` 3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Prep roduction Sample s_. 	 If requested, representative samples of
the product Which the,supplier proposes to furnish shall be sub-
mitted for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials..	 All materials and ingredients shall be clean and free
from foreign material and have	 typical odor, color, and flavor.
,
a
3'	 2. dater.	 Water shall	 be potable.
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k
3.2.2 Macaroni.	 Enriched elbow macaroni shall be used.
3 Cheddar^ Cheese.	 Cheddar ,.cheese sttdi1 con[ orm to the rcqu i rement.s,
of U.S. Gracie A Cheese.
F 3.2.4 !heat Flour.	 Wheat flour si7all
	
be of high quality and may be
__. 
enrich"ci,
trlatlie.
	
tArgarinshall	 comply with tl^e requirements of U.	 S.
Grade A or better,
3.2.6 Salt.	 Salt shell be sodidirt chloride of Food Chemicals Code:
Identity and purity,
3.2.7 Whey Powder.	 they powder shall comply with the requirements of
U.	 S. Grade A.
-- 3.2.3 Sugar.	 Sugar shall	 be cratiulatcd cane or beet sugar.
3.2.9 Cream.	 Cream shall be U. S. Grade A or better.
3.2.10 Monosodium Glutamate.	 Monosodium glutamate shall be of Food
r
Cheitti cal s Codes	 dr^iiti ty and puri ty,
3.2.11 Flavorin(ls.	 Flavoring shall	 be used and sha'l'l	 Lie app roved for
y food use.
r 3.3 FormuI - t i on.	 formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
Product ingredients are indicated in Table 1.
i
Tab le 1 - Product rn(redi ents
Water, enriched elbow macaroni, cheddar cheese, enriched wheat
flour, margarine,' salt-, whey' powder, sugar, cream, manosodium
glutamate, dehydrated onions and flavorings
3.4' Process ing.	 Components complying with;3.2 shall be processed in
d `	 k accordance with 3.4.1.
3.4.1 Mixing a n	 Neat Processing.	 Ingredients shall	 be combined, cooked,
filled into cans, sealed and thermally ;processed in accordance with
established procedures insuring commercial sterili ty.
3.5 ` Finished Product.	 The finished product' shall comply with the require-
ments of Table II.
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Table II- Finished Product Requirements
1)	 Product shall comply with requirements of commercial sterility
foi- thermostabilized foods.
2)	 {product shall	 have typical flavor, color, texture, odor, and
appearance.
3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosi-netic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
3.7 Sanitary Reauirement s .	 The product shall be processed in establish-
tmG11tS complying 4!'it i- Good Manufacturing Practices.
410 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Res onsibil its! for Inspec^ o^n .	 The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1 Receivin	 Insp.E tion.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
"determine if any damage occurred i n shipment that would cause the,
product to ue unsafe for use.
	
Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 Microbio10 ical Testin , = If requested, re resentative serving size
_.^
	 q	 p
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3 Organoleptic Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
x.
4.1.4 Produce	 We	 ht.	 Each serving size shall contain 7 1/2 ounces 'of,
product per container.
5.0 PREPARATION F	 VC
 ^ 	 OR DELIVERY
5.1 Packaging of Product for Shipment from Su	 tier.	 The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment.	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Primary Packaging.
	
The primary container shall be a 208 x 203 or
ZUB x	 8. n-meted steel or alusllinum can with full -panel pull-out
i lid.	 Tfie interior oi= the pull-out and cams shall be coated with an
enamel compatible with the product.
oil	 k	 rm
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5,1.2	 Label inc. Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight
	 In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1.3	 SecondarywPacka(iin7_. The shipping container shall bc constructed
of C-flute, single wall, corrugated tiberboar°d. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The dimen-
sions of the shipping container small he such that the product is
held securely drn'irng shipment. The Uniforrrr Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requiremLnLs. The shipping container shall be closed rasing
reinforced tape.
5.1. Q	 Label i n . The shipping contai ner shall be labeled kqi th the following
i nformaGion.
1)	 Address of procuring agency.
2)	 Contents
i	 3)	 Lot Number
4) Place of Manufacturer
5) Date of Production
6) Amount included in shipment
5.2	 Storage. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive  to the -deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6,0
	 NOTES
6.1	 Procurement Data. Procurement documents shall specify the following:
r 1)	 Title and date of specification
^' ^	 2)	 Type of product required
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
4) Amount of product required
5	 Shipping Instructions
6.2
	 Techn ical motes - The product shall be from the freshest lot avail-
abl e from the manufacturer.
t
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Scope. This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
ti on, testing, storage, and pacl:ag i ng of thermostab7 7 zed beans
and franks in tomato sauce for use in the elderly meals system.
APPLICA BLE DOCUMENTS
	
2.1	 The following documents form a part of t hi s specification to the
extent specified herein:
Standards
P
Federal
	:Y	 U. S. Standards for Grades of Navy Beans
U. S. Standards for Grades of Tomatoes
Regulations Governing Peat Inspection of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture
	
2.2	 Other Publications
U. S. Department of Hc{ alth, Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder.
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
	
3.0	 REQUIREMENT'S
	
3.1	 Preproduction Samples. If requested, representative. samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
	
i	 for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
	
3.2
	 Materials. The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulations of the Food and Drug Administra -
tion, U. S; Department of Health Education and Welfare, or regula -
tions the bleat Inspection Division, U.S.D.A. All ingredients and
materials shall be clean and free from foreign materials'and have
a typical' odors color, and flavor.
o AL PEE
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3.2.2
Frankfurters. Frankfurters shall be prepared and processed only
in a plant which is operated under the continuous inspection of the
Consumer Marketing Service, U.S.D.A.
Tomatoes. Tomatoes shall comply with the requirements of the
U. S. Standards.
y a
	 3.2.1
i
d
	
3.2.3	 (ice  Bean. U. S. Ill navy beans shall be used.
	3.2.4	 Distilled Vinegar. Distilled vinegar shall be of High quality and
approved for mood use.
	3.2.5	 Bacon. Bacon may be used and shall be of high quality.
	
3.2.6	 Salt. Salt shall be white refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
Codex identity and purity.
	3.2.7	 Sugar. Sugar shall be white granulated cane or beet sugar.
	
3.2.8	 Flavorings. Natural or artificial flavor may be used and shall be
faod grade.
3,2.9 Spices.	 Spices approved for food use may be used.
}. 3.3 -	 z	 S pecifi ed. FormLE-lation.	 Formulation is pr r^ pf• ,Gtar /^ and I s not o.. ., c,...i 	 Product
ingredients are indicated in-lable h.
I
S Table I - Product Ingredients
4 a	 '
Water, beans, frankfurters (Beef, Pork, water, salt	 dextrose,
flavoring, sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite), tomatoes, sugar,
bacon., salt, distilled vinegar, flavoring, spice.
C
N 3.4 Processin .	 Components complying with 3..2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1- and 3.4.2,
3.4.1 Co	 in	 All	 ingredients shall be combined and cooked for a suf-
fic'ient amount of time.
L 3.4.2 Neat Processing.	 The cooked product shall be filled into cans,
sealed and thermally processed in accordance with standard estab-
i	 Fr lished procedui~es insuring commercial sterility.
3.5 Finished Product.	 The finished product shall comply with the
w requirements of Table Ij.
t
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3.5	 (Continued)
Table 11-- Finished Product Requirements
1) Product shall comply with requirements of cctiiiiierc al steril ity
for thermostabilized foods.
2) Product shall have typical flavor, color, texture, odor, and
j appearance.	 R	 .
r	 . r 3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every i°espect to the
,i provisions of the Federal food, Drug and Cosmetic .Act and regula-
j
tions promulgated thereunder,
3.7 Sani tary Requirements. 	 The product shall be processed in establish-
a meets complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibility for Inspection.	 The supplier shall	 be responsible
-- for performi-ing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1 Rece'ivingIns ection.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any daii^iane occurred in shi pti^cnt that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. 	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 Microbiological Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall	 be tested.
4.1.3; O	 of eDti c Testing. 	 If requested, representative serving size
^. portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
4.1.4 Product Weight.'	 Each serving size: shall contain 7 1!2 ounces of
product per container,
-5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY''
5.1- Packaginq of Product for Shipmentent from Supplier.	 The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment. 	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Primary Packaging.	 The primary container shall be a 208 x 203 or
208 -x 208 tin-plated steel or aluminum can with full-panel pullout
lid.	 The interior of the pullout and cans shall be coated with an
enamel compatible with , the product.
4
I
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5.1.2 Label i nq .	 Each food container shall	 be i abel edto indicate  i ts
Intents and contents weight,	 I n addition each container shall be
labeled wi th preparation instructions.
5.1.3 SPCrtldrary Pac icnc^ n g .	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wail, corrugated fiberboard.	 The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC).
	 The dimen,
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
field securely duri ng shipment.	 The Uni form f=reight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight I-estrictions and
other requirements.	 The shipping'container shall 	 be closed using`
reinforced tape.
5.	 .4 Labeling.	 The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
on.informati
1)	 Address of procuring agency.
n 2)	 Contents
3)	 Lot Number?
4)	 Place of Manufacturer
5)	 Date of Production
?i
6)	 amount included in shipment
5.2 Storage.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducfve to the deterioration of the product or product packaging,
6.0 NOTES	
!
6.1 Procurement Data. 'Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1)	 Title and date of specificationJIM
2)	 Type of product required
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
4)	 Amount of product required
5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical Notes - The product shall be from tho freshest lot
availabl e from the manufacturer.
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1.0
	 SCOPE
1.1	 Sco c. This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tio;, testing, storage, and packaging of themitostabili%ed chili coon
carne for use in the elderly meals system.
2.0
	
APPLI CABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1	 The following documents form apart of'this specification to the
extent specified herein:
Standards
Federal
y	 7;
W
A: U. S. Delaar tment of A. ri cu1 ture
Regulation Governing Meat Inspection of the U. S
Department of Agriculture
2.2	 Other Publications
Educat ion and ^lel fareU . S. Departmentl ;.	 r^tmcnt of IJeal tn,	 f
Federal Food, drug and Cosmetic ;Act and regul a tions promul gatcl
thereunder.
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex"
"	
3.0
	
REQUIREtiENTS
3.1	 Pre2r 	 Samples 	 If recuested, representative samples ,of the
product. which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
w` .	 for approval before production or assembly is commenced. 	
i
,..^	 3.2	 Materials. The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulati ons of the Food and Drug Admi nistra-
Lion U. S. Department of Hearth Education and Welfare, or regula-
tions'of the Bleat Inspection Division, U.S.D.A. All ingredients
and materials shall be clean and free from foreign materials and
have a typical odor, color, and flavor.
3.2.1	 Beef' Beef shall be prepared and processed only in z,,
 
plant which
is operated under the continuous inspection of the Consumer Market-
ing Service, U.S.D.A.
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3.x,2 VE?E rri: tblEas.
	
Vu etahles
	 shall	 be of hi gh quality. 
.^_.^_ ..._._., _..	 ^	 ^	 Vegetabl es 	 used
may either be fresh, frozen of dehydrated.
3.2 . 3 Starch.	 Potato starch may be used and shall be of high quality.
3.2.4 Salt.	 Salt shall be sodium :chloride of Food Chernical s Code,
identity and purity.
3.2.5
i
W he at Flour.	 Enriched wheat flour r,7:ry be used and shall be of
high q all ity.	 <
3.2.5 Citric ,arid	 Citric Acid shall comply with Food Chemicals Codex
_.—_^ _
-forRequirements	 identity and purity.	 a
3.2.7 f=lavorings.
	 flavorings may be used and shall be approved for food
use.
3.3 Formula tion -	 Forrttulation is prof rietary and is not specified.
Ingredients arty designated in Table I.k
Tabl e I _ Product In re iie nts
Tomatoes, conked beans, hecf, po tato starch, salt., enriched wheat
hour, dehyd ra ted anions,	 ^la^^^rr ^iy anti citric- acid.
a 3.4	 Processing.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processcd in
accordance with 3.4.1.
3.4,1	 Mixin	 and H u i. Frocessinct	 Ingredients shall be combined, cooked,
f l ^ l ed i	 atns,	 se.aled and _'thermal l,y processed  in accordance wi th
established procedures insuring commercial sterility.
3.5	 Finished Product.	 The finished product shall comply with the•
requ i remePts of Table II. 
Table H- F ini shed Product Requirements
x
1)	 Product shall -comply with requiretnonts of commercial 	 sterility
I^
for _thermostabi1;zed foods.
2)	 Product shall have typical flavor, color, texture, odor, and
appearance..
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3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
-
fandprovisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmdtic Act 	 regulaY
tions promulgated thereunder.
e
3.7 Sanitary Requirements_	 The product shall be processed in establish--
ments . comply ng with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 ggAI^ITY ASS'URAHI CE PROVIS^IO14S
4.1 Res^lsiL^il 7t	 fo'r Ill-ner^tion. ' The supplier shall be responsible-
for per^foriM ng tf^e necessary inspections and examinations specifiedF in this document,
4.1.1
a
Receiving^ In	 pct- ion.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to	 a
be er°^irit^e 7f any damage occurred in shipment that WOU1d cause the
product to be unsafe for use. 	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2_--_ t`17;crol iolo is l Test ing.	 If requested, representative serving size
i portions sh1'I	 be tested.	 v.
4.1.3 Orwole tic_ Testing.	 If requef^ 1 ed, representative serving sire
portions shall be tested using statidarnd organoleptic testing
.procedures.
4,1.4 Product Weight.	 Each serving size shall contain 7 1/2 ounces of
container.'product
 
per,
5.0. PR EPARATION FOR DELIVERY
+ Product5.1 Packag ing of	 for Shi ment from Sup plier.	 The product shall
be adeciva.{f;ely paci<a g ed for protection during shipment. 	 Packages
broken or punctured during :shipmenit shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Primar t Packu na.	 The primary container shall be a 208 x 203 or 	
j
208 x 208 tin-plated steel or al umi num can with full-panel pullout
lid.	 The interior' of the pullout and cans shall be coated with an
enamel compatible with the product.
k 5:1.2 Labeling.	 Each -food  container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents height.	 In addition each container shall; be
t labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1.3 Secondary Packaginc.	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall, corrugated f= iberboard.	 The 'style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). 	 The dimen-
R signs of the shipping<container 'shall be such -hat the product is
held securely during shipment. 	 The Uniforms freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be user!- to determine height restrictions and
other requirements.	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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5.1.4 Labeling. 
_..,.-...
 The shi
	
i n	 container shall be labeled with the following
  pp	 9
inforntation.
1) Address of procuring agency.
2) Contents
3) Lot Number
4) Place of Manufacturer
5) Date of Production
6) Amount included in shipment
5.2 Storage. The product shall be stored in an area which i-s not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6,0 NOTES
a
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1) Title and date of specification
2) Type of product required
3) Prep roducti on' sample when required
4) Amount of product required
5) Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical Notes -None
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1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, processing,
i;l
p i`'	 testing, storage, an y! packaging of thermostabilizedi nS(^L'G7pn,
^' chili-mac for use -in the, cal derly meals system.
t'
_._ 2.1' The following documents form a part o f this specificati on to the
extent specified herein
Standards 
44
`
Federa l
!; ;I U.S, Department of A riculture
Regulation Governing Meat Inspection of the
t i	 ; U.S. Dopa:'tment of Agri culture
U.S. Standards -For Grades of Cheddar Cheese
U.S. Standards Of Identity for Macaroni
	 P1^C1duCt5
U.S. Standards for Grades of vegetable s
g
2.2 Other Publica tions
U.S. Dep artment of Health, Education and Welfare
a
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act--and regulations promulgated
thereunder
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex	 i
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction
 
Samples.
	
If requested, representative samples of the
ppro uct which the supplier proposes to furnish e,hall be subm itted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials,	 The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulations of the Food and Drug
Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
or regulations of the ' pleat Inspection Division', U.S.D.A.	 A11
ingredients 'and materials s hall be clean and free from foreign
materials and have a typical odor, color, and flavor.
3.2.1 Beef and Gee f Fat'.	 'Beef shal l be prepared and processed only in
epl
 ant which is operated under the continuous inspection of the
Consumer Marketing Service, U.S.D.A.
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
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3.2 .2
	
	 Vegetables .. Vegetables shall be of highqua"lity. Vegetables usc,d
may either be fresh, frozen, or dehydrated.
5 3.2.3	 El how Macaroni. Cooked t n riched elbow macaroni sita7l be used and
W-,	 F(;,,ny,)Iy with Standards of Identity for Macaroni Products.
3.2.4	 Salt	 Salt shall be sodium chl uri de of Food Chemicals Codex
r .	 Tdo nti ty and purity.
3.2.5
	
	
Wheat. Flour. l:nri.ched whi--at flour may be used and shall be of
i't'i {^h quaff i may.
3.2,6
	
Starch. Modified food starch :shall be of high quality and
.	 approved • or^ food use,
3..2.7
	 Fl avoril9f.. F1avo,-ings may be used and shall be approved for food
use.'
3.2, 8	 Cheddar Choose. Cheddar Cheese shall comply with the requirements
of U.S. Standards for Grades of Cheddar Cheese.	 sr	 ,
3.2.9	 Suc^, Sugar shall be white granulated , cane or beet sugar,
3.3	 Formulation. Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
Ingredients are designated in Table I.
Table I	 Product ingredients
Tomatoes, beef, water, cooked enriched el boat macaronis pint:
beans, sugar, cheddar choose, salt, enriche d wheat flour,
beef fat., potato starch, carrots, dehydrated onions and 	 3
flavorings.ngs
3.4	 Process*	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed
in accor^dance with 3.4.1.
3.4.1	 Mixfilg and Heat Processing. Ingredients shall be combined;,
cooed, filled in	 cans, sealed and i;hermally processed in
accordance with established procedures insuring commercial
steri 1i ty.
3.5	 Finished Product. The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table H.
..f
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t 3.5 (Continued)
.y
Table T X - fFi ni shed Product Re q uirements
1)	 Product shall comply with requirements of commercial sterility
for thennostabilized foods_.
2)	 Product shall have typical flavor, calory texture, odor, and a`
.appearance.
3,6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shal l 	conxorm in every respect to the
pro si ores of the Federal Food,  Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder.
3.7 Sanitar 	Requiremen ts.	 The 'product shall be processed i n establish
meats comp yi rig vii th Good Manufacturi ng Practi ces.
N
4.0 QUAL ITY AS SURANCE PRO VISIONS
4.1 Resp n§l bi liity for Ins pection,	 The supplier shall be responsible
'for per-.,- 	'the necessaryl `  inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
.1.1 Recei r'i n	 inspect ion . 	 The shipping	 ontainer shall . be Inspected to
- determine 	 f an f damage occurred in shipment 'that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. 	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 Microbiolo ica 1 Testin	 If requested, representative serving size
t portionsshall be tested.
Y=4.1.3 Organol epti c Testing.	 If rFeques^ed, representative serving size
port ens s1 a_1T_ ewtested using standard organol epti c testing
procedures.
4.1.4 Product Weight.	 Each serving size shall contain 7 1/2 ounces-ofr Troduct per container
c
5,0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 packaging of Product for Shipment from Supplier. 	 The product shall
be adequately packaged for • protection during shipment.	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Primary Packaging.	 The primary container; shall be a 208 x 203 or
208 x 2T8 tin-p aced steel or° aluminum carp w i^th full -panel pull 1 aut
17d.	 The interior of the pull -out and can 	 shall be coated W.ith an`
enamel	 Gonrpatl	 1^;a	 t.h the product.
Al? 
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Labelinci	 Each food container shall be labeled
	
`y.	 to i ndi cate its512
contents and contents weight. In addition, each container shall
be labeled  asith preparation instructions.
5.1.3 Second a ry I^cFa inn. The shipping container shall be constructed
of'Z - flute, sIr=iial1, corrugated fiberboard. The sty le of the
container shall he a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The dimes-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment. The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule '41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements, The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1.4 Label it1. The shipping container shall be labeled with thefo^'i ng information
1) Address d f procuring ,agency
2) contents
3) Lot Numbe r
4) Place of manufacturer
5) Dane of production
A
6) Amount included in shipment
	
5.2	 Storage. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product
packaging.i
	6.0	 NOTES
	
6.1	 Procurement Data. Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1) Title and date of specification
2) Type of product required
3) , Preproduction sample when 'reguirt-d 	 ^1
op o
►,4) Amount of product required
5) Shipping Instructi ons
	
5.2
	 Technical Notes - Done	 n`
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1.0 SCOPE
l . l Scox .	 This c!ocument `ca ` Yrr	 tied procurement, processing inspection,
testing, storage, and pa9kag ng of Cocoa for u:;o in the elderly
meals system.
F	 )f^..._.,-
ry
f.:. 1.1 A PPL ICABLE  DO    f^OCUI'ICAi l J
...-w..
	
....^^..	 ...-..-_..-._., ._ ^.,..._
v
2.1 The following documents form a fart of ,
 this si)ecific:ation to the
extent specified herein.
f Standard
Federal
U. S. Standards for Grades of [nonfat Dry Mil
2.2 Other Publications
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Definition and Standards of Identity for CocoaProducts
Federal food, Drug; and Cosmetic Act and regulation promulgated
thereunder.;
'
r
Assoc ia tion of Official An a lytical- Chemi sts
Official Methods of Analysis
Nati onal Research Council
` Food Chemicals Codex.
t 3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Sample. 	 If requested, representative samples of
the product which the supplier proposes to -Furnish shall be sub-
mi tted for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2- Materials.	 All	 ingredients and materials shall
	 be clean and free
from foreign materials and have a `typical odor, color,, and flavor.
^i
3.2.1 Sugar.	 Sugar shall be white: granulated cane or been sugar.
i
3.2.2 Nonfat Mi 1 k Sol ids.	 -nfat Mil f< sol ids shal l' be "extra grade..
ORitI3NAL PAGE IB
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3.2.3	 Coc oa. A .high quality cocoa ponder sha11 be used, and shall
cry wi th
 
th-e Definitions and Standards of Identity for Cocoa
Prod ucts. f
I' p
3.2.4
	 Salt. Salt *J,`~hall	 be white refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
Codex i denr^Gy and purity.
3.2. 5_,. Vanillin. -Vanillin shall be food grade and shall comply with the
-o^iaernical, Codex.
h
3.3 Formulation.	 Forowlation for this product is proprietary and is
not
.
 speci	 iecl.	 Ingredients are designated i n Table T,
Table I - Product - Ingredi ents
Sugar, nonfat milk solids, cocoa processed wi th al ('(al i	 (Dutch
processed), salt, and Vanillin.
3.4 ProGessin
	
Coinponents'complying with 3.2 shall be processed in a
manner, which produces a uniform blend and is free flouring.
3.5 Finis led Product. 	 The finished product sh&-11 comply with tKe
f. requirements o f Table II. 
Table II - Finished Product Re .uirements
Y
1)	 (he moisture content shall
	
not exceed 4..0 percent.
i. 2)	 Approximately 1 ounce of product shall be rehydrated Faith
the addition of ,6..0 fluid oz. of hat water with gentle
3)	 The rehydrated product shall 'have a typical flavor, color,
texture, odor, and appearance.
3.6 Deliveries,
	
All o-el iveri es shall conform in ' every respecttr y the
provisions, cif tha =Federal ,r'ood, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and regul^^
ti-ons promul g t.ed thereu ld-er.
3.7 Sanitaray''Regui;a*ements.	 The prod.tct sha11 b 	 processed in esta-bl °sh .w.
meats .c'<*ply 5g vii t	 oOA "I	 nQfa.c	 ring' 11ractices.
-,
4.0' UAiK i T't` A S^1iAtCE PROV I S T,OS
-
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4.1
	
	 Pespon ibilit  for I r!Yoec;cion. The supplier shall he responsible
for perfor^minn. the necessary inspections and exa;rrinations specified
in thi F, docr,rw^nt,
r
4.1.1	 Pr,criv .,vj _Ins pection. Thy: shipping coiri:aincr shall bri inspected tos
	
	
dei.Ti7flnn= if an., , daiage occurred in shipment tlwht would cause the
product to be un_, aee for use. Units, so dwaaged, sha11 be I-Ljc cted.
{u 4.1 .2
	
	 Microhr olr oical Testing. If requested, reproseni.ative serving size
portions' shall F~e tested.
4.1.3
	
	
If requested, representative sorving size
portions shall be tested using standard organc.lcptic testing
E	 procedures.
4.1,4	 Produce Wfeinht, Each serving size shall contain rent} (1) ounce
of product. per package.
4.1.5
	
	
Moisture. The analysis for rnoistur^e contentshall be <.determi!ied
according to the Official lletho:i of tint lys i s of the Association of
Official Agricultural Chemists. for Dried Bilk `and Halted Mi1:it
Chapter oil Dairy Products.
5.0	 FREPAREiT IO iV FOR DEL IVERY
t
5.1
	
Paola i na of Produr i; for Sh ipment fr oT Su ` i er. The product shall
i	 be adtquaiuly paCKageTf"or pr •oLUC P.io;i due +riU ship:rent. Paokages
broken or puncturcd during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1	 Primary Packag 2M. The primary packaging shay{ be a heat l aminatcd
polyethylne, poi 1, polyethylene or cellophane material r, ,it i c i, is
oxygen 'imperme4bl e and capable of retaining a vacuum. The materials
used shall be compatible with the product. Size of the primary
package shall he dictated by bul k
 density of product and ease in
1mechanical packaging and sealing.
5.1.2 I..abi linn. Each food package shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight. In addition, each food package
shall be labeled with preparation instructions which shall in-
clude quantity of water required for rehydration and rehydation
time.
5.1.3 Secondary Packaq^. The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Conta •ioer (RSC). The dimen
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment. The Uniform Freight Classification
f	 R-ul-e 41 should --also  be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requi rements.' The shipping _container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
IORMINAL PAGE IS
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5.1.4
	 Lab
ci
el i a. The shipping container shall be- l abe0 ed with the fol l ovr ifvv
"ruiat^on.
1)	 Address of proceuriiig agency.
f	 2)	 Contents
3) Lot Number
4) Place of Manufacturer
5) Date of Production
6) Amount included in 5hi p1 Pent
3 ^'	 5.2
	 Storage, The product shell be store d
 in an area which is not
coFdu6ive to the detc:i^7oration of the prodlict or product packaging.
r'	 6.0	 NIOTES
6:1
	
Procurement Data.	 Procurc<<,..nt c.acu>>,..r._, shall specify the fo1lov,iny:
t.	 1)	 Title and date of specification
R	 2) Type of product required
3) Preproduction sample wher^ r°e-quir-ed	 -	 a
4) Amount of product required
	
3
5) Shipping Instructions
6.2	 Technical (dotes - None
:
(If/^
l	 \	 t
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.0	 SCOPE
1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, process i ng, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and packaging of canned pudding for use in
the elderly meals system.
' 1.2 Cla s sification.	 The products shall	 be of the types listed below:
Type I	 -	 Vanilla Pudding	 Type IV - Butterscotch Pudding
Type 11	 -	 Banana Pudding	 Type V	
- Chocolate Fudge Pudding
aType III -	 Tapioca Pudd , ,g	 Type VI - Rice Pudding
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein.
Standards
n
U
U.S. Standards for Grades of Nonfat Dry Milk
2.2 Other Publications
QAmerican Oi'i Chemists Societe
Official and Tentative Methods
Association of Official Analytical
	 Chemists
aOfficial Methods of Analysis
U.	 S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promulgated
thereunder.
n
u
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
3.0L1 RE^^UIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples ofQ
the product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall 	 be sub-
mitted for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
t	 ORIGINAL PAGH I$
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3.2	 Materials. All ingredients used ,shall be of edible grade, clean,
sound and wholesome. They shall possess good characteristic
flavor, odor, and color, and shall be free from duality defects.
3.2,1 Nonfat DMJ^ii 1 k. Nonfat cry i J l k shall be extra grade. Skim milk
maybe used as an alter i to source for milk soli cis and may be con-
centrated.
3.2.2	 Surtar, One or more of the following sugars may be used. sucrose-
TI-1-q-6-id or granular), lactose, invert sugar, dextrose or corn
syrup solids.
3.2<3	 N dr 1i ncited Voc^eta^ble Oil. Hydrogenated cottonseed, peanuts corn,
coconut or soybean, oil, or any combination of these may be used.
These products shall have a stability of not less than 100 hours
active oxygen method (AOM).
3.2.4	 I-lodified Food Starch. Modified food starch shall be tapioca or
waxy maize.
3.2.5	 Salt. Salt shall be white, refined soli ua,7 chloride.
3.2.6	 Sodium Phonate. Disodium phosphate shall comply vaith the require-
ments specified in Food Chemicals Codex.
3.2. 7	 Flavors. Natural or ar ti-fi cial flavors approved for food shall be
used,
3.2.8	 Antioxidants. Butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA) and butylated hydroxy-
toluene (f H7) may be used and shall comply with the requirements
specified in Food Chemicals Codex.
3.2.9	 Colors. Natural or artificial colors approved for food use shall be
used.
3.2.10	 7 i qca. ;Tapioca approved for food use shall be used.
3.3	 Formulation. Formulation for these products is proprietary and is
not specified. Ingredients are designated in Table I.
Table I - Product Ingredients
Type I	 Vanilla Pudding
Water, sugar syrup,; concentrated skim milk, Food starch Modified,
vegetable oVII , mono-and di glyceri des, salt, artificial flavor,
G	 artificial color.
Y P00
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3.3	 (Continued)
Tye	 1 1	 '^	 (',a nai,a T^uddlr
Water~, sugar, syrup	 cuncentrfited skim milk, food starch modified
vegetable oil, mono- and di glycer I ties, salt, natural and artif i cial
flavors, a tifici p l	 color,	 \
l4 .^T T I	 Tapi c^ca'^adi n
Skim milk, liquid succr, topi ffi. -v:inct^aale sirortcning^ modified
tapioca starch,nr01 ,1 1 ^- and di( lyt cr^idc:! , , salt, artificial	 flavor,
sodium fjho^,p iato. arti Ficial color.
w	 j C	 T11 . Butterscotch Pudd i liCt
'	 fib 	 Water, sugar syru p,
 concentrated skim milk, food starch modifled
vegetable oil, natural and artificial flavors, mono- aiid diglycerides,
salt,	 artifiCial	 color'.
a	 •- Chocr)l ai:e FUd q e Pudding^
A 	
^1
Water, sugar syrup, concentrated skim milk, food starch modifi ed,
cocoa p`owd^-r processed tai th al ka `I i , hydrogenated vegetabl e of l
salt, sodium stearoyl - . 2-1 actYl ate,	 i t'i fi ci al
	
flavor,
	 ^rti f  c'i al	 color.
T	 c^ l'1	 Ri op Pk ddi ng
Skim milk, liquidd sugar, precooked rice, vegetabl e s h o ,-teni ng,
modified 'tapioca starch, salt, artificial 	 fl avors A )iona,- and
diglycerides, sodium phosphate, artificial	 color-.
,i'
3.4	 Processin;.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be ^t^°oGessed in
accorda.r.;e with	 3.4.1.
3.4.1	 Mixing anti beat Processing.
	 Ingredients shall be mired and heat
`	 processedtri-th high temperature-short-time equipment. 	 After heat
processing, the product shall be asepticall y, canned.
3.5
	 Finished f=ood Product.
	
The finished product shall comply with the 	 1
requirements--of- Table II.	 j
F
Table II.	 Finished product Requirements'
1)	 Product shall comply°with 'requirements of commercial sterility
'for thermos°tabi1ized foods.
2)	 The moisture content shall not exceed 77%.
3)	 Product shall have typical flavor, color, texture, odor,.
and appearance.
'w	 "
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3.6	 Deliveries. All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
Earo%7 s	 of Give Federal toad, Drug aid Cos^re 1c Act, and regulations
promulgated thereunder.
3.7	 Sanitary Requirements. , 	 The product. shall be processed in establish-,,,;'   
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
„
a	 4.0	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4,1	 Responsibility for Inspection	 The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
s	 in this document.
4.1.2 Microi.7iol ooi cal Test-inr^. If requested,, representative serving
size portions sha11 be tested.
4.1 .3 Orpno_l e tic Testing.ng . 1 F requested, representative serving size
portilon$ shall be tested us-testing s andard arc^anol epti c 
procedures.
w	 4.1,.4 Produ=ct 1' qht. Each serving size shall contain five (5) ounces
oi' produC ^ per contai ner.
4.1.5 Moist ure Cc' Yent. The analysisfor mn istore corient shall be
mach Iii aeucrrc^ance with the Official Plethods of Analysis of ti're
Association of Official Analyrtical Chemists for dairy products
5.0	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1
	
Packagi ng of Product for Shi pment from Su pp li er. The product shall
be adequately pa a9e^ for protection during shipment, Packages
broken; or punctured duri ng shipment shall be rejected.
5.1,1 Primary Packag i n y. The primary container shall be a 208 x 203
aluininurn can vrit^fl full-panrrl pull-out 1icf. The interior of
the :pull-ou t and aluminum 'cans shall be coated with an epoxy-type
enamel
5.1 .2 Labeling, Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
conks and contents weight. In addition, each container shall
be labeled with preparation instructions.
j 5.1,3 Seconder Packa^cin„^c. The shipping containers shall be constructed
W	 of C- uir^gle wall, corrugated fiberloar^d.h4 style of the
container shall be . a Regular Slotted Container (RSC), The dimen-
sion.s of the s-hipping; container' shall' be such that the product is
" ®R	 held securely during shipment, The Uniform Freight Classifif-cation	 '~
Rul°e 4'l shout d al so b uses! to .determ. ^ne, wei ght restri cti errs and	 }
other requlYer?reilts, 1'he shipping Corn taine r^ shall be c l osed Using	 fW reinforced ;.ape.
1.41
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1,0	 SCOPE
1..1	 Scope. This document ,co'vers the ^roc^urement, r^ocessin , ins auction,'
_.	 _	 1	 p	 g	 C
tW	 testing, storage, and packaging QF canned poultry for use in the{ elderly meals system.
1.2	 Classification. The products shall be of the types listed below:
Ty i ; e,
 I	 - Chicken w  th *13rotYx
z	 Type II	 Turkey with Broth
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1	 The following documents .Form a part of this specification to
the extent specifit:d herein:
Standards
Federal
Regulations Governing the Grading and Inspection of Poultry
and Edible Products thereof and Specifications of Classes,
Standards and Grades with respect thereto.
2.2'	 Other Publications
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
E,	 Federal Food, Drag and Cosmetic Act and regulations promu1-
gated thereunder.	 !
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
3.0
	 REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 Pre rodu;cti on' Sam les. If requested, ►^epresentative samples of
the product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be sub-
ti	 mitted for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2	 Materials. The product shall be manufactured from components
which comply with'the regulations of the Poultry .Division, 0.S,.D,A.
j	 All ingredients and materials shall be clean and free from foreign
materials and have a typical odor, color, and flavor.
754 f
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3.2.1 Poultry Meat.	 Chicken and Turkey meat shall be prepared and pro-
ee , s+ d only in,a plant which is operated under the continuous
inspection of the Consumer tea^keting Service, U.S.D.A. 	 The meat
shall be U.S. Grade B or better,
3.2.2t roved for useBroth.	 Broth shall be composed of ingredients approvedD	 P
in moods.
bo	 Food3.2.3 Salt.	 Salt shall	 sodiui;r chlo- ride,	 and shall	 comply witht
Chemicals Codex identity aid purity.
3.3 FormulaJon. 	 Formulation is proprietary and is not si3ecified.
Products ingredients are indicated in Table I.
Table I - Product: Indredients
Type I	 Boned Chicken with Broth
Chicken, Chicken Broth and Salt.
Type 1 1 - Bor.c., d Turkey with Broth
Turkey, Turkey broth and salt. 	
j
3,4 Proces ing. 	 Components coir,plying with 3.2 shall 	 be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1.
3.4.1 M ixing and cleat Processing_. 	 Ingredients shall	 be combined, cooked,
filled into cans	 sealed and thermr lly processed in accordance
insuringwith established procedures 	 commercial sterility.
3.5 Finished Product. 	 The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II.
Table II- Finished Product Requirements
1)	 Product shall comply with requirements of commercial
sterility for thermostabilized foods.
2)`
	Product: shall
	 have typical flavor', color, texture, odor,
s
and appearance.
3,6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall; conform in every respect to
the provisions of.-the Federal Food4' Drug and Cosmetic Act and
regulations promulgated thereunder,
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3.7
	
Sanitary Re uirements. The 
p
roduct ;hall be rocessed`in establish-J	 ..^._	 1^	 p	 j
meets complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0	 QUALITY ASSUiitt#•SCE PROVISIONS
4. T 1 Responsibility for Inspection. The supplier shall be responsible 	 a
for performing the necessary inspc.;`tions and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1	 Receivi^ n Ins pection. The shipping container ,shall be inspected to
determine f any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use, Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2	 Microbi olo0cal Tes tinq. If requested, representative serving size
portions sti^r11 be tested.
4.1.3	 Or ag nole p^ti c Testing. If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organolepti.c testing
procedures
4.1,4
	
Product't;ei 11tt. Each serving sire shall contain five (5) ounces of
product per container	 y
5.0	 PREPARATI ON FOR DELIVERY
5.1	 Faciaiii of Prod uct for Shi'#)rnent from Spl i er. The product shall
bdequatel}f paciaycd for proLeUt7ir drriic^himent 	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejecteA, i
sr	 5.1.1	 Fr mar/ Packa ia, The primary container shall be a 208 x 203
aluminum can or a 208 x 207 steel can with a full-panel pull-out
lid. The interior of the tinplate components shall be coated with
an acrylic-type enamel. The interior of the pull-out and aluminum	 1
cans shall be coated with an epoxy-type enamel,
5.1.2 Labeling. Each food container`shall be labeledto indicate its
contents and contents 'weight. In addition each container shall
be labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1.3
	 Secondary Fackaginq. The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment. The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements. The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1.4
	 Label i ng. The shipping container shall be l abet ad wi th th e
oTY —OWi ig information.
i
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5.1.4 (Continued)
1)	 Address of procuring agency:.
2)	 Contents
3)	 Lot Number
4)	 Place of Manufacturer a
5)	 Date of Production
1
6)	 Amount included in shipment
a
' 5.2 Storage»	 The product shall be stored in an area which	 is. trot
_ ._.
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.-
6,0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data. 	 Procurement documents 3,hall specify the following:
1)	 -Title and date of specification
2)	 Type of product requi r ..,d
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
. 4);	 Amount of product 'required 1
5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical	 Notes	 - Notie
5
I !
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11.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scope.	 This document savers the procurement, processing, ins17ectioh,
testing, storage, and packaging of canned fruit for use in the elderly
` meals system.
1.2 Classification.	 The products shall be of the types listed below:
Type I	 A	 Pineapple 
j
Type II	 -	 Mixed Fruit
Type III ^	 Applesauce
Type IV	 -	 Diced Poaches
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents Form a part of this specification to the extent
specified herein:
Standards
Federal
U. S. Standards for Grades of Canned "i -i6apple
U. S	 Standards for` Grades of Fruit Cocktail
U. S. Standards for Grades of Canned Applesauce.
U. S. Standards for Grades of Cannes{ Clingstone Peaches
2.2 Other Publications
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal ' Food, Drug, and Co^^meti c Act and regulations
promul gated thereunder
National Research Council
MWO 4%
Food Chemicals Codex	 kQU
3.0, REWIREGENTS
of3.1 sample	 trioPre	 I $am l es .	 If requested, represeini ati rr°e 	 s .. rod,u'ct"
pr wudet Wh ch the . svppl i t proposes to furni sh sha11 be sui 	 to
for approval before production or assembly is co! M100" , RMiA  '
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3.2	 Materials. The products used shall be of edible grade, clean, sound,
and wholesome. They shall possess good characteristic flavor,,odor,
and color, and shall be free from quality defects.
3.2.1	 PineaUle. Diced Grade A pineapple shall be used (Type 1).
3.2.2
	
Mixed Fruit. Fruit used in mixed fruit (Type II) shall be equivalent
to tiat in Grade A fruit cocktail.
3.2.3	 Yplesauce. Grade A applesauce 
1
Ishall be used (Type III).
3.2.4	 Syrup. All products shall be packed in heavy syrup (20 + 20 Brix)
Composed of 25% corn syrup and"75% sucrose.
3.2.5 Ascorbic Acid.	 Ascorbic acid shall comply with Food Chemicals Codex.
3.L6 Peaches.	 Diced yellow cling Grade A peaches shall be used (Type IV).
3.3 Formulation.	 Except for Type 111, product formulation shall be in
accora-ance with Table 1.	 Type	 III shall be 100% applesauce.
Table I	 Product Ingredients
Quantity PercentL1	 L'
Ingredients	 ^y Weight
Product	 60%
Syrup Recovered from Drain Product 	 40%
100%
3.4 Processing.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1.
3.4.1 Mixing a-pd'Heat Processing. ,	 Fruit shall be diced, blended with other
ingredients, filled into cans,,sealed and thermally processed in
accordance with.standard industrial procedures, insuring commercial
sterility.
3. 5 Fi-nished Product.	 The finished product smhall comply^ with the
requirements of Table II.
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3.5	 (Continued)
Tabl e 11
	
Finished 11roduct Rei rcaments
1) Product shall comply with requirements of comntnercial sterility
for thermostabilized foods.
2) Product shall have typical flavor; color,` texture, odor, and
appearance.
3.6	 Deliveries.. All deliveries' shall conformin every respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
3,7	 Sanitary Rem rennents The product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices,
4.0	 gUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1	 Respgnstbl l l ty for Inspection. The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections  and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1	 Receiv i ng Inspection. The shipping container shall be inspected
j	 to determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause
t	 the product to be unsafe for use. Units, so damaged, shall be
rejected.
4.1.2	 Microbiological Testing.  If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3	 Orr analeptic Tes .ti tlg. If requested, representative serving size
1	 portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing pro-
cedures.
4.1.4
	
Product Weight._ Each serving size shall contain five (5) ounces of
product per cor)tainer,
5.0	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1	 Packaging of Produce for Shipment from Supplier. The product shall g
	 p	 ^u	 _	 p
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1	 Primary Packa inch. The primary container shall be a 208 x 203
aluminum can with - a full-panel pull-out lid.  The interior  of the
aluminum cans shall be coated with an epoxy-type enamel.
OFR' PAGE
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i5.1.2 Labelino.	 Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents weight.	 In addition each container shall be labeled with
i w preparation instructions.
5.1.3 Secondary ryPackaging, 	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall , corrugated fiberboard, 	 The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). 	 The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment, 	 Tile Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements,
	
The shipping containers shall be closed using w
reinforced tape.
5.1.4 Labeling.	 The shipping container shall 	 be labeled with the j
following information.
1)	 Address of procuring agency
2)	 Contents
3)	 Lot Number
Y 4)	 Place of Manufacturer
' 5)	 Date ofProduction
6)	 Amount included in shipment
5.2 Storage.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
i
6.0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data. 	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1)	 Title and date of specification
{ 2)	 Type of product required
i 3)	 Preproduction sample when required
4)	 Amount of product required a
r 5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2 Tecilnical	 Notes - None
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scoat .	 This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec--
tion, testing, storage, and packaging of vienna sausage for use in
,. the 1derly meals system.
2,0 APPLICAB LE DOCUIMIE TS
?_,7 The followi ng documents furor a part of this ,specification to thei extent; specified herein:
1	 1	
I Standards
1 Federal
U. 5.	 De art:n rat of A ricul_tur e
1.
Regulations Governing Mead: Inspecti-on of U. S. Department
F 'F of Agriculture
I 2.2 Other -Publications
U. S. Department of Health; Education and Welfare
(&
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder.f
Na -tional	 Research Council
Food Chemicals Codev. 
3.0
i
RE UIREMENTS	 i
_. 3.1 Prep roduction Sa^lles.	 IF requested, representative samples of tine
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly i.s commenced.
3.2 Materials.
	
The products shall br-.manufactured from componentsl^
i
which comply with the regulations of the Food and Drug Administ?!ra^-
,. tion, U. S. Department of Health Education , 	Welfare, or tegE!`l a-
^I tions of the Meat Inspection Division, U.S D,A, 	 All ingredient"$
shall be clean and free from foreign materials and have a. typic`t^l
odor, color, and flavor.
3.2.1 Meat.	 Beef and port: shall be prepared and processed only in a 	 ;1
plant which is operated under the continuous inspection of the 	 ,<<	 t
Consumer,Marketing Service, U.S.D.a. 	 1
1 j,	 1
r
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3.2.2 dater.	 relater shall	 be potable.
3.2.3 Salt,	 Salt shall	 be sodium, chloride and shall comply with require-
ments of Food Chemicals Codex purity and identity.
3.2.4 Sra ar.	 One or more of the following sugars may be used:
	 sucrose
liquid
	
lactose, 'invert	 dextroseor granular),	 sugar,	 or corn
syrup solids.
3.2.5 Flavorings.
	
Flavorings small
	
be used and shall comply with U.S.O.A.
requirements for use in meat products.
3,2,6 Sodium Crvthoriate.
	 Sodium erythorbate shall comply with Food
Chemicals Codex for identity and purity.
3.2,7 Sodium nitrite,	 Sodium nitrite shall comply with f=ood Chemicals
GoC'ex for i dentity and purity.
ei
3.2.8 Meat Stock.	 Pork and Beef stock may be used.
3.3 Formulation.	 Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
	
Product
i ngredi en -s are indicated in "fable I.
Table I - Product Ingredients ry
Beef
 and Pork, eater, salt, corn syrup, dextrose, flavoring,
sodium erythorbate, sodium nitrite, and meat stock,
a
' 3.4 Procesc,in	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be ` processed in
r accor°dance with 3.4.1,
3.4. l Mixinq and HeatProcess i ri':.	 Tragredi tints shall	 be combined and
LJ comminuted, formed into sausages, cooked, cut and placed into cans,
stock added, sealed and thermally processed in accordance with
estaulishd procedures insuring commercial sterility,
3.5 Finished Product. 	 The finished product shall comply with the
; requirements of Table IT'. l
j
a
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3.a
	 (Continued)
` Ta ble 11- Finished _Prc duc t Re u3r2mr lnts
_	 q...
1) Product shall comply with requirements of commercial sterility
-for therm-ostabilized foods.'
3
2) Product shall not contain arty bone, skirl, or ,
 foreign material.
3) Product shall have atypical f1avor,,color, texture, odors and
appearance.
3.6
	 Deliveries. All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
provisi ons of the.: Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions proimulgate.S thereunder.
3.7
	
	 Sanitary Regr^7r^^mor^#s. Th^ product sha'l'l be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0	 at ALYFY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
 _ 
4.1
	 Respr^nsibil1	 fy	 r ?nsb ct_ion. The supplier shall be responsible
for perfuming the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
Et	 4.1.1	 Receivin Ins ec^t^ion. The shi	 ire ' con tai p ero t 
_ g^^_
	
pW y	 shall be inspected to
de^terinine if any damage occurred in shipment 'that would cause the
product to be unsafe for _use. Units, so damaged, 'shall be rejected.
i
4.1,`2
	 Microbiological Testin g.  If requested, representative serving size
`	 portions shall be tested,
4.1.3	 Organoleptic: Testing. If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested rising standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
4.1.4
	
	 Product W;.erht: Each serving size shall contain five (a) ounces of
product per container.
5.0	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
i
5.1	 Packaging'of Product for Shipment from Su lien. The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment. Packages
i broken
,,or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
j 5.1.1
	
	 Primary Packaging. The primary container shall be a 20 x 203
aluminum  can or a 208 x 207 steel can with a full-panel pull-out
lid. The interior of the tinplate components shall be coated with
an acrylic-type enamel. The interior of the pull-out acid aluminum
cans shall be coated with an epoxy-type enamel .
i	 URIG
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5.1.2 Labelircq.	 Each food container shall 	 be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight.	 In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1, 3 SecondaryI'aci:a _jnig.	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-fluid, single wall; corrugated fibQrboard. 	 The style at the
container shall	 be a Regular Slot( .rd Container (RSC).
	 The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
T held securely during shipment. 	 The Uniftrm Frei-ght Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to deterfaino weight restrictions and
other requirements. 	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape,
5.1.4 Labeling.	 The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
information.
1M 1)	 Address of procuring agency.
2)	 Contents
3) • 	Lot Number
4)	 Place of Manufacturer
5)	 Date of Production
6)	 Amount includeduded i n sh i pment
5.2 Storage.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product orproduct packaging.
F
6.0 NOTES
6, i r' e Procurement do c uments sh ll specify  i e fo llowing:P ocu rementent Data. 
	
a 	 h	
	
:g
1)	 Title and date of specification
x 2)	 Type of product required
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
ORIGINALPAG1;10
4)	 Amount of product required 	 OF POUR Qv	 +
5}	 Shipping Instructions
;
6.2 Technical Notes'- None
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scop e. 	 This document covers-the procurement, processing, in-
spection, testing, storage, and packaging o-1' thermostabil ized
drinks for use in the elderly meals system.
1.2 Classification .	 The products shall be of the types listed below.
Type I	 -	 Vanilla Drink
lit
Type 11
	
-	 Dutch Chocolate Drink
Type	 Chocolate Drink
,.
Type IV	 -	 Chocolate Fudge Drink
2.0 APPLICAB LE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein;
Standards
federal
U. S. Standards for Grades of Skim Mill:
i
Definitions and Standards of Identity for Cocoa Products
s
2. 21 Othe r" Publications
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promul-
gated.thereunder.
National Research Counci1
Food Chemicals Codex
3.0 REQU I EMr ,N"rS
3.1 Preprodu_ c. ti-on Samples. - 	 If requested, representative sampl es of the
jroduCt^which the supplier proposes to furnish shall -he sub-
Mitted for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Maiserials.	 All ingredients used shall` be of edible-grade, clan:
w sound and whol e-some. 	 They shall possess good characte.ri s-tj,cflavor, odor:, and color, anti s-hal l be 'free from quality defects.
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3.2.1 Skim llilk.	 Skim milk shall be used as a source for milk solids
and may be concentrated.
3.2,2 Su ar.	 One or more of the following sugars may be used:
	 sucrose,	 !
l i quid or granular), lactose, i nvert sugar, dextrose or cor n
syrup solids,
' 3.2.3 Sodium Caseinate.	 Sodium caseinate approved for food use shall
f be used.
3.2.4 Vegetable Oil.	 Hydrogenated cottonseed, peanu t , corn, , coconut,
` or soy ;bean oil, or any combination of these may be used.
F	 ; 3.2.5 Flavors.	 natural or artificial flavors approved for food use
shall be used.
3.2.7 Cocoa.	 It high quality cocoa powder shall 	 be used and shall
comply with the Definitions and Standards of Identity for Cocoa
Products.
3.2.8 Cellulose Cum.	 Cellulose gum shall be of Food Chemicals Codex
identi ty and purity.
3.2.10 Disodium Phosphate.	 Disodium phosphate shall be of Food Chemicals
Code; identity and puri ty.
3.2.11 Carrageenan.	 Concentrations of the naturally occurring salts of
carrageen	 may be used.
3.2.12 Minerals.	 Minerals added for the purpose as dietary supplements
shall comply with Food Chemical Codex.
9 3.2.13 Vitarr7ins.
	
Vitamins added for the purpose as dietary supplements
shall comply with Food Chemicals Codex.
r 3.3- Formulation.	 rormulati 'on for these products is proprietary and is
not specified..
	
Ingredients for each product is designated in
Table I.
e
i
f
pp.
r pt	 i -. 	
Table I - Product Ingredi ents
ape I - Vanilla Drink kxE a^
Concentrated skim milk, sugar, vegetable fat, edible cellulose,
artificial flavor, salt, magnesium oxide, cellulose gum, sodium
asc:orbate, ferric orthophosphate carrageenan
	
a-tocopheryl acetate,
niacina ► ide, zinc oxide, copper g ucon 	 e, calcium pantothe-ate,
ascorbic = acid, ` vitamin A palmitate	 pyridoxine hydrochloride,
riboflavin phosphate , ^thiamine hydrochloride, folic acid, biotin,.
potassium iodide, vitamin D2 , and Vitamin 81..
rDocu!!!en a No.	 FMS--14
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Type 11	 Dutch Chocol a to Drink
Concentrated skim milk, sug&r, cocoa, vegetable fat, artificial
color, edible cellulose,"salt, magnesium oxide, cellulose gum,
	 I
sodium asc corb, tc, ferric orthophosphate, ca.rr,aucenan, a^LQCt3pE1
acetate, niac_inam.ide, zinc oxide, copper gluconate, calcium
pantgthena ie, ascorbic acid, vi tai,d n A palmi Late, phrfdoY " e
hydrochloride, riboflavitl phosphate, t:0 ,z' mi `Pe hydrochloride,
folic acid, biotin, potassium iodine,
	
and vitamin
12.
jype I11	 Chocolate Drink
Skim mi1V, sucrose, sodium caseibate, vegetable oft, cocoa,
artificial flavors, magncsium sulfate, purified cellulose, sodium
chloride:, carboxymethyl cellulose, potassium cigate, diasodium
phosphate, calcium phosphate, sodium ascorbate, calcium carra-
	
(	 geenan, zinc sulfate, Vitamin E acetate, ferri c orthophosphate,	 i
niacinamide, artificial colors, calcium pantot.henate, thiamine
hydrochloride, cupric sulfate, riboflavin, vitamin A, pyridoxine 	 i
hydrochloride, folic aci d, biotin, potassium iodide, vitamin D2,
	
A	 vitamin F;12.	
{
s
	
}i 
	
a
y,
T c IV ­ .:Chocolate Fudge Drink
SN,im milk, sucrose, sodium casei nate, vegetable oil, cocoa,
	
}	 at-tific-ial flavo^,s, maynesium sulfate, sodium chloride, purified
	t	 cellulose, potassium citrate, carboxymethyl cellulose, disodium
	
i t	 phosphate, calcium phosphate, sodium ascorbate, calcium carra
geenan, artificial color , zinc , sul fate, vitamin E acetate, ferric 	 a
orthophosphate, niacinamide, calcium pahtothenate, thiamine
hydrochloride, cupric sulfate, riboflavin, vitamin A,'phridoxine
hydrochloride, folic acid, biotin, potassium iodine, vitamin DZ,
vitamin. D12-	 l
	
"	
w
3.4	 Processing. Components complying with 3.2 shalt be processed in
accordance with 3. 4.1.
	
4 i	 3.4.1
	
Mixi ng .  and Heat Processi nc_. Ingredients shall be mixed, filled
n	 into cans, sealed, and thermal ly; processed in accordance with
high-tempera ture -short-timeequipment insuring commercial
	
I	 sterility.
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t	 3.5	 Finished Product, The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II,
Table I1. -- Finished Product Rerureznent
.^	
_	
_ .	 __^
1) Product shall comply wi th requirements of commercial sterility,
for thermostabi l i zed foods
a
2) Product shall have typical flavor, color, texture, odor,
and appearance.
3.6	 Deliveries. All deliveries shall conform in every respect to
the provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and
regulations promulgated thereunder.
3.7
	
Sanitar	 ILCJr mgTeLL . The product shall be processed in estab
i iissihmersts coriplyi ig with Good Manufactur i ng Practices.
4.0	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
H	
;
4.1	 Res onsibilit+ for Ins }cction. The supplier shall be responsible
for performi6 tfi( ncFcessary 7nsrections and examinations specified
in this document,
4.1.1	 ReceJvfijq Ins ecti on . 'The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1,2	 Microb iolnq ical TestitZ 	 If requested, representative serving size
.^	
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3
	
Or ano'l_ept_i c Tes tes . ' If requested, representative serving si ze
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
' procedures.
4.1.4	 Product Weight. Each serving size shall contain Ten (10) ounces
of product per container.
5.0
	
PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
	
t	 5.1 Packaging of 'Product for Shipment from Supplier. The product shall
be adegirately packaged for protection during shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.;
'	 5.1.1	 Primary Packaging. The primary container shall be a 205 x 408 or
205,x 408 tin--plated steel or,
 aluminum can with full-panel pullout
tab. The ,interior of the pull-out and "cans shall-be coated with an
enamel compatible wi th the product.
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5.1.2 Labeling.	 Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
con4ent^ and contents weight.	 In adr1i tion each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions,
G f 5.1.3 Secondary Pacl;ac	 n.	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-ili t om ,	 irigle wall, corrugated `ibe-,rboard. 	 Tier: style of the
container shall bc, a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). 	 The dimen-
sions of the shippin g container shall	 be such th t the product is
held , ecurely during shipmeni;. 	 The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
_ other requirements. 	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5, l .4 Label	 i	 The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
n
"
information.
1)	 Address of procuring agency.
2)	 contents4	 „^F;
3)	 Lot Number
4)	 Place of Manufacturer
V 5)	 Date of Production
i^
6)	 Amount included in shipment
F 5.2 Storacre^. 	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or.product packaging.
ry
6.0 ti4TCS
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:'
1)	 Title and date of specif`, 'dtion
2)'	 Type of product required
3);	 Preproduction samplewhen required
4)	 Amount of product required
5)	 Shipping instructions
6.2 Technical Notes - None
y
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SCOPE
1.1 Scope. This documont covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and packaging of deh,ydratcd soups for use
in the elderly meals system. '
41M
1.2 Classification.	 The products shall be of the types listed below:
Type I	 Spring Vegetable Soup
Type 11	 Green Pea Soup
Type III -	 Tomato Soup
"Type IV	 -	 Cream of Mushroom Soup
Type V	 Bean Soup
2.0 APPLICARE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following docunients form a part of this specification -to the
extent specified herein:
Standards
Federal
U.S. Standards for Grades of Dairy Products
U.S, Standards for- Grades of flushrooms
U.S,, 	Standards for Grades of Dehydrated Vegetables
2.2 Other POlications
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
Associat.	 t) of Official -Aiio	 -talytical	 Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples of the
, Mproduct which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be sub itted0 for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
Document Ho.	 FMS-15
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3.2 Miaterials.	 All 	 ingredients used shall	 be of edible grade, clean, sor.and
and tiIOCo	 soitte.
	 They shall possess good characteristic flavor, odor,
and color, and shall be free from quality defects.
3.2.1 Qhydrad Ve{etabl es . 	 Dehydrated vegetables shall be food grade.
3.2.2 Flavori ngs. 	An assorttrent of natural 	 and artificial flavorings may
be used and shall be approv:td for use in food.
3.2.3 Salt.	 Salt shall be sodium chloride of Food.Chernicals Codex identity
end purity.
3.2.4 Starch.	 Natural and modified starch may be used and shall be food
grade.
C	
^
c
3.2.5 Fl our.	 Flour shall	 be food grade.
i 3.2.6 Sugar.	 Sugar shall be white granulated cane or been sugar.
3.2.7 Dried Corn Syrup. 	 Dried corn syrup shall be food grade.
3.2.8 Vegetable Oil.	 Hydrogenated cottonseed, peanut, corn, coconut or soy-
bean oil, or any combination, may be used.
3.2.9 Colors.	 Natural or artificial colors approved for fond use may be
Gi used.	 i
3.2.10 Buiylate^droxyanisole. 	 Butylated Hydroxyanisole shall comply with
requirements specified in the Food Chemicals Codex.
i 3.2.11 Mono- and Di qjycer i des .	 Mono- and di glyceri des shall be of the iden-
tity and purity as specified in Food Chemicals Codex.
3.2.12 Nonfat Dry iii l k.	 Nonfat dry milk -shall be food grade.
3.2.13 Butterfat.	 Butterfat shall be food grade.
3.2.14 Noodles.	 Noodles shall be food grade.
3.2.15 Dehydrated Yeast.	 Dehydrated yeast shall be food ,grade.k
3.2.16 Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein. 	 Hydrolyzed vegetable protein shall bez
food grade.
3.3 Formulation.
	
Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.	 Product
ingredients are indicated in fable I.
` AR WAL' PAGE IS
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3.3 (Continued)
Table T	 p roduct: Ingredients
`.^
T ae I - Shari n	 Vegetabl e Sock
r DAydrated vegetables, (potatoes, carrots, green beans, red and
4en bell
	
tomatoes,gr	 peppers,	 and oni ons) , enriched egg noodles,
^	 '
W flavor,	 flour, sugar, hydrogenatednatural	 salt, potato starch,
` I$ vegetable oil, monosodium	 lutamate, starch, dehydrated	 arlic,g	 g
mr artific ial ,	 ^co,,7r, dehydrated parsley.
TyL^_IL 	 green Pea Soul)
Green Split Peas, malto-dextrin, salt, dehydrated yeast., hydro-
genated vegetable oil, imitation ham flavors, potato starch,
modified starch, sugar, monosodium glutamate, hydrolyzed vegetable
protein, veg -table gum, flavorings, and 6i-iA.
Type III. Tomato Soup
Dehydrated Tomatoes, dried corn syrup, modified food starch,
sugar, salt;, nonfat dry milk, hydrogenated vegetable oil, mono-
sodium glutaimate, butterfat, ` natural -flavorings, dehydrated
onions, mono and diglycerides	 (aids dissolving), artificial
f color, dehydrated garlic.
Type IV - Cream of Mushroom Sou}
Spray dried vegetable fat (vegetable fat, corn syrup, solids,
sodium caseinate, mono and diglycerides, dipotassium phosophate,
sodium silica aluminate, artificial	 flavor and color), modified
starch, whey solids, nonfat dry milk solids, monosodium glutamate,
salt, vegetable gum, natural and artificial flavors, buttermilk
solids, dehydrated mushrooms, caramel color.
h^
C
Pe V - Bean Sou
Dehydrated beans, malto-•dex trin, salt, Hydrogenated vegetable oil,
hydrolyzed vegetable protei n,
 monosodium glutamate, imitation flavor,
dehydrated tomato, potato s tarch, vegetable gum. sugar. dehydrated
onions, nonfat dry milk solids, flavorings.
3.4 Processing.
	 Components complying with 3,2 shall be processed in
a manner which produces a uniform blend of product which is free flowing.
aDocumant No.	 FMS -15
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` 3.5 Finished-product.	 The finished product shd11 comply with 'the
tsrequrera ni	 af . Table II.
knr^II	 G.annr{t	 QC]	 ! 7Fable	 - --	 ^s,^^.,	 , ^ ^..A uct	 a rementsF n
1)	 Approximately 13.0 grams of product (Type I - Spring Vegetable
Soup) shall E y e rohydrated within	 minutes` upon the
addition of 6.0 fluid ounces of boiling water.
2)	 Approximately 28.5 drams of product (Type IT -- Green Ilea
Soup) shall be rehydrated within 5 ininutos upon the addi-
tion of 6.0 fluid ounces of Moiling water.
3	 Approximately 21.5 grams of product (Type III - Tomato
Soup) shall be rchydra.ted within 5 minutes upon the addi-
tion of 6.0 fluid ounces of boiling water.
4)	 Approximately 17.0 grains of product (Type I1	 -- Cream of
Mushroom Soup) shall bo rehydratod rg ithin 5 minutes uponr
r the addition of 6.0 fluid ounces of bQi 1 i ng water,
5)	 Approximately 28.5 griims of product (Type V µ Bean Soup)
shall be rehydrated within 5 minutes upon the addition of
6.0 fluid ounces of boiling Water.
t 6)	 Product shall not exceed 5.0
 _ percent moi st.ure.
7)	 Tits rehydrated product shall Have typical 	 flavor, color,
	 I
texture, odor, and appcarance.
3.6 Deliveries.
	 All del i veries shall conform in every respect to the
provisions of the federal
	 Food, Drug and Cosmetic /pct and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
R	 !
F
3.7 Sanitary^ .Re uiremenks.	 The product shall	 be processed in establish-
menu compTydg with Good Manu facturing Practices.
i 4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 R ponsi t	 l i t for Inspection.
	 The supplier shall
	 be r^esponsi bl e
for°`performing the necessary, inspecti ons and examinations speci fied
in this docuniOnt.
4.1.1 Receiving Insection.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
(
1
^'ermine r • any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use.
	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 MicrobioTo	 cal Testing,
	 If requested, representative serving size
2i
.^- ..,.portions sha l
	
7etest ed.
z ;£f
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4.`i .3 Ora nnl ypti _101in ,	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organpleptic testing
procedures.
4. 1.4 servingProduct 4:oHO. 	 Each	 .size shall. contain:
Type I
	
-	 13.0 grams of product per container
Type IS	 _	 23.5 grams of product per container
Type III -
	 21.5 grams of produc t-per
 container
Type IV ` -	 17.0 grams of product per container
Type V	 d	 28.5 grams of product per cont ainer
4.1.5 Mois ture Con tcn't.	 The analysis for moisture contend shall be
delcrmined according to the Methods of Analysis of the Association
Of Official Analytical Chemists
5.0 PREPARATION FOR D ELIVER`{
5.1 Pacf:ac 'r	 c, F ,Productffor Shpmeit^from_S 	 Tier.	 The produc =e shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment,
	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 llr'i iiary_ Packag ing. 	The primary packaging shall	 be a heat laminated
p iye^ ^yT it _Toil, polyethylene or cellophane material which is
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum.
	
The materials
used shall be compatible with the product.
	 Size of the primary
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease in
mechanical packagi ng and seali ng.
5.1.2 Labelin i. 	 Each food container shall 	 be-labeled to indicate its
! contents and contents weight.	 In addition each container shall
	
be
labeled with preparation i nstructi ons. 	j
5.1.3 Secondary papkag inn .	 The shippingng container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard. 	 The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). 	 The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment.
	
The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements. 	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
1 - --	 - 5.1.4 Labelin g_. 	 The shipping container shad be labeled with the fallot^ing
information.
r
k
3
{
jt
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5.1.4 (^ontinuod).
1) Address of procuring agency.
2) Contents
3) Lot NUMber
4) Place of Manufacturer
I 
rl 5) Date of Production
6) Amount included in shipolcnt
5.2 Stora2e. The product shall' 	 be stored /-in art area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
G.0 140	 E,
6. Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1) Title and date of specification
2) Type of product rejuired
3) Preproduction sample when required
h"
4) Amount of product required
5) Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical Notes	 This product shall 	 have an acceptable shelf'-life of
18 mb_n-fi—is.
[	 '- 7^-
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1«0 SCOPE
1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, processing, inspection,
testing, storage, and packaging of stewed tomatoes for use in the
E elderly meals system. 
2.0 APPL^TCAUt,E DOCUMEI EiTS
2.1 The following documcnts form a part of thi s sp^cification to the
^. extent specified herein=
2.2 Other publ ications
f U.	 S.	 Department of Health	 Education and 4`e1 fare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promulgated
thereunder.
Bacteriological Analytical E Manua l for 'Foods
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Sample. 	 If r equested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or 'assembly is commenced.
Mate t , ,-1 s.	 All	 ingredients  anti materials shall	 be free frori^
F zforeign materials	 nd have a typical odor, color and rlavor.
3.2:1 log!a:toes.	 Whole or almost whole tomatoes may be used and can be
!Nss than 70% of the tomatoes used
3.2.2 Tomato^  lui ce«	 Tomatojuice   may be used as an optional ingredient.
_
ma ,._
3.2:3 Suycar^.	 Sugar shall	 be white granulated cane or beet sugar,
3.2.4 Dextrose.	 Dextrose shall be food grade.
3.2.5 Salt.	 Salt shall	 be sod ,_=,m chlor,1i 1	 (^f Food Chemicals Codex
identity and _puri ty.
`	 }L
r
3.2.6 Dried Onions.	 Dried onions shall	 be food grade:.
3.2.7 Dri ed Celer ..	 Dried celery shall be food" grade.r X,
tr 3,2.6 Dried Green Pnpp rs.	 Dried green peppers shall be food grade. A,
t
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3 2.9 aj iceS.	 An assortinent of natural spices may be used and shall be
XI
approved for use in food.
3.2.10 Calc ium Salt.	 Calciu?n salt may be calcium chloride or calcium phosphate
or other calcium salts used singly or in combination. 	 Products shall
comply with the requirements specified in rood Chemicals Codex.
3.3 Fori,,Ailation.	 FarMUlatio n is proprietary and is riot specified.	 Product
3
ingredients are indicated in Table I.
Table I	 Product Ingredients
Tomatoes,` tomato ,juice, sugar, dextrose, salt, dried onions,
dried celery, dried green peppers, spice, and calcium salts
Gg
,^
(trace),
t
a^ w,
3.4 ProcessiUR.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
z accordance with 3.4.1
3.4.1 Ingredients shall be combined, canned and thermally processed.
3. 5 ^.	 ' s	 - Product. 	 e	 r	 • s	 Vii ► 	 r'i''	 R	 ^	 lI	 1..F	 n	 ^ft; d	 . Tll,.	 ,	 n ,tied	 produ ct ' shall	 c.,ntpI ^	 ^., tip the a
requirementsre ents of Table II.
Table 11	 Finished Product; RecbOrements
i
1)	 Approximately 5 oz. of product shall constitute one
'
tt
serving per container.
} 2)Product shall have typical flavor,.color, texture, odor,
and	 appearance.
t 3.E Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the 'pro-
?. isions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations I
i.z promulgated thereunder.
3.7 Sanitary Requirements.	 The product shall be processed in establish-
merits complying with Good Manufacturing Practices. 1
4.0 U	 zTY ASSURAN C E PROVISIONS
F
,
i
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4.1
	
Responsibility for Jnspot^  Lion. The supplier shall be responsible
for ;er for^^ .rin the r^^ !ce.^sar . inspections and examinations specifiedr	 g	 ^'	 p	 P
-in this docOment.
4.1.1	 Deceiving Tnsrection, The shipping container shall be inspected. to
o	 ,
a
	
	
detc^radne if any damage occurred in shipment; that wnuld cause the
produc t to be unsafe for rise. Units, so ,dairiaged, shall be rejected.
a 4.1.2	 Microbioloc,;cal Tee inq. if requested, rc.•prosentative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3
	
	
Or anole_ tic Testin . If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organole pti c testing
pr°occ d axes.
4.1.4	 Produ ct Wei ght. 	 serving size shall contain five (5) ounces of
product per contai ner.
5.0
	
PREPARATION FUR
-
 !?FLIVERY
5.1	 Par.i< ^z 7n _ f Product f or S	 ^r nt from
 
u}^p^ier. The product shall
_	 _	 _
be adequately pac4:aged for protection during shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected. 3
5.1.1	 Prfinary Pac, ,,ag7tio. The p r im ry conta^'ner shall be a 208 x 203 alu iinu,m	 3
can with a^ full-panel pull-out-Aid. The interior of the pul l a-o:rt and
al uminum cans shall be coated wi tfi an epoxy--type enamiel .
 
Label ing.
 
Each food container shal l be 'labeledto indicate  i is
contents and contents waight. In addition each container shall be
labeled wi th preparation instructions. +
5.1 . 3 	Seqo nd^Lry _Rjl^ ctqq i ng, The shipping container sl all be constructed
of C-flute, single wall, com-ugated fiberboard. The style of the
	
r!	 container shall be a Regular Slatted Container IRSC). The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely du ring shipment. The Un i forrir Freight Classification
!Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements. The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1.41
	
	
Labelirte. The shipping container shall be labeled wi th the following
information.
Q i	 1)	 Address of procuring agency.
G 	 s 2) Contents
3) Lot Number c ^....	 ^
4) Pl ace of Manufacturer	 pF POOR ^ AG
_AI1Tj
i
1
1
5) bate of Production
6) Amount included in shipment
r
5.2	 Storage. The Product shall he stored in an ar4a which is not
{
i
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1.0
	
SCOPE 	 f
1.1	 So t. This docu^ ent covers the procurement, processing,
lion, testing, storage, and packagi ng of Lanned vegetabl es for
use in the elderly in gals system.
112 	 C1assi fi cati on j ;ne products-shall be of the types listed below:
Type I	 <Green Beans
Type II
	 Peas
Type III_- Fixed Vegetables
Type IV - Corn
Type V	 Cream Style Earn
un Type VI	 Sweet Potatoes
2.0
	
APPLI CABLE DOCU MENTS
2.1
	 The fol l oai ngdncutf7r^nts Corm a part , of this sped, ca ti o::, to tl ► e:
extent specified herein:
Standards
Feder al j
I '	 U.S. Standards for Grades of Canned Grean Beans
U.S. Standards -for Grades of Canned Peas
U.S.. Standards for Grades of Canned Mixed Vegetables
U.S. Standards for Grades of Canned Corn
U.S. Standards for Grades of Canned Cream 'Style Corn
U.S. Standards for Grades of Canned Sweet Potatoes
2.2	 Other Publications
U. S, Deartment of fealth, Education and teTfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder
National (research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
pAG^	 Document tia.	 FtlS--17
ogle	 page	 1
	 of'
3.0 Rf QjI tCEMIENTS
3.1 Preuc l^cn^Stral es,	 If rec^ue	 cd, represent,	 sa^^pl es of
_.
the product, which the supplier {p roposes	 to furnish shall he submitted 
fog
	app^-t,vul	 before praduct^an ar a y s.e.;iisly 7s co;.nerfccd.
r 3.2 ^( _	 S	 T	 f:	 1^'ItLar 	IiSE:U	 shalll	 u"	 ii^	 ^d1b	 '	 ,r, ( n.,^:aMater 	,i a	 .	 All	 i r qr -d	 l c	 g, ^.de,	 ..
sound and i,.,holesome.	 They shall	 possess good characteristic
flavor,
	
odor, and color, and shall	 be free fra y ; quality s3efc:ct.s.
3.2.1 Green C r^ans.	 Cut Grade A green bears shall	 be used (Type: I).
3.2.2 Peas.	 Grade A sweet peas shall be used (Type II).
3.2.3 Mixed V eg etawbl^es.	 Grade A mixed vegetables shall be used (Type III.).
3.2.4 Corn.	 Grade A corn shall be used (Type 1V).
3.2.5 Cream_Stylp Corn. 	 Cream style corn shall be Grade A (Type V).
3.2.6 Svreet Potatoes.	 Sweet Potatoes sh0 l be Grade A (Type VI).
3.2,7 Salt.	 Salt shall comply with rood Chemicals Codex for identity and
Puri ty.
E 3.2.3 Sug ar.	 Sugar shall be ihite granulutcd cane or beet sugar.
3.2.9 Starch.	 *Food grade starch shall	 be used.-a
3.3 Forinul a '^i on.	 Formulation is not specified but shall -closely resemble
standard commercial formulations currently used.
F }
3.4 Processing.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1.
'	 4.1 Mi xi ng and Heal Proces sin cq.	 Vegetables shall be washed, cleaned
died and bleElded with other ingredients, fill ed into cans, sealed,
and thermally processed in accordance with standard industrial
procedures insuring commercial sterility.
3.5 Finished Product.	 The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table I.
Table I	 Finished Product Requirements
1)'
 .,Product` s hall. comply with requirements of commercial	 sterility
for thermostabilized foods.
1 99 2)	 Product shall have typical flavor, color, texture, odor, and
appearance.
].*now
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3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
provision s, of the f=ederal f=ood, thug and Cosm tic Ac.- and regula-
tions	 thereunder.proti7ulgated
y 7 Sarrit;ary Regj^jrumii-nts.	 Thr, prod ,, ict shall	 be processed in establish-
Goad Hlanufiictu
.
ring Practices.menu coililrlying with
4.0 tlI^LITY	 f^S^1.1R.^1fvCC 	 PI^t3JI^QUA  
4.1 Resnonsibil i tyfor Intf}ertion 	 'Tile suppiicr shall	 be responsible
For	 perfcir i! ng	 1he	 nc.c r: ;rtry= 	nfc:ut i:r,	 and r.. cami r,ati ons
	 specified
i
,i
in this document.
4,1.1 Receiviarq^InspecLion.	 The shipping coiitainor shial l 	 be inspected to
determine if any dam-age occurred in shipment that would cause the
to he unsafe for use.	 Units,
	
damaged,	 be rejected.product	 so	 shall
I
E
4.1.2 Microbiol o0ccal Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall	 be i^estcd,
4.1.3 Qrcarioli<:j.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions stall be tested using standard organoloptic testing
procedures.
r.1.4 P roduct U'ejoht..	 Each serving sire shall contain five (S) oun es c"f
product per container.
5.0 PREPARATIO N FOR DELIVERY
5. 1 , Pacl'a .2 a of Product fo r Shipment from Su pl ior.	 The product sha.l 1
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment.	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Prina.0 Packagii7q.	 The primary container shall 	 be a 208 X203
umi num can or a 208 x 207 steel  can wi th a full-panel pull-out
lid.
	
The interior of the tinplate components . shal 1 be coated with
an acrylic-type enamel. 	 The interior of the pull-out and aluminum
cans shall be coated with an epoxy--ty-pe enamel. 
Labeli ng. 	 Each fond container shall
	 be labeled to indicate its
contents andcontents weight.	 In addition each container shall be
. labeled with `preparation instructions.i
x
5.1.3 Secondat•
	 Parka in	 The shi p ping container shall be constructed,^.. q^_.	 pp	 g
Of C-f l Lite, 	 Si itg i e %val l ,, corrugated f  berboard. 	 The style of the
container shall	 be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). 	 The dimen-^
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment. 	 The Uniforin Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements.	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
ORAL PAGE
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5.1.4 Labolinq. The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
j inforimation.
1) Address of procuring agency.
L 2) Contents
3) Lot Nu,nber
Place	 Manufacturer-of4)
Date of Production
E-
6) Amount included in shipment
5.2 Storage. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0 HOT =S
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the fol'lorrincg:
1) Title and date of specification
2) Type of product required
3) Preproduction sample when required
4) Amount of product required
5) ' Shipping InstrUCt ons
Technical Nodes - None6.2
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1.0	 SCOPE
1.1
	
Sco fa. This document covers the procurement, processing, inspect
tion, testing, storage-, and packaging of thermostabilized beef stew
for use in the elderly mcals* system.
2.0	 APPLI(PNBLE DOCU11EN,T5
2.1
	
	
The follo-ding docu^,i,mats fare a part of this si)ecification to the
extent specified herein.
Standards
Federal	 ^G^V4A
U. S, Deparli rrient of gr i cu l turn	 J	 ^ QII^^a ]^ ' ISt
Regulations Governinfl Pleat Inspection of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
2.2
	
Other Publications
U. S. Department o f Health,, Education And Welfare
Federal flood, Drug and Cosmetic Act and Regul ations promul
gates! thereLuider.
National Research CouTtci1
Food Chemicals Codex
3.0	 REQUIREMENT
3.1	 Preproduction Sam ples. If requested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish ,shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
i^ 3.2
	
	 Material s. The products shall. be manufactured -from components
which corroy with the regulations of the Food and Drug Administra-
Lion, U. S. Department of Health Education and Welfare, or regula-
tions of the Meat Inspection Division, U. S.. Department of
Agriculture. All ingredients and materials shall bo clean and
free from -Foreign materials and have ;a typical odor, color, and
flavor.
3.2.1
	
	 Beef. Meat shall be prepared and processed only in a plant which
is operated under the continuous inspection of the Consumer
Marketing Service, United States Department of Agriculture (U.S.D.A.).
3.2.2	 Vegetables. Vegetables shall be of high quality. Vegetables used
i	 may Oe fresh, frozen or dehydrated.
3.2.3	 Starch. Starch shall be food grade.
_s
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	3.2.4
	
Sal t, Salt shall be sodium chloride; of Food Chemicals Codex
;identity rind purity`.
	
3.2.5	 Color. natural or artificial colors approved for food use may
be used.
s
	3.2.6	 Flavors. Natural and artificial flavorings approved for food
_	
b	 yd
tE 3.2.7 fi^'droll^	 ^	 Plan t Protein.	 Hydrolyzed plant protein i,!F.y be used
y
and shall	 iTc- "i56d
3.?..8 Other Additives.. 	 All	 add itivos shall	 be those approved by the
Consuruirrt l •iarket'ing	 Service,	 U.$.D..A.
y 3.3 Formulation.	 ror ii,ulation is proprietary and is not specified.
Tngr :diierri s are designa ted in Table I,
Table I ^ Prodoc:i. lajred-ients
Gravy (i!ater, ton atoos . corn starch ., salt, hydrol yzed plant  prote ire,
flavorings., ,carzmol
	
color and monc^s^^dit<m glutamate), beef, soaked
dehydrated ^^ ^uaLocs, `^oakcd dehydrated carrots, and soaked dried peas.`
4	 ,
It
3.4 Processing.	 Compo€€t nts complying with 3.2 shall be proce ssed in
accordance with 3.4.1.
3.4.1 ; Mixingng and l cat Proce.s^ i nip.	 Ingredients shall	 be combined, cooked,
F1,,1 1 ed 1 rt n Cans, setal ed and thermally processed i r	 accordance with
GS' abl i shed
	
pr'oGLdUr' s	 insuri ng	 001111-tarc`i a l	 steri l ity.   
3.5 Finished P roduct.	 The finished product shall comply with the
regUi rements of I able 11. 
a
Table TI	 Fi nished Product Requirerrlents
1)	 Product shall comply with requirements of commercial sterility
for thermostabi l i zed foods
2)	 Product shall have typical flavor, color, texture, odor,-and
appearance.
E 3.6 Deliveries 	 All deliveri es shall	 conform in every ,respec -,	 to the
provi; ion	 -of the Federal Food,, Drug and Cosmetic Rot and ",;regula-
tions	 thereunder.promulgated
f ORIGINAL' PAGII 1	
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3.7	 Sa;ri t^kr,y f cq^r i^r ements. The product shall be prulcessed in establish-
ments cowp lying	 Mantfacturing Practices.
i 4.0
	
ral,[..11 Y ^ Q `UR/lNCC ['EiGtit ISI riiS
4,7
	
Re,s7c isiiri Ijty--ior Ins	 ti on. The supplier shall be respoi^sa1b e
u	 for performing the necessary inspections and exaiainations specified
in this document.
l	 4.1.1	 Rccr^i v irig ln7noction. The shipping container shall be inspected to
do>i r. srine if anyaraage oc.c:r^rred in shi arrcrit treat Mould cause the
tt
product to be unsafe for use, Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
s
4. •[ ,R	 [iicr obiolonical Testir t If rec[uesteci, representative serving size:
port oi;s .:dial 1 be teste d.
^	
s	
^	 s	
i
4.l .;^	 Or c^^.tEo[..^^^ic Tc,^ti,r^. 	 7 i reel±rested, repre sentative serving si^.e
portions shall be tested using .standard:,organolept:ic testing
procedures.
l
4.1.E	 Product V!^-,ght, Kach serving sire shall contain 7 1/2 ounces of
product i,^r container.
C'^;R^1Tl Ctt^ [" O t [ LL :iVE5. Q	 P  
i
5A	 Packaorraql_of Pro6uct for S<ripmenL firom Su p ;lier. The product shall
bra aK uatej yj?acVgied for protection during shipment. Paciayes
9..: broken or pu-nctured during shipment shall be rejEti ted.
5.1.1	 Prirnary Pacica t 	
_ T[ae pririiary container shall be a 208 x.203 or
i ' 202 x 208 tin-plated steel or aluirrinurrt can with ful l-panel pullout
lid. Die i nteri or c f t[xG pull -out and cans s#;a11 be coated wi th an
ena!"iOl corsrpati€ l c with the product.
5.1.2	 Label i jg*. each food contai ner° shall be labeled  to indicate its
contents and contents weight. In addition each container shall be -­
labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1,3 Secondary Packagin The shipping container shall''be constructed'
of C-flute, single -wall, corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The dimen-
sions of the shipping container.shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment, Th- Unii'orm Freight Classification
it	 Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements. The shipping container shall be closed Lasing
reinforced tape.
F
.ApbR AAGB	
_ _
;3	 4tr
lw
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5,.1.4 Label inri. The shipping container sha` l be labeled with the follmlirio
information.
1) Address of procuring agency.
2) Contenia
3) Lot NL[mber
I 4) Place of Pfarurf act urci° --
5) Date of production
L
-
6} Amount incl uded in shi- iiient.
5.2 St, rar,c The p roduct shall be st^^rc^d in an area which is not
Cori^laCive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0 NOTi.:S
6_.1 Procut eriifx-Dt Data,	 ProCUI' went dot>ui7ients	 ;,)hal l 	specify the following:
1) Titlee and date of specification
2) Type of product r , equ i red
3) Preproduction sample viliert recpu i ced
4)' Amount; of }aroducu:requirccf
M
5) Shi pping Instructions
6.2 Technical }rotes -	 done
 a
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1.0 SCOPE
PI l ,.1 cc tae.	 This -document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, tooting, storage, and ^)ackriging of theri!iostabil3_zed l ima
t	
.ly
	 ^,,ea'^
	 Sbeans	 and riuit'i	 ,u;° t<a^	 in	 ^th;s ::1^?<^t	 ^ ystem...
2.0 APPLICABLE P0CU 1-PNTS
2,1 The foll owi ng docu=ments  form a part of this specification to the
extent s precified herein;
Al
i
Standc-Hs
red era1
Standards	 Grades	 Lima BeansU.S.	 for	 of
U.S.. 	 Standards for Grades of Tomatoes
rt
Pegul	 -ions Governing <Meat Inspection of the U.S. Department
of Agri cul turn
2.2 Other Publ icati ons
k
U.S.  De artmeni, c f Heal th, Education a nd Vie] fare
rVi
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regul ations promulgated
I
thereunder
.	 1
National Research Council
Food Chemical s Codex
,
1 3.0 REQUIREMENTSism
	
..
.... ^^
^3.1 A	 r	 t	 4	 +Prep-rc^du, tion Swrnles.	 If requested, representative samples of the
product i,: i	 i the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approv al befolte production or assembly is commenced..
3.2 Materials.	 The products shall be manufactured from components
whiff ply with the regulations of the Food and Drug ' Administra-
tion, U.S. Department of `Hcalth, Education and Welfare, or regula- 	 R
tions of the bleat Inspect ion Division, U`.S.D,A.	 all	 ingredients
and mateMal s s1hral 1 be clean and free from foreign -materials and
have a typical odor, color, and flavor.
f ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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tart and Bacon. Nara and Bacon shal l bc- prepared and processed only	 =_--
I
n a plant i ich is operatLd under the continuous inspection of
Consu r-5 r; teat'Keting Service, U.S,_D.13.
3.2.2	 Tomatoes. Tomatoes shall ,comply Frith the requirements of the
U.S.
  
Stundxards
i 3.2.3	 Beans. U.S, r1 beans shall be used.
3.2.4	 'Distilled Vinecar. Distilled vinegar shall be ,of high quality and
^^	 appr^vet^ for fi'oac! use,
3.2 5	 _Sa1t. Salt shall be white refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
Codex identity and purity.
3.2.6
	
Suc.at°. Sugar shall tie of high quality and may he either brown
sugar or molasses,
3 2 7	 F1 avori tics . Natural or arti f^i c^i al flavor may be used and shall be
o d' g de .
3.2.8	 Spices. Spices approved for food use may be used.
3.3 	 Forriul ati on. Formulation is proori etary and is not specified.
Product itijredi ents are indicated in Table 1.
Table IProduct Inure{1Lc^ti is
Beans, water, ham, tomatoes, bacon, suigar, flavoring, mol asses,
onion, modified food starch, salt, hydrolyze vegetable protein,
brown sugar, vinegar, paprika dextrose, sodium phosphate,
sodium orythrobate, sodium nitrate,_
i
3.	 Processii .. Componentsw„com	 i	 with 3.2 shall be p rocessed inp ly ing
	
accordance ^, tith 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
3.4.1	 Cookin . All ingredients shall be combined and cooked for a
suff ent amount of time.
3.4.2	 Neal; Pt ocessinc^. The cooked product shall be filled into cams,
seams aid thermally processed in accordance with standard
1	 established procedures insuring commercial sterility.
3.5
	 Finished Product. The finishedroduct- shall compl y with thep	 p J
requirements of Table TI.
3q
d
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3.5	 (Continued)
	
--"
Tabl e I Z - Fi ni ,:,he l Prc(Iu(- t Pegui reme,rits
:	 1) Product shall comply with-requircwen-ts of corirnerciF-1 Sterili ty
`^^ J.-^.wr,.-,C.4--,+,i^i^^,^! fold.
t
2) Prodw.t shall have t;Ypical flavor, color, texture, odor, and
appearancc
I
3.6	 De  iverig ^.. All deliveries si all co.,form in very respcct; to theE	 pr ^v sz r ,; cif the fed-dal ; ood S Drug and Cosrie^;i c Act end row=ail ati one4
pre:O p { ed therc:uridr. 
3.7
	
	
S ni t.ar^ Rec;ui rc Inhi s . The product si`ia11 Le proses e>i in establish-
ments co.aii 1y -i nq wi th 
.
Good Manufacturing Prstci:i ces
4.1	 fles ons h i l ty fo r 	The s+. ppl i ew sh 11 Inc respons i bl
or rscr`i'or;in ng tic necessi-,ry ,inspecti runs and exami nati cnS Specified
Jill] in this docttmont.
4-1 .1	 Rr t r,-iy	 n F,ina I	 cai rn . The shipping container shall he inspectc.rd tow^ _ _
det rminE	 2:ry Gi iiie?rJr'. occurred in s .`ii pFient tint woul d cause t.h,.;
pr't?^i, t:V to 'Da unsafe for use	 Uniis, so d„,„-a cd., Lixal l be r J:'vte,,1 3
4.1 .2	 M i c °obi of of i cal Testin g
'
. If requested, representative serving s i zo
pot i.i car ^1iw'	 tes csci
4.1.3
	
	 0t° artoT eti c Test iie. If requested, . ropresentative serving size
portions snFll be bested using standard organolept-i c testing
procedures.
4.1 4 Prod uct Wei Qhtn Each servin g size shall contain 7 1/2 ounces of
pro uc^c`i:{per coni;aibcr.
5.0	 PREPA RATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1	 Packa ging of Prod uct
 
fnr' Shipment lf roiii Spj) 1 i er. The
 product; shall
tiebe adeClUately paci.ad nor protection during shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1 .1
	
	 Primary Pact:aciu. The primary container shall be a 208 x 208
ti ,'-^^-) i :,+; , s!b.e nr 'a7 =l i nUm can with full-panel pullout lid.
-^ inter i or 	 ,The o f t he 'pullout and cans shall be coated with an
enatticl coi;7pir.tiMe with -the product.
i
O 
q
yft 5,l<2 1.abeligi , 	Each food container shall be labeled to .indicate its
cuntZTfs a,nd cortents v,,Oaht.	 In addition, each container shall
bc. l abel ad with preparation instructions.
5.1.3 Secondary Pack	 in t..	 I'M shipping Container shall be cpastructed
of uJlut :, single vrall, c0rru f	 c
.
d flkacxbland.	 Tt esto
ry
"	 of the
Coota [nest' s1hal l	 be-	 a	 Ct-gult3f 3 lt.t%tc d	 ^+..7iiti nisi:;' 	 ^i?ur):	 he d imen-
sions of the shipping contain er shall be such that the p;^cdvct is
Meld sccurely during sh y 1:,;n ni:,
	
The Uniform Freight Ol assi f i ca tion
x Rule	 "1 should also be u:,etl tr. d term,ne weight restrictions and
other regui revents . 	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1 ,4 Labeli>^j.	 The shipping container shall	 be labeled with 'Ghe
fo'i I_ct,'i 	 in 	 nforriat.i on
1)	 Address of procuring agency
2)	 Contents
3)	 Lot number
4)	 Place of manufacturc r
5)	 Late of production
6)	 W„ount included in shipment
5.2' Storage.	 The product shall be stored its, an area which is not
conduci vp to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
G.O NOTES
6.1 Procuromcnt Data.. 	 Procurement documents shall specify the fallowing.
1)	 Title and date of specification i
2)	 Type of product required
ORIGINAL' PAGE IB
3)	 Preproducti on sample: vfiien required	 OF POOR QUALFI`^
4)	 Amount of product required
all 5)	 Shipping instructions
6.2 Technical	 dotes.	 The product shall be from the freshest lot
'ivallabie from -the manufacturer.
:-:	 "^ .w..aar..wc-.aa:.L.uuam.. ^'s3	 a4 n`c c...?i.CVk4 t „	 .^.:	 2 	 —.:	 .. ^	 :
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1.0	 SCOP E
Docu '^Ilent t"O.	 Pi" - ^0
Pa' ge No. 2 Tf_'6)
thisSco	 d ocument covers the procurfniunt, processing, to,.spvict-^iGn,
tes t i ng, storage, and packaging o,-' powdcr 1_,d natural orange flavorod
drink for use in the elderly mefls system.
2.0 APPLIUTI-F DOCUMIENTS
2.1, The foilowing docutiients form a part 
of 
this specification to the
extent spocified hercin.
2.2 -blkationsOther Pu
A so c i a L i u n of Olfficial A-, -. '^ lvtical	 cl;crfists
IF U.
Official Methods of Analysis
'WeS.	 of Hei;lth,	 Edu cation c. nd	 I fare
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Art and regulations promulgated
thcreunder,
7 Hational	 Rosearch Council
Food Chemicals Codex
3.0 LE gq	 E NT,_jKCj
*J
3.1 f thSam 1L1(	 If rQqUeSted, representative samples 0	 e
product t,.^hich the supplier , proposes, to furnish shall 	 be submitted
f or approval before production or vssenibly is commenced,
3.2 Miaterials.	 All	 ingredien' and ma ter i als shall be clean and free
from foreign materials and have a typical odor, color, and flavor.
3^2.1 ar,5^jj a r.	 Sugar shall be white granulated cane or beet su9z
3.2.2. Citric Acid.	 Citric acid shall	 copinl _y with requirements specified
in the Food Chemicals Codex.
3.2.3 Calcium Phosphate.	 Tricalcium phosphate shall be used and shall
comply with roquirements specified i n the Food Chemicals Codex.
- Pc 'a3.2.4 Starch.	 Modified.starches may be used 	 nd; -shall be food grade.
ORIGINAL Pkft^A=
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Potassium Citrate. Potassium Citriite shall comply with require-
wents specifi(J in the i=ood Chemicals Codex.
Cellulose Gum. Cell l tlos6 SLIM shall ccmply with reguiremnnts
spe - I i-ied^- 1 l the Food Che rvical.. Cod,-x_
Fla vors. Natural or artificial flavors approved for food use way
ire usc^.	 V
3.2.8	 Citric lucid. Citric acid sha	 co^;ply with requirements specified
w	 i ^ the^`ood Chemi cs:,l s -Codex,
3.2.9	 Veclr-' i 1 '^  Oil s 	 Hydrogenated coti of r>et d s peat!^^t, corn, coconut
-6-r-' soybean 0 1 , or any cr3, bination, may be used.
3.2.1()	 Colors. flat«rO or artificial colors ap proved for food use may
he u^ect.
3.2.11	 Vitartrin A. Vitamin n shall co.rlply with refluiremcnts specified in
tint' Food Che^r.it.als Codex,
3.2.12
	
P;lty_lateu iWdroxyanisole. Butylated Hydroxyanisole shall comyly
wi th the requ i emi cnts; si p"K i fi ed i n the Food Chemicals Codex.
3. 2.13	 Vi tai,;iin C. Vitamin C shall comply with requirements specified in
.ht. tatx_i Ci'Ufl icais CUU-1eX.
3.3	 Forrluz l anon	 Fc^rmul sati on for this product is proprietary and is not
spec fied, Ingredients are designated in Table 1.
Table I - Product Ingredients
i	 Sugar citric acid, calcium phosphate, modified starches, potassium
x !	 citrate, cellulose gum; natural orange flavor, vitamin C, hydro-
genated coconut oil, artificial flavor, artificial color, Vitamin A,
and BHA.
3.4	 Processin	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
manner which produces a uniform blend and is free. flowing.
3.5	 Finished ProdUCtt	 The finished  product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II.
o RIGS
l
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Table 11 - Finished Produ rt_P^tl!!irxc r ens	 OF ppOR pAQ^^,
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1) The ► i;oistur e cont^rrt shall not e,xcecd ate ,
r
2) Approx imiately 33.0 r;r, a ^s of pro^!uct shall be rehydrated
witill» 5 rrr'inut s with the i;dd^i^t^i pan of 8 fluid oz. o •f cold
mater kith g€:nt,le swirling,
3) The rc, hYdrat(:d product shall have~a typical flavor s colors
textur(^, odor, and a pi' ^ -ear'ance.
3.6	 DeIi-er ins. All deliveries shall confo rm in every respect to the
prwis iorss of the FL,ciLral Foo^J, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tiorir pro,:wlgated thereunder.
3.7	 Sari t4^v Rccs rep n;I-s. Thu product shall be processed in establi5h-k..+•.,
mt nl..s cHip iyi rl^ 141 f i, -ood Heinu facturi ng . Practi c,xs,
4.0	 OU^ILIT1' FiS-UitAR Ew(?ROVISIONS
4.1	 Res ons i b i 1 i ty for Inspc:c i.i on . f he Supplier shal l be rL spo!isi bl C^
for perf'c^rr,^lrr;l the ncc ssar;^-Inspections and examinations specified
i n
 
*his document.
C	 4.1.1	 Receivit7_ g 1n^^^t on. The shipping container shell be inspected to
determine  it any damage, occurred ire shi pr3rent that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. Units, so damaged, shall be rejected,
4.1.2	 Iiicrobiulwical Testinq	 If requested,  repre:sentative'serving s zo
^	 por^tic ss sha ► 1 be t^si:^ti,
4.1.3
	
Ord nc?1fpci 	 tirig 	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be nested using standard organoleptic testing
7<< procedures.
4.1.4	 Product W ight. Each servi ng size small contain 33.0 grams of
product per package.
r	 4.1.5	 iloisture . 'The analysis for moisture content shall be determined
accordina, to the Official Methods of Analysis of the Association
of Official Analytical Chemists, Chapter	 Gelatin, Dessert
Preparations and Mixes.
'k	 5.0	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
..i	 5.1	 Package-	 of Product for~ Shi pmentrit frort^ Suppli er. The product s.ha`I7
be adequately packaged for protection during ,shipment. Packa.g^s
broken or punctured during shipment shall b '`rejected.
Doctiment No.
- 
R,2-20
	Pagc lido < 5 a	 G^^
5.1,1	 P1v.^,irm. 1 }e primary paci.ewj'ing shill be a hea -, laoirtaErad
TO 	 11 i t`1E' S i of i, pol e hyl c:rin or C l i o iitnL materi al which is
t	 ^ }t 7 !:I ^ r .+:.ti's! f.? and cai)obl .-' of r `£'.ta i it n ^ a vacutli fl..	 The I1a t.ur i al l
use
d
 ;hi;11 b	 c;1,fi,lt^tiblc t:1 -h t?'i£'. ; l"U t^ t^Ct.	 i7e o; ' }-	 ^irllfsar
pac,E;.tg^ shall b cl i ct.at:r d b y 1^ 11 ; dens ty^ off ;} d^}c end case in
mechanical packacOOng and s cazl.i ng..
5.1.2
	
	
Label i n	 Each food p^,k tcae shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents v^ ,ei9ht. In addition each packwje shall be
labeled with preparation instruct.irjn v;l ich include quantity of
water required for rchydr•at-iori arid rcl;ydrauion-tilr,,
5.1.3	 Secondary Packaoin q_. The shipping container shall be cons tructcal
of Cwfi l%ite^, single   wal 1 , corrtlgai,r c^ f i Lc;^t^c r; Yd The styl e: of the
container shall ba a Regular Slotted Container ([CSC) . The dim en-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that th? Product is
held securely duri}i^g shipment. The Uniform, 	 Classification
R«'It`  41 should also be used to dete—M,irie wei^hip restr-ictiQns and
other reauI -eiients. The shi p ing container , sha ll be closed using
reinforced taro.
5.1.4	 bab el i nq , The shippinx, container sh4.l l be labeled v.1 i th the fol l ot'ri ng
infor}aa ti on.
1) Address of procuring agency.
2) Contents
	^ 	 3)	 Lod: C.u,ribcr
	
x	 ;
	4).	 Place of ; ianull.actdrer
	
5	 Late of Productions
6) Amount includcd in shipment
	
5.2	 StoraRt. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
	
6.0
	
NOTES
	
6,1	 Procurement . 74t t w Procurement documents shall specify the. foll owi ng:   
	
I)	 Title and date of specification	 i
	
2 )	 Type of product required
3) Preproduction sample when required
4) Amount of product t~equi ned
r
5) Shipping instructions
p G AT,' plow pR QU GE
.......an	 , __,R.._
Iw
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^ 6.2	 Technical Notes
6.2.1	 SpeciZ1_	 The product shall 	 be handled in areas having
rcl^ tivL hum 	 or ;lest. A
s
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1.0
	
SCOPI
l.i	 Sc	 This document covers Lh^ 17:°ocurwient, processing, inspec-
Lion, testing, sto;-ac;o, and packaging of Dehydrated Instant Drinks
for use in the elderly moal s system.
1.2	 Cl ass ifica-ion. The products shall be of the types listed below;
Ty pe; I	 - Instant Chocolate Drink
G'
Type II - Instant Strawberry Drink
r	 Type III
	
Instantliani l l a Drink
2.0
	
APPL1CAUf E: !;0C'i.MU-1TS
2.1	 The fol l o ai np documents form a part of this spr .i f i cation to the extent
spccifie:d  herein;
Standards
Federcl
U. S. Stand&rds for Grades of Instant i-'onfat Dry Milk
Definitions and Standards of Identity for Cocoa Products
2.2
	
Other Publ iC&tions
U. S. Department of Health, r	 -tion and 14elfare
a
	
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmeti c Act and regulations	 1
promulgated thereunder
ORIGINAL PAGE'
National Research Council	 OF POOR 	^QU.
Food Chemicals Codex
i
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis
3.0 	 REC';1IRFMENTS
3.1
	
	
Pre roduc'tion Sam les. If requested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furni sh shall be submitted for
ri	 approval >before production or assembly i s commenced.
3.2	 Materials
	
All ingredients used shall be of edible grade, clean,
sound and- wholesome.. Theyshall possess good characteris t ic flavor,
odor, and color, and shall be free from quality defects.
^k-„N at	 s	 s	 ;e^°	 tee€:	 .;	 ^	 =:	 a < .Y' a ,s,	 ate? ^ ? ^? *•	 ..	 z n.. _. _
r ^+	 rbloc, uii, %^i L	 No.	 Ff	 (	 »
(^a4	 tYJ •	 f	
of....n..»
3 . ?,1 t^r^;ifat ()ry tai 1 l;. 	 Th4: nonfat dry rt^i l k shall	 be	 i ns giant i zeal
and shall	 be cox trra grade.
3.2.2 StAc!,^. ►°,	 One or more of the foll(,wing sugars M3Y be used:	 sucrose
a, Cl iglk 'id or {ire it ular) }	 lactos e, 	'! t`d1tc-1 sl.lCar,	 dextrose or corn
syrup solids,
i3, 2.3 Cocoa.	 A hi g h quality cc.c;oa pot-,,der shO l	 be used and shall
cca^ i-;ly ; ith the i1c.Finitions and St_.aricf:rds of iden^i(y ices
Cocoa	 procllc .t,s.
3.2.4 Soy  Protein.	 lsol ate^,J soy protein shall he Mood grade,
3 ,2.5 Sodi it1 4i s	 lit+A:(-, .od iu!fll cb ,-.?'mate approved for food use shall
3.2,6 (er^^. ►^7t^.	 Lccitt^it-a	 shall	 he of	 Fc^:7d	 Chemicals	 Codex	 identity
anti Puri :y.
' 3.2.7 14agncs-iuw hYdroxide shall 	 be of Food
Cc)c Lxdo"I ti ty and pul-i t}!
3.2.3 CarruC,,,enan	 F,tlu;,	 Y7itttli Carragcc:'i'al—i	 shall	 be of	 Food	 Chctiticcls
Cod&,x i denvtitaw and purity.
3.2.9 Flavors.	 Natural	 and articifi Acial	 flavors tt?ay he used i-nd $1,111
be appt'oved fo r use in fool.-i.
3.2,10 SodiuM Ascorbatn,	 Sodiwit Ascorbate shall be of Food C-hemicals
Cbdex ideri -L'A ty and purity.
' 3.2.11 Vitami ns, 	 Vitamins shall	 be used and shall	 be approved for use	 f
in food
3.2,12 Color.	 -Natural	 and artificial colors may be used and :-;',,all	 be
approved for use in food,
3.2,13 Citric Acid,	 Citric acid shall be of Food Chemicals Codex
identity and _purity,
3.3 Formulation.	 Fornitilatibn for instant breakfast is not specified
but shall closely resemble standard commercial formulation
currently used,	 Itigred cots are designated in Tabl e I.	 Formu_.
l a:t'i on for the complete products is presented in Table 11.
t 1 ,
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3.3 (Conti nu l-d)
Table I	 Product	 liiz	 i P n t s,
Instant Chocolate Drird
Chocolate	 Instant Breakfast (Nonfat dry milk, sucrose, cocoa,
corn syrup solids,	 lactose,	 iSolat( .1 soy protein,	 sodium casei-
nate,	 lecithin,	 n­,iqn(3sium hydroxide, arn , ionium carrageenan,	 arti-
ficial	 flavors,	 sodiun , -A scorbate, - vitamin E acetate,	 ferrous
fumarate,	 vitamin A,	 i,k-lcinamide,	 zinc oxide,	 calcium pantothetiate
basic copper carbonate, thiamine mononitrat.c, pyridoxine h y drochlo-
ride,	 folic acid) Nonfat Dry 
Milk 
fortified with vitamins A and D.
Type 11 -Instant StrawberU_ Drink,
Strawberry Instant B real-Jast (Nonfat dry milk, sucrose, corn
syrup solids,	 lactose, sodium citrate, magnesium hydroxide,
artificial	 flavors, sodiunm ascorbate, ammonium carrageenin,,
vitamin E acetate, ferrous fumarate, citric acid, artificial
color,
	
vitamin A, nincinamide, calcium pantothenate, 	 thiamine
mononiLt rate,	 basic copper carbonate,	 pyridoxin .-,	 hydrochloride,
folic acid)	 Nonfat Dry Milk	 fortified with vit ,- , ,iins A and D.
_t_l l - Instant Vanilla Drinklyp
Vanilla Instant Breakfast 'Nonfat dry milk,, sucrose, corn syrup
solids, lactose, magnesium hydroxide, ammonium carrageenan, arti-
ficial	 flavors	 [including vanillin and ethyl 	 vanillin],	 sodium ascor-
bate, vitamin E acetate, ferrous fumarate, vitamin A, niacinamide,
calcium pahtothenaite, thiamine mononitrate, basic copper carbonate,
pyridoxine hydrochloride, folic acid).
	
Nonfat Dry Milk fortified
with vitamins A and D.
Table 11 Product Formula
Quantity
Ingredients 
	 Percent by _LJPi9hjj
aQ p^. Flavored Instant Breakfast	 62.17
D
Nonfat Dry 111i 1 k	 37.83
100.00
3.4 Processing..	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1.
3.4.1 Blendnc.	 The nonfat dry milk and flavored instant breakfast shall
be blended ifn a Kelly-Patterson blender or equivalent to obtain a
uniform blend.
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call bo tested using standard orcdaricleptic testing
procodulr l.s ,
4.1. 4 Product. ,.Ieiqfii,	 Each sei'vi n0 size shall	 contain 60.0 grams of 
product per container.
4.1, 5 Moisture.	 The an,--,Iysi s for moisture ` content shall be wade in
accordance with the official 'Methods of Analysis of the Association
o f Official
    
	 lrral yti cal	 G(; 'rr st	 fclr Oai r^^ P ^odtrci s 	 (Dried Milk
and Malted fiiilf;),
} 5.0 PREPARATION' FOR DELIVERY
5. 1 P am l:a	 i n	 tf Produ; i,	 f C:r'	 f11	 rrl.'nt f r"Grii Su	 l r er	 The pr°oduC v shall 
. f be ad6e	 atf ly t)aclvaged	 crr	 roLccl:i	 n daz ing	 hi miwl,t.`	 Packaycs
broken or Punctirred during shipment shall be rejected
.,—	 __._.^.	 ^,.¢.._r3.?a^. nv. ^._.
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and	 I n 	 ition each contai	 S^	 be
I abe	 vi i th jj 	 Uctiu,,s.
5.1.3	 Sec	 Tire 	 .ping cotite -iner shall Lie
oT,I	 , r , :	 19' ated fiberboard. The s
COIACI	 sok, 11	 -1 Re%.	 -)loUt.(-,d ConLoiner (RSC).
sion,:	 the shi	 .19 C.	 r r shall be such that thr
held securely di	 Jil, ;nt. The Uniform Freight
Rule 41 should
	 used to determine weight rest
other requirements. 	 he shippi ng container shall be c
reinforced tape.
5.1.4	 Labeling. The shipping container shall be labeled with the
'i-ii-f-O—MTI ion.
1) Address of procurin g
 agency.
2) Contents
3) I.o4%,- Nur,,iber
4) Place of Manufacturer
5) Date of Produ ction
6) Amount included in shipment
5.2	 Storage. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0	 NOTES
6.1	 ProcuvCn-,-,.,rt Data. Procureriient documents shall specify the follow'ing:
1) Title and date of specification
2) Type of product required
3) Preproduction sample when required
4) Amount of product required
5) Shipping Instructions
6.2	 Technical Notes
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4) PlI ce of
5) Dare of Prod ctio;r
6) Amount included in siti	 Iii
5.2	 Slo	 c. the product sh:^.11 t^4 sicf ^^d in an area which is not
c 0 1 Id u(;i Yc: -to the 	 of the prc.dUCt or product i)aciraCling.
6.0
	
NOTES
6.1	 PI oc ur >-mont Data. Pro, ur ct,; :idL- doculiients shall specif y the full owil ng:
1) Title and date of specification
2) Type of product required
IM 3) Preproduction sample when required
4) /Amount of product required
5) Shipping Instructions
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	1.1	 Scope. This docwrn:nt covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and packaging of freeze-dried' potatoes and
beef with onions for use in the elderly meals syster..
	
2.0	 APPL.IC1,RLE DOCUMENTS
	2.1	 The follcr,ring documents form a part of #hi; specification to the
extent specified herein:
Stan , '
	 's
,' 	 1-
2.2	 Other Pub
U.S. Dc
Federal Foci,
thcire:gin {der
,ig M	 Inspection of the U.S. Department
Education and Welfare
^^. "osinetic Act and regulations promulgated
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis .
3.O	 REQ'UIREMENTS
3.1	 Preproduction Samples. If requested, representative samples of the
t wproduc hi cis the supplier proposes to furnish shall Lie submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2	 Materials. The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulations of the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, or regula-
tions of the Meat Inspection Division, U.S.D.A. All ingredients and
materials shall be clean and free from foreign materials and have a
typical odor, color, and flavor.
1 PRV P
0OR QUA, Ls
J'
T	
:L	 y:Yf
a9L.
1 3.2.1 Beef.	 Cooked beef shall be pre	 ed	 in a plant wh-!
is operated under the continuous
	 j	 i	 the (	 um-er Marketing
Service, U.S.D.A,.
r
3.2.2 Onion.	 Dehydrated onion and onion powder may be used and shall be of
• Fi h quality.
3.2.3 Potatoes.	 Potatoes shall be of high duality either fresh or frozen.
i3.2.4 mar.	 Sugar small be of high quality and approved for food use.
f 3.2.5 11drolvzod Venetable Protein.	 Hydrolyzed vegetable protein may be
E
t
us 	 s ^abeToac► grade.
3.2.6 Salt.	 Salt shall be 4;hite refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
U dex identity and purity.
3.2.7 hionosodi.gym Cl utamate.	 Mionosodium Glutamate shall be of Food Chemicals
Coe	 ids rrti ^y and purity.
3.2.8 .Srsices.	 Spices approved for food use may be used.
A
3.3 For,wnulation.	 Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
G Product ingredients are ine'isated in Table I.
I
Table I - Product Ingredients
f Potatoes, beef, dehydrated onions, salt, hydrolyzed vegetable protein,
monosodium glutamate, spices and sugar.
3.4 Proc(:ssin .
	
Components complying with 3.2 shall	 be processed in
accor once with 3.4.1 	 and 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Coo_	 king.	 All	 ingredients shall be combined and cooked for a sufficient
11
amount of time.
3.4.2 Freeze-Drying.	 After the product has been cooked, it shall be cooled
and frozen.
	
Subsequently, it shall be freeze:-dried according to
I established commercial procedures.
I
3.5 Finished Product. 	 The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II.
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3.5	 ( Conti n+.red )
Table II - Finished Product Pequirements
1) Moisture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.
2) Oxygen content of packa ged product shall not exceed 2.0
percent.
3) Approximately 2.0 ounces of-product shall rehydrate within 10
minutes after the addition of 6.0 fluid ounces of boiling water
with gentle stirring.
4) The rehydrated product shall have typical flavor, color, texture,
odor, and appearance.
3.6	 Deliveries. All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosr,etic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder.
3.7	 Sanitary Requirements. The product shall be processed in establish?ants
complying   yr i tEM o ianufacturi ng Practices .
4.0	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1	 Responsibility for Inspection. The supplier shall be responsible
Tor performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this docu,nent.
4.1.1	 Receiving Inspection. The shipping container shall be inspected to
etermine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. Units, so damaged, shall be rAjected.
4.1.2	 Microbiolo ical Testing. If requested, representative serving size
a portions s al i be tested.
4.1.3	 Organoleptic Testin . If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
Qprocedures.
4,1.4
	 ProductWeight. Each serving size shall contain 2.0 ounces of
Uproduct per container.
4.1.5	 Moisture Content. The analysis for moisture content shall be made
^j	 in accordance % th the Official Methods of analysis of the Association
of Official Analytical Chemists.
1	 5.0	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
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.1 of Product, for Shipm-ient from Supplier. 	 The product shall
be adccjuately packaged ;or protection, during shipment.	 Packages
bro4:en ar pu ►ictured during shipment shall	 be rejected.
5.1.1 Pririary Packa raing.	 The primary packaging shall	 be a .heat laminated
nol yeTljy1:• $ r ; 11'oi 1 ,	 polyethylene or cellophane ri,atc ri al 	 which i s
o ^ygen
	
^ir,perc ►eal^l e and capable of retainin g r•g a vacua ► ,t.	 T# ►c r,^ater al s'.
used shall be compatible vJth the product. 	 Size of the prip:ary
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease in
mechanical 	 pac{:aging and seal i nq;__
r' 5.1 .2 Labe li n g .	 Each food container shat l be labeled to indicate its
consents and contents weight. 	 Iii addition, each container shall too
labeled  with preparation instructions. -
5.1.3 Secondary Pac kacl inn.	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, sin(le wall, corrugated fiberboard. 	 The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slatted Container (RSC).	 The dimen-
sions_o-f the shipping container shall be such that the product is held
securely during shipment.	 The Uniform Freight Classification
-Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements.	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.	
.
5.1.4 Labeling.	 The shipping container shall be. labeled"with the following
information:
1)	 Address of procuring agency
2)!	 Contents
3) ` 	Lot number
4),	
_Place of manufacturer
5)	 Date-of product ion -
6)	 Amount included in shipment
5.2 Sta--ra^e-.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
co:nduciwe;to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
'i 1)	 Title and date of specification'
Type of product required
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1.0
	 SCOPE
	
1.1
	
Scope. This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and aackaging of freeze-dried beef and rice
with onions fbi , use in the elderly meals system.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1_ The following documents form a. part, of this specification to the
extent specified herein:
Standards
Federal
U. S. Department of Agriculture
Fegulations Governing Meat Inspection of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture
2.2 Other Publications
U. S	 Department of Health,.Education • and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
w promulgated thereunder.
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples of the
` product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials.	 The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulations of the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, U. S. Department of Health Education and Welfare, or regula-
tions of the meat Inspection Division, U.S.D.A. 	 All ingredients and
materials shall be clean and free from foreign materials and have a
typical odor, color, and flavor.
i
l
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3.2.1
	
Beef. Cooked beef shall be prepared and processed only in a plant which
is operated under the continuous inspection of the Consumer Marketing
Service, U.S.D.A.
3.2.2	 Onion. Dehydrated onion and onion powder may be used and shall be of
high quality.
3.2.3
	
Rice. Instant rice shall be used.
3.2.4
	
Starch. Modified food starch shall be of high quality and approved
for food use.
3.2.5 Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein. Hydrolyzed vegetable protein `may be used
and shall be food grade.
3.2.6
	
Salt. Salt shall be white refined sodium chloride of 'Food Chemicals
Codex identity and purity.
3.2.7	 Monosodium Glutamate. Monosodium Glutamate shall be of Food Ctlemicals
4	 Codex identity and purity.f
3.2.8	 Spices. Spices approved for food use may be used.
3.3	 Formulation. Formulation is proprietary and is not specified. Product
ingredients are indicated in Table I.
!	 Table I - Product Ingredients
Beef, instant rice, dehydrated onions, modified corn starch, salt,
hydrolyzed vegetable protein, spices, onion powder and monosodium gluta -
mate.
a.
3.4	 Processing. Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1 and 3.4.2
3:4.1	 Cooking. All ingredients shall be combined and cooked for a sufficient
amount of time.
3.4.2 Freeze-Drying. After the product has been cooked it shall be cooled and
frozen. Subsequently it shall be freeze-dried according to established
commercial procedures.
3.5	 Finished Product. The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II
OF jGAL'
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Table IT-  Finished Product', Rnui rements
Moisture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.
2) Oxygen content of packaged product shall not exceed 2.0
percent.
3) Approximately 2.4 ounces of product shall rehydrate within 10
minutes after the addition of 6.0 fluid ounces of boiling 
_water
with_ gentle- stirring.
4) The rehydrated product shall have typical flavor, color, texture,
odor, and appearance.
	
3.6
	 Deliveries. All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the provisions
of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promulgated
thereunder.
	
3.7
	 Sanitary Requirements. The product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibility for Inspection.
	 The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1
x
Receiving Inspection.
	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
to be unsafe for
	 Units,	 damaged,Product	 use.	 so	 shall be rejected.
s
4.1.2 Microbiological Testing.
	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4:1.3 Organoleptic Testing.
	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
4.1.4 Product Weight.
	 Each serving size shall contain 2.4 ounces of
product per container.
4.1.5 Moisture Content.
	 The analysis for moisture content shall be made in
with the Official Methods of Analysis of the Association of
Official Analytical Chemists.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
ORIGINAL PAGE
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	 Packaging of Product for Shipment from Supplier. The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1
	 Primary! Packa inq_. The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
polyethylene,_ foil, polyethylene or cellophane material which is
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum. The materials
used shall be compatible with the product., Size of the primary
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease in
t mechanical packaging and sealing.
5.1.2
	
	
Labeling. Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight. In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1.3 Secondary Packaging. The shipping container shall be constructed
offC-flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The dimen-
sibns of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment. The Uniform Freight Classification	 3
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
q	 PP " 9	 g
reinforced tape.
other requ irements. The shi i,^ container shall be closed usin g a
5.1.4	 Labeling. The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
information.
r=	 1)	 Address of procuring agency.
2) Contents
c
3) Lot Number
4) Place of Manufacturer
5) Date of Production
6) Amount included in shipment
5.2
	
	 Storage. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0	 NOTES
6.1	 Procurement Data. Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1)	 Title and date of specification
^.'	 2) ' Type of product required	 11V'{^F ^ 4L
QA
pAG
3)	 Preproduction sample when required	
R 
5
r
e	
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-An 4)	 Amount of product required
5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical Notes - The product shall be from the freshest lot available
from the manufacturer.
6.2.1 Special Handling.
	 The product-sha71be vacuum packed to obtain an
-oxygen content of 2% or less.
f
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CHICKEN STEW, FREEZE-DRIED
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1.0	 SCOPE
	1.1	 Scope. This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and packaging of freeze-dried chicken stew
for use in the elderly meals system.
	
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
i
	2.1
	
The following documents form a part of this specification to the
R
^	 extent specified herein:
Standards
Federal
U,S. Standards for Grades of.Nonfat Dry Milk
U.S. Standards for Grades of Potatoes
U.S. Standards for Grades of Peas
U.S. Standards for Grades of Carrots
Regulations Governing the Grading and Inspection of
Poultry and Edible Products thereof and U.S. Specifi-
cations of Classes, Standards and Grades with respect
g	 thereto
j 
W	 2.2	 Other Publications
U.S.! Department of Health,'Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder	 -
}	 National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis
	
3.0	 REQUIREMENTS
	
3.1
	 Preproduction Samp les. If requested, representative samples of the
product which the ' supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for 'approval before production or assembly is commenced.
0i0R`Qv G$
r	 ..
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3.2
	
Materials. The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulations of the Poultry Division,
U.S.D.A. All ingredients and materials shall be clean and
free from foreign materials and have a typical odor, color and
flavor.
3.2.1	 Chicken and Chicken Fat. Poultry products shall be prepared
.^	 and rocessecTon ly in a plant which is operated under the
continuous inspection of the Consumer Marketing Service, U.S.D.A.
Poultry meat shall be U.S. Grade B or better.
3.2.2	 Vegetables. All vegetables shall comply with the requirements
of the U.S. Standards for each vegetable.
3.2.3	 Corn Oil. Corn oft shall be of high quality.
3,2.4	 Nonfat Dry Milk. Nonfat dry milk shall be grade A.
3.2.5 Starch. Modified food starch shall be of high quality and
approved for flood use.
3.2.6	 Salt. Salt shall be white refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
Codex identity and purity.
3.2.7 Hydrolyzed  Vegetable Protein. Hydrolyzed vegetable protein may be
used and shall e food gr— a7e'.
3.2.8 Sugar. Sugar shall be white granulated beet or cane sugar.
3.2.9 Monosodium Glutamate. Monosodium glutamate shall be of
Food Chemical Codex identity and purity.
3.2.10 Spices  and Flavo rin gs . Natural and artificial spices and flavorings
approved for food use may be used.
3.3	 Formulation. Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
roductn^ gredients are indicated in Table I.
Table I	 Product Ingredients
A
Potatoes, cooked chicken, carrots, peas, corn oil, nonfat dry milk,
modified corn starch, salt, hydrolyzed vegetable protein, dehydrated
onions, chicken fat, sugar, monosodium glutamate, spices and garlic
powder.
'PACEORIG^.AL(fill ^,opg, qUA
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' '3.4 Processing.	 Components complyingwith 3.2 shall be proces sedg	 	 c 	 ^n
accordance with 3.4.1 	 and 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Cooki na.	 All ingredients shall-be combined and cooked for a
suffix-6ient amount of time.
3.4.2 Freeze-Dr in;_.	 After the product has been cooked, it shall be
cooled and frozen.	 Subsequently, it shall be freeze-dried
according to established commercial procedures.
3.5 Finished Product.	 The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II.
Table II - Finished Product Requirements
' 1)	 Moisture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.
f 2)	 Approximately 1.8 ounces of product shall rehydrate
l within 10 minutes after the addition of 6.0 fluid ounces
of boiling water with gentle stirring.
3)	 Oxygen content of packaged product shall not exceed 2.0
percent.
4)	 The rehydrated product shall have a typical flavor, color,
texture, odor, and appearance.
3.6	 Deliveries.	 All deliveries.shall conform in every respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
1. 7 	Sinit^
star
	 Requirements.	 The product shall be processed in
e-	aTlishments comp ying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1	 Responsibility for Inspection. 	 The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations
specified in this document.
4.1.1	 Receiving I s ec ion.	 The shi=pping-container shall be inspected
to determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would
cause the product to be unsafe for use.
	
Units, so damaged,
shall be rejected.
4.1.2	 Microbiological Testing. 	 If requested, representative serving
ize portions shall be tested.
AF	 PAGEp,	 IS
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4.1.3	 Organoleptic Testing. If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
4.1.4
	
Product Weight. Each serving size shall contain 1,8 ounces of
product per. container.
4.1.5	 Moisture Content.. The analysis for moisture content shall be
made in accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of
the Association of Official Analytical Chemists,
5.0
	
PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1	 Packaging of Product for Shipment from Supplier. The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection dur'zrrg shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1	 Primary Packaging. The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
o^et ene foil polyethylene or cello hane material which isY pP	 Y .i	
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum. The materials
used shall be compatible with the product. Size of the primary
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease in
mechanical packaging and sealing.
5.1.2	 Labeling. Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight,. In addition, each container shall
be labeled with preparation inst ructions.
5.1.3 Secondary Packaging. The shipping container shall be constructed
of	 ute, singe wall,:corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regu lar Slotted Container (RSC). The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment. The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine wei ght restrictions and
other requirements. The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1 `.4 Labelin . The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
in ormation:
1) Address of procuring agency
2) 'Contents
3) Lot number	 ORIGINAL PAGE 19
4) Place of manufacturer
OF_ POOR QUALI'1'YI.
5) Date of production
r.
6) Amount included in shipment'
r
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E 5.2 Storage.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1)	 Title and date of specification
2)	 Type of product required q
j
3)	 Preproduction sample when required it
4)	 Amount of product required
ism 5)	 Shipping instructions
6.2 Technical	 Notes.	 The product shall be from the freshest lot
available from the manufacturer.
wm 6.2.1 Special Handling.	 The product: shall be vacuum packed to obtain
an oxygen content of 2% or less.
j
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and p4ckaging of vegetable stew with beef
Ld for use in the elderly meals system.
2.0 ' APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents form a part of this . speciftca.tion to the
extent specified herein:
Standards
Federal
i`
U.S. Standards for Grades of Potatoes
U-: S. Standards for Grades of Peas
'
U.S. 5talidards for Grades of Carrots 	 t
U.S. Standards for Grades of Corn
Regulations Governing Meat.'Inspection of the U.S, Department
of Agriculture
2.2 Other Publications
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug " and Cosmetic Act and regulations promul-F
gated thereunder.
National Research Council
Food. Chemicals Codex
Association of Official	 Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis
- 3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Samples 	 If requested, re resentative sam les of the
	 9	 p	 p
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
r
t
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3.2
	
Materials. The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulations of the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, U. S. Department of Health E=ducation and Welfare, or regula-
tions the Meat Inspection Division, U.S.D.A. All ingredients and
materials shall be clean and free from foreign materials and have
a typical odor, color, and flavor.
3.2.1	 Beef. Cooked beef shall be prepared and processed only in a plant
which is operated under the continuous inspection of the Consumer
Marketing Service, U.S.D.A.
_ 3.2.2	 Vegetables. All vegetables shall comply with the requirements of
the U. S. Standards for each vegetable.
3.2.3
	
Corn Oil. Corn oil shall be of high quality.
3.2-.4
	
Starch.. Modified food starch shall be of high quality and approved
for food use.
3.2.5	 Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein. Hydrolyzed vegetable protein may be
used and shall be food grade.
3.2.6	 Salt. Salt shall be white refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
Codex identity and purity.
3.2.7	 Sugar. Sugar shall be white granulated cane or beet sugar.
«aft
3.2.8 Monosodium Glutamate.	 Monosodium glutamate shall be of Food
Chemicals Codex identity and purity.
3.2.9 Spices 	 Spices approved for food use may be used.
-^ 3.3 Formulation.	 Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
Product ingredients are indicated in.Table I.
Table I - Product Ingredients
4
c Potatoes, peas, cooked beef, carrots, corn, corn oil, modified
corn starch, hydrolyzed vegetable protein, dehydrated onions,
„
salt, monosodium glutamate, sugar and spices.
k
,. 3.4 Processin2_.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Cooking.	 All ingredients shall be combined and cooked for a sufficient
amount of time.
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3.4.2	 Freeze-DrJpg. After the product has been cooked it shall be cooled
and frozen. Subsequently it shall be freeze-dried according to estab-
lished commercial procedures.
3.5
	
Finished Product. The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II,
Table 11- Finished Product Requirements
1) Moisture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.
IN
2) Oxygen content of packaged product shall not exceed 2.0
I	 K' percent.
3)	 Approximately 1.7 ounces of product shall rehydrate
within 10 minutes after the addition of 6.0 fluid ounces
of boiling water with gentle stirring.
4)	 The rehydrated product shall have a typical flavor,
color, texture, color, and appearance.
3.5 Deliveries.
	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
of the Federal Food,.Drug and Cosmetic Act and-regula-plovisions
o s promulgated thereunder.
3;7 Sanitary Requirements.	 The product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibility for Inspection. 	 The Supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1 Receiving Inspection.. The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use.
	
Units, so damaged, shall be reJected
4.1.2 Microbiological Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3 Organoleptic Testing.
	
If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
proc:edpres.
4.1.4 Product Weight.	 Each serving size shall contain 1.7 ounces of
product per container.
_A
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4.1.5 Moisture Content. The analysis for moisture content shall_be made
in accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of the Associ-
ation of Official Analytical Chemists.
5.0
r
PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Packagi nq of Product for_Shi ment from Sup 1 i er.	 The product: shall
he adequately packaged for protection during shipment.	 Pac'tages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Primary Packaging.
	 The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
polyethylene, foil, polyethylene or cellophane material which is
7	 ' oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a Vacuum.	 The materials
used shall be compatible with the product. ,	 Size of the primary
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease it
" mechanical packaging and sealing.
5,1.2 Labeling.	 Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents andcontents weight.	 In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1.3 Secondary Packaging. 	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C--flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard. 	 The style of the
container shall be a Regular • Slotted Container (RSC).	 The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment.	 The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements. 	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1.4 Labeling.	 The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
information.
1)	 Address of procuring agency:	 i
-
t 2)	 _Contents
3)	 Lot Number
4)	 Place of Manufacturer
5)	 Date of Production
6)	 Amount included in shipment
5.2 Storage.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.,
6.0 NOTES
r
r
EA
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6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
a
s
1)	 Title and date of specification
2)	 Type of product required
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
4)	 Amount of product required
5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2
;
Technical Notes - The product shall be from the freshest
able from the manufacturer.
lot avail-
6.2.1 Special Nandlinq.	 The product shall be vacuum packed to obtain an
K oxygen content of 2% or less.
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, processing, inspection,
testing, storage, and packaging of freeze-dried noodles and stroganoff
sauce with beef for use in the elderly meals system.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents forma part of thris specification to the
extent specified herein:
_ Standards
Federal
U.S. Standards for Grades of Mushrooms
U.S. Standards for Grades ofDairy Products
U.S. Standards for Grades of Macaroni Products
Regulations Governing Meat Inspection of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture
2.2 Other Publi cations
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promulgated
thereunder	 r
" National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
i Association of Official	 Analytical Chemists
^
Official Methods of Analysis
J
1 3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 PreRrro_d_uction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples- of the
pr- oduct-which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced,
i
j
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3.2 Materials.	 The products shall be manufactured from components which
comp"fy w th the regulations of the Food and Drug Administration,
' U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, or regulations
of the Meat Inspection Division, U.S.D.A.	 All
	
ingredients and
materials shall be clean and,free from foreign materials and have
a typical odor, color, and flavor.
3.2.1 Beef.	 Cooked beef shall be prepared and processed only in a plant
w ic
	
is operated under the continuous inspection of the
Consumer Marketing Service, U.S.D.A.
3.2.2 Corn Oil.	 Corn oil	 shall be of high quality.
3.2.3 Starch.
	
Modified food starch shall be of high quality and approved
for food use.
3.2.4 H drol zed Vegetable Protein. 	 Hydrolyzed vegetable protein may be
used and shall be food grade.
3.2.5 Salt.	 Salt shall be white refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
Codex identity and purity.
3.2.6 Noodles.	 Noodles shall be of high qual ity and comply with requirements
of Standards for Macaroni Products. AL
3.2.7 Sour Cream.	 Sour cream shall be of a high quality grade and comply
with requirements of Standard for Dairy Products.
H
3.2.8 Nonfat Dry Milk.	 Nonfat dry milk shall be of high quality food
.
4 n , grade.
3.2.9 Mushrooms.	 Mushrooms shall be of hi gh qual ity and comply with the
requ ents of Standard for Mushrooms.
.^ 3.2.10 Dehydrated Onions..
	
Dehydrated onion shall be of high quality.
3.2.11 Malic Acid.	 Malic acid shall comply with the requirements of Food
Chemica s Codex identity and purity.
l; 3.2.12 Monosodium Glutamate.	 Monosodium glutamate shall be of Food
Chemicals Codex identity and purity,
3.2.13 Spices.	 Spices approved for food use may be used.
3.3 Formulation.	 Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
r^ o ud ct ingredients are in-dicated in Table I.
Table I - Product Ingredients
Noodles, beef, sour cream, mushrooms, modified corn starch,
corn oil, nonfat dry milk, dehydrated onions, salt, hydrolyzed
vegetable protei r,. , r(ionosodi um glutamate, spice, mal i c acid,
garlic powder, caramel color.
i
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3.4 Processing.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
acco^ rd-ance with 3.4.1 a d 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Cookin .	 All ingredients shad be combined and cooked For a
sufficient amount of time.
3.4.2 Freeze-Dr inc.	 After the product has been cooked, it shall be cooled
and frozen.	 Subsequently, it shall be freeze-dried according to
established commercial procedures.
3.5 finished product. 	 The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II.
P
r Table II
	
Finished product Requirements
1)	 Moisture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.
2)	 Oxygen content of packaged product shall not exceed 2.0
percent.	
,P
. 3)	 Approximately 1.8 ounces of product shall rehydrate
within 10 minutes after the addition of 6,0 fluid ounces
of boiling water with gentle stirring.
4)	 The rehydrated product shall have'a typical flavor,
color, texture, color, and appearance.
3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
r provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
3.7 Sanitar	 Requirements.	 _The.product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing.Practices.
40 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS-
4.1 Responsibili ty for Inspection.	 The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1 Receiving Inspection.
	
The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any image occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe fr)r use. 	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 Microbiological Test.
	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall	 e tested.
4.1.3 Or anoleptic Testin ;. 	 If'requested, representative serving size
portions shall tie tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
-
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4.1.4 Product Weicglt.	 Each serving size shall contain 1.8 ounces of
product per container.
4.1.5 Moisture Content.	 The analysis for moisture content shall be made
in accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of the
Association of Official Anal ytical Chemists.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
r , 5.1 Packaging of product for Shipment :From Supplier. 	 The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment. 	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
G 5.1.1 Primary Packaging. 	 The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
polyethylene, foil, polyethylene or cellophane material which is
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum.	 The materials
used shall be compatible with the product. 	 Size of the primary
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease in
mechanical packaging and sealing.
5.1.2 Labeling.	 Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight.	 In addition, each container shall
be labeled	 instructions.with preparation
5.1.3 Secondary Packaging.	 The shipping container shall be constructed
Li C-flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard.	 The style of the(RSofcontainer shall be a Regular Slotted Container C).	 The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment.	 The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
r other requirements. 	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1.4 labeling.	 The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
information:
1)	 Address of procuring agency.
2)	 Contents
y 3)	 Lot Number
4)	 Place of manufacturer
5)	 Date of production
6)	 Amount included in shipment
5.2 Storage.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
1 conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.1
	 Procurement Data. Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1) Title and date of specification
r
2) Type of product required
3) Preproduction sample when required
4) Amount of product required
5	 Shipping instructions.	 )	  9
3	 6.2
	
Technical Notes.. The product shall be from the freshest lot available
from ttman turer.
6.2.1
	
	
Special Handling. The product shall be vacuum packed to obtain an
oxygen content of 2% or less.
.1
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1.0	 SCOPE
	
1.1	 Scope. this document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage,: and packaging of freeze-dried Rice and
Chicken for use in the elderly meals system.
	
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
	
2.1
	
The following documents form a-part ofthis specification to the
extent specified herein:
IStandards
Federal
U. S. Standards for Grades of Canned Pimientos
U. S. Standards for Grades of Rice and Rice Products
Regulations Governing the Grading and Inspection of Poultry
and Edible Products thdreof and U. S. Specifications of
Classes, Standards and Grades with respect thereto.
2.2 Other Publications
U. S. Department of Health, Education acrd Welfare
1
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promul-
gated thereunder.
i
national Research Council
"" Food Chemicals Codex
Association of Official Analytical Chemist s
Official Methods of Analysis
3. 0 , REQUIREMENTS
3.1
r
Preproduction Sam les.	 If requested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for, approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials.	 The products shall be manufactured from components
which comply with the regulations of the Poultry Division, U.S.D.A.
All ingredients and materials shall be clean and free from foreign.
materials and have a typical odor, color, and flavor.
a
a
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3.2.1
	
Rice. Instant rice shall be used and shall be of nigh quality.
	3.2.2
	 Chicken. Poultry shall be prepared and processed only iii a plant
which is operated under the continuous inspection of the Consumer
Marketing Service, U.S.D.A. Poultry meat shall be U. S. grade B or
beater.
	
3.2.3
	
Corn Oil. Corn oil shall-be of high quality.
r
	3.2.4
	
Pimientos.. Pimientos shall be-cut or diced and shall meet the
requirement of Grade C or better.
3.2.5 Salt.	 Sala shall be sodium chloi de of Food Chemical Codex
identity and purity.
3.2.6 Starch.	 Modified starch shall be of high quality and approved for
food use.
3.2.7 Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein. 	 Hydrolyzed vegetable protein may be
used and shall be food grade.
3.2.8 Monosodium glutamate.	 Monosodium glutamate shall comply with
requirements of food Chemicals Codex.
3.2.9 Sugar.	 Sugar shall be white granulated cane or beet sugar.
3.2.10- Colors.	 Natural and artificial colors approved for- food use may
be used..
3.2.11 Seasonings and,Spices.c	 Seasonings and spice shall be of high
quality food grade.
3.3 Formulation.	 Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
Product ingredients are indicated in Table I..,
Table I ­ Product Ingredients
-Instant rice, cooked chickeir, , corn oil, pimientos,salt, modified
corn sta-rch,-hydrolyzed vegetable protein, monosodium glutamate,
chicken fat, sugar, onion powder, spices and turmeric.
3.4 Processing.	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Cook n r^-	 All fngredfents shall be combined and cooked for a
!Huff cient amount of time.
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3.4.2	 Freeze-Dr Lin_. After the product has been cooked it shall be
cooled and frozen.	 Subsequently it shall be freeze-dried according
to established commercial pr ocedUres.
3.5 Finished Product.
	 The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II.
Table II- Finished Product: Requirements
1)	 Moisture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.
2)	 oxygen content of packaged prod'uct shall not exceed 2.0
percent.
3)	 Appro ,, imately 2.4 ounces of product shall rehydrate within
10 minutes after the addition of 6.0 fluid ounces of boiling
water with gentle stirring.
4)	 Product shall have a typical flavor, color, texture, color,
and appearance.
3.6 Deliveries.
	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
3.7 Sanitary.Requirements.
	 The product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good.Manufacturing Practices.
4.0, QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibility for Inspection.. The supplier shall
	 be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1 Receiving Inspection.
	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use.'
	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 Microbiological Teslli ng
	 If requested, representative serving size
portions -shal1 be tested.
4.1.3 Oirganoleptic Testing.
	 If . requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
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4.1.4 tProduct Weigh.	 Each servi ng s i zeWeight 	 	 	 shall contain 2.4 ounces of
product per container.
.
4.1.5 !Moisture Content.
	 The analysis for moisture content shall be
made in accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of the
Association of Official Analytical Chemists.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
t 5.1 Packac ngYof_Product fo r Shipment from Supplier.	 The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment.
	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1	 - Primary_Packagin g .	 'The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
polyethylene, foil, polyethylene or cellophane material which is
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum.
	 The materials
used shall be compatible with the product.
	 SVze of the-primary
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease in
mechanical	 packaging and sealing.
5.1.2 Lab	 in	 Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight.
	 In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions,
5.1.3 Secondary Packa inq.	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard.
	 The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC).
	 The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment.
	 The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be,used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements.
	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.1.4	 Labeli ng. 	 The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
information.
1)	 Address of procuring agency.
2)	 Contents
3)_	 Lot Number
i 4)	 Place of Manufacturer
5)	 Date of Production
6)	 Amount included in shipment
Wt
fi
i
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5.2 Storane.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6:0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents	 the following;shall specify
1)	 Title and date of specification
c)	 Type of product required
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
4)	 Amount, of product required
5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical Notes - The product shall be from the freshest lot avail -able
i{ from the manufacturer.
6.2.1 Special Handling.	 The product shall be vacuum packed to obtain an
oxygen content of 2% or less.
.:R
r
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1.0
	
SCOPE
	
1.1	 Scope. This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and packaging of freeze-dried chicken pilaf
for use in the elderly meals system.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein:
Standards
Federal
U.S. Standards for Grades of Canned .Pimientos
U.:S. Standards for Grades of Rice and Rice Products
Regulations Governing the Grading and Inspection of Poultry
and Edible Products thereof and U.S. Specifications of
Classes, Standards and Grades with respect thereto
2.2- Other Publications
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder
1 "National	 Research Council
r
1
Food Chemicals Codex
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis
{
^
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 _Preproduction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
t' for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials.	 The products shall be manu factured from components
which Eomply with the regulations of the Poultry Division, U.S.D.A.
All ingredients and materials shall be clean and free from foreign
materials and have a typical odor, color, and flavor. 	 -
z:
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3.2.1 Rice.	 Instant rice shall be used and shall be of high quality.
3.2.2 Chicken and Chicken Fat.	 Poultry shall be prepared and processed only in
a plant which is operated under the continuous inspection of the
Consumer Marketing Service, U.S.D.A.	 Poultry meat shall be U.S. Grade B
or better.
xl^ ; 3.2.3 .Corn Oil.	 Corn oil shall be of high quality.
3.2.4 Pimientos.	 Pimientos shall be cut or diced and shall meet the
requirement of Grade C or better.
3.2.5 Salt.	 Salt shall be sodium chloride of Food Chemical Codex
9—entity and purity.
3.24 Starch.	 Modified starch shall be of high quality and approved for
Too d-use.
3	 7.2. Hydrolyzed Ve etable Protein. 	 Hydrolyzed  ve etable protein m	 bg	 	 a_y	 e
pt
used and shall	 e food grade.
3.2.8 Monosodium Glutamate. 	 Monosodium glutamate shall comply with
requirements of Food Chemical's Codex.
be3.2.9 Sugar 	 Sugar shall	 white granulated cane or beet sugar..
3.2.10 Colors. Natural and artificial colors approved for food use may
e^u`sed.
3.2.11 Seasonings and Spices. -Seasonings and spice shall be of high
qual ity food grade.
3.3
	
	
Formulation. Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
Pro^Tcuct ingredients are indicated in Table I.
Table I - Product Ingredients
Instant rice, cooked chicken, corn oil, pimiento,-modified corn
starch, salt, hydrolyzed  ve etable protein, monosodium luta mate,9	 p	 9
chicken fat, sugar, spices, turmeric.
3.4
	
	
Processing. Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
3.4.1	 Cookin	 All ingredients shall be combined and cooked for a
sent amount of time.
z ^	
1
 t,
v
x!
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3.4.2	 Freeze- gr,yinq,. After the product has been cooked, it shall be
cooled and frozen. Subsequently, it shall be freeze-dried
according to established commercial procedures.
3.5
	
finished Product. The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II,
Table II- Finished'Product Requirements
1) Moissture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.
2) Oxygen content of packaged product shall not exceed
2.0 :percent.
3) Approximately 2.4 ounces of product shall rehydrate
within 10 minutes after the addition of 6.0 fluid ounces
L= of boiling water with gentle stirring.
4)	 Product shall have a typi'cal flavor, color, texture,
color, and appearance..
3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
3.7 Sand tarp% Requirements. K The product shall be processed i n establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsi bility     for Inspection.	 The supplier shall be responsible
or pper orming the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1 Receiving Ins`ection.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
ermine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
- product to be unsafe for use.	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 Microbiological Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3 Organ oleptic Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
IA
i
i
i
i
E
y
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4.1.4	 Product Weight. Each serving size shall contain 2.4 ounces of
product per container.
4.1.5	 Moisture Content. The analysis for moisture content shall be
made in accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of the
Association of Official Analytical Che.iists.
5.0	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVER`r'
5.1
	
Packaging of Product for Shipment from Supplier. The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1	 Primary Packaging. The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
p^Flyet ene, foil, polyethylene or cellophane material which is
oxygen impermeable and capable
 
of retaining a vacuum. The materials
used shall be compatible with the product. Size of the primary pack-
age shall be dictated by bull: density of product and ease in
mechanical packaging and sealing.
5.1.2 Labeling. Each food container shall be 'labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight: In addition, each container shall
be labeled with preparation instructions.
5,1.3 Secondary Packaging. The shipping container shall be constructed
of^  -;"tii(e, sing"ie tali, corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such thatthe product is
held securely during shipment. The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41'should also be used*to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
The i	 container shall be labeled with the5.1.4	 Label in  sh Aping at ne
}	 following information:
1) Address of procuring agency
2) Contents
3) Lot number
4) Place of manufacturer
5) Date of production
b) Amount included in shipment
R
y	 t
19
f
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5.2 Storage.	 The product shall be stored in an area which is
to	 deterioration	 theconcfucivc	 the	 of	 product
not
or product packaging.
6.0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
6 1	 Title and date of specification
2)	 Type of product required
4
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
4)	 Amount of product required
5)	 Shipping instructions
6.2 Technical Notes.	 The product shall be from the freshest lot
available from the manufacturer.
6.2.1 Special	 Nandlinrt.
	
The product shall, be vacuum packed to obtain an
oxygen content f 2% or less.
3
4
0
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, end-packaging of dessert bars for use in
the elderly, meals system.
1.2 Classification.	 The products shall
	 be of the types listed below:
M Type I	 -	 Chocolate Crunch-Bar
Type II	 -	 Peanut Butter Bar
r	 rA 2.0 APPLICABLE DO CUMENTS
f 2.1 The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent Specified herein;
Standards	 1
k Federal
—	 i
U.S. Standards for Grades of Nonfat Dry Milk
2.2 Other Publications
11. S. Department of Health, Education and i':elfare
i
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promul-
gated hereunder
Y
P Definitions and Standards of Identity for Cocoa Products
F National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials.	 All ingredients used shall be of edible grade, clean,
sound and wholesome.	 They shall possess good characteristic
flavor, odor, and color, and shall be free from ,quality defects.
`
E;
3.2.1 Su ar.	 One or more of the following sugars may be used:	 Sucrose
liquid or granular), lactose, invert sugar, dextrose or corn
syrup solids.'
k
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Chocolate and Cocoa. Chocolate and cocoa shall comply with the
Definitions and Standards of Identity for Cocoa Products.
	
3.2.3	 Salt. Salt shall be white refined sodium chloride of Food Chemicals
Codex identity and purity.
	
3.2.4	 Flavors. Natural and artificial flavors_ approved for food use
shall be used.
3.2.5 Nonfat Dry Mil.	 Nonfat.dry milk shall'be Grade A.
3.2.6 Vegetable Oil and Fat.	 Vegetable oil and/or vegetable fat may
be used and shall be of high quality.
' 3.2.7 Antioxidants.	 Antioxidants shall comply with the requirements
specified in Food Chemicals Codex.
3;2.3 Peanuts.	 Peanuts shall be of high quality.
-
3.2.9 Flour.	 Flour shall be of high quality,
3.2.10 Protein Isolate. 	 Soy protein isolate may be used and shall be
food grade.
3.2.11 Sesame Seeds.	 Sesame seeds shall be of high quality.
F
- 3.2.12 Rolled Oats.	 Rolled oats shall be of high quality.
3.2.13 Coconut.	 Coconut shall be of high quality.
3.2.14 Humectants.	 Humectants may be used and shall comply with Food
Chemicals Codex.
3.2.15 Dietary Supplements.	 Dietary supplements shall be used and shall
comply with Food Chemicals Codex.
3.3 Forumlation.	 -Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
Product ingredients are indicated in Table T.
Table I - Product Ingredients
Type I - Chocolate Crunch Bar
Sucrose, vegetable fat, peanuts (partially defatted), dried corn
syrup, invert sugar, peanut butter, chocolate, calcium caslinate,
nonfat dry milk, cocoa, soy protein isolate, sesame seed.., gly-
cerine, flour, salt, artificial flavor, magnesium hydroxide,
sodium ascorbate, lecithin, sodium stearoyl-2-lactylate, poly-
sorbate 60, sorbitan nonosteareate, vitamin E, ferrous fumarate,
vanillin, vitamin A, niacinamide
	 glyceryl mono-oleate, calcium
- pantothenate, propylene glycol, BHA, BHT, thiamine mononitrate,
propyl gallate, citric acid, pyridoxine, hydrochloride, cya:no-A
cobalamin, cupric oxide, folic acid, riboflavin.
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Type II - Peanut Butter Bar
Rolled oats, sucrose, peanut butter, vegetable fat, raisins,
toasted coconut, peanuts ,(partially defati:ed), nonfat dry milk,
honey, egg white, sorbi tol , glycerine, vegetable oil, grater,
cocoa, concentrated butter, salt, magnesium hydroxide, sorbitan
monostearate, polysorbate 50, lecithin, sodium ascorbate, malic
acid, vitamin E, ferrous fumarate, monosodium glutamate, vanillin,
vitamin A, niacinamide, calcium pantothenate, Fthiamine mono
nitrate, pyridoxine hydrochlorine, cupric oxide, cyanocobalamin,
folic acid.
I
	
3.4
	
Processi iq. Components coirplyi ng with 3.2 shall be processed in
a manner which produces a uniform and acceptable product.
	
3.5	 Finished Product. The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table II.
Table II - Finished Prdduct Requirements
1) Product shall be sufficiently compact and covered with a
chocolate coating to prevent crumbling of product.
2) Product shall have typical flavor, color, texture, odor, and
appearance.
3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
Ar provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
- 3.7 Sanitary Requirements. 	 The product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibility for Inspection. 	 The supplier shall be responsible
for performingthe necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1 Receiving Ins ection. 	 The shipping container shall be in spected to
.^	 	 .P	 pp	 9	 p
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. 	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 M'.icrobiological Testing. 	 If requested, representative servi-iig size
;^ portions shall be tested.
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Organoleptic Testing. If requested, representative serving size
{portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
Product Weight. Each serving size shall contain 1- ounces of
product per container.
5.1.2
5.1.3
Primary_ Packa in .. The primary packaging shall, be a heat laminated
pol-yet y- ere, -Foil, polyethylene or cellophane material which is
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum. The materials
used shall be compatible with the product. Sire of the primary
pacWe sN l ^e dictated bV bulk density of product and ease in
mec ar^i ca pac ^ag7 ng and seal i ng.
Labeling. Each food container shall he 'labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight. In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions.
Secondary Packaging. The shipping container shall be constructed
of C-flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product,is
held securely during shipment. The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 4. 1 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements. The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
5.0
5.1
a
	
5.1.1
PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
Pa c kaLnq o_ f Pi oduct for Shipment from `Supplier. The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment. Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.4
	
Labeling. The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
information.
1) Address of procuring agency,
2) Contents
3) Lot Number
4) Place of Manufacturer
5) Date of Production
6) Amount included in shipment
5.2	 Storage. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the 'product or product packaging.
ji
i
F. a.
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6.0	 NOTES
6,1
	 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1) Title and date of specification
2) Type of product required
3) Preproduction sample when required
4 Amount ofroduct requiredp	 a
Y 5) Shipping Instructions.
W
f 6.2	 Technical Noes - None
I^
-x
y
i
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1 1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, processing, inspec-
tion, testing, storage, and 1 pacl, aging of dry roasted nuts for use
in the elderly meals system..
1.2 Classification.	 The products shall be of the types listed below:
Type I
	
-	 Peanuts
E
Type II	 -	 Almonds
E
2.-0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents form a part; of this specification to the
extent specified herein:
Standards
Federal
i
U. S. Standards for Orades.'of Shelled Virginia-Type Peanuts
U.	 Standards for Grades 	 Shelled AlmondsS.	 of
2.2 Other Publications
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
`
Federal	 Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder:
t
_
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex.
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis,
3.0 ' REQUIREMENTS
` 3.1 PreproductionSamples.	 If requested, representative samples of the
F product which the 'supplier proposes to furnishshall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials.	 All	 ingredients used shall be'of edible grade, clean,
W.
r
sound and wholesome.	 They shall possess good characteristic flavor,
odor, and color, and shall be free from	 defects.quality
4
t
'•.,	 ...	 p,	 r.,. - ,.__.._ ,.....,.: , .tee v'^».._v ._ 1r
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3.x,1' Peanuts. 	 yc 	 The peanuts used ^n manufacture of the product shall be
sFM ed from -cured, sound, clean Virginia-type peanuts.	 The
j; shelled'unroasted peanuts shall meet U. S. Medium Grade Specifica-
tion and shall be spin-blanched, buffed, and be free from mold,
foreign materials and contamination from insect or rodent.	 The
unroasted peanuts shall have negative alfato.xins' tests when
tested in accordance with the Peanut Advisory Committee Procedure.
I=-
r
3.2.2 Almonds.	 Only U. S. Fancy Grade almonds shall be used.
3.2.3 Salt.	 Salt shall comply with Food Chemicals Codex for identity
and purity.f
3.2.4 modified Starch.	 Modified food starch shall comply with the re-
quirements of food Chemicals Codex.
3.2.5 Vegetable Gum.	 Vegetable gum shall comply with Food Chemicals
Codex for identity and purity.
3.2. 6 Yeast..	 .Yeast shall
	
be food grade.
3.2.7 Herbs, S p ices and Flavorings. l Herbs, spices and flavorings shall
be t lose approve for use in foods.
3.3 Formulat ion. 	 Formulation is proprietary and is not specified.
3.4 Processing. 	 Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accordance with 3.4.1.
3.4.1 Roasting. `;The nuts shall be cleaned and sorted.	 Ingredients shall
-
be dispensed uniformly on the nuts. 	 The nuts shall be dry roasted,.
After roasting, the nutsshall be inspected and filled into pack-
ages.
Ij 3.5 Finished Product. 	 The finished . product ,shall comply with the
requirements of Table I.
r
Table I - Finished Product Regirements
1)	 Product shall be packaged either in an atmosphere of 2%
nitrogen or less or vacuum packed.
2)	 Product moisture content shallnot exceed 4.0 percent.
3)	 Product shall have typical flavor, color, texture, odor, and
appearance.
1
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3.6 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food,. Drug and Cosmetic Act and regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.
q 3.7 Sanitary Requirements.	 The product shall be processed in establish-
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibili	 for Ins ection.	 The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1 Receiving Ins pection.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that wouldcause the
product to be unsafe for-use. 	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2 Microbiological Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3 Organoleptic Testing.	 If requested,, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
4.1.4 Product Weight.	 Each serving size shall contain 45.0 grams of
product per container.
4.1.5 Moisture Content.	 The analysis for moisture content shall be made
in accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of the Associa-
Lion of Official Analytical Chemistry for Nut and Nut Products.
y.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Packaging of Product fore Shipment from Supplier.	 The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment.	 Packages
broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Primary Packaging. The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
polyethylene, foil, polyethylene or cellophane material which
is oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum.
	 The materials
° used shall be compatible with the product.
	 Size of the primary
package shall be dictated by bulk density of product and ease in
mechanical packaging and sealing.
5.1.2 Labeling.	 Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight.	 In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1.3
5.1.4
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Secondary Packaging . The shipping container shall be constructed
of C--flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard. The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC). The d^imen-
sions of the shipping container.shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment, The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements. The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforces! tape.
Labeling. The shipping container.-shall be labeled with the -following
information.
1)	 Address of procuring agency.
2) Contents
Lot Humber3)
4) Place of Manufacturer
5)	 - Date of Production
6) Amount included in shipment
5.2 Storage_. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0 NOTES
i 6.1 Procurement Data. 	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
.; 1)
t
Title and date of specification
} 2) Type of product required
3) -Preproduction `sample when required
G 4) Amount of product required
5) Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technical Notes	 The product shall be from the freshest lot avail-
able from the manufacturer.
6.2.1 Special Handling.	 The product shall be vacuum packed to obtain
a oxygen content of 2% or less.
^,
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1.0	 SCOPE
1.1Sccl e. This document covers the procurement, processing, inspection,
testing, storage, and packaging of dehydrated instant pudding
for use in the elderly moals system.
	
1.2	 Classification,. The products shall be of the types listed below:
Type I	 - Vanilla Instant Pudding
Type II - Lemon Instant Pudding
Type III - Chocolate Instant Pudding
	
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
	2.1	 The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein:
Standards
i
Federal
i
U.S. Standards for Grades of 'Instant Nonfat Dry Milk
Definitions and Standards of Identity of Cocoa Products
2.2 Other Publ i cations
'
^f
U.S. Department of Health,.Education and Welfare
S
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmet ic Act and regulations promulgated
thereunder
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis
fit 3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples of the
producttwhich the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced'.
3.2 Materials.	 All ingredients used shall be of edible grade, clean,
sound and wholesome.
	 They shall possess good characteristic flavor,
E
i
odor, and color, and shall be free from quality defects.
^r
I
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3.2.1 SUS
	
.	 One or more of the following sugars may be used;
	 sucrose
'liquid or granular), lactose, invert sugar, dextrose or corn syrup
solids.
3.2.2 modified Food Starch.	 Modified food starch shall be tapioca or waxy
mai ze.
3,2.3 Sodium P 2s hate.	 Sodium phosphate shall comply with requirements speci--
fed in Food Che,ljicals Codex.
3.2.4 Salt.	 Salt shall comply with Food Chemicals Codex for identi ty andP Y	 ^'
purity.
3.2.5 t^,drogenated Vegetabl e Oil.
	
Hydrogenated cottonseed, peanut, torn,
coconut or Soybean oil, or any combination, may be used_.
3.2.6 Mono-. and Diqlycerides.	 Mono- and diglycerides shall be of the identity
and purity as specified in Food Chemicals Codex.
3.2.7 Flavors.	 Natural or artificial flavors approved for food use shall be
used.
3.2.8 Nonfat Dr	 Milk.li1 	 Non at dry milk shall be extra grade.
3.2.9 Colors.	 Natural or artificial colors approved for food use shall be
used.
3.2.10 Vitamins.
	 Vitamins shall comply with the requirements of Food Chemical s
Codex.
C
3.2.11 Antioxidants.	 Butylaced hydro*xyanisole (BHA) and butylated hydroxy-
toluene [BHT) may be used and shall comply with the requirements speci-
fied in Food, Chemicals Codex.
3.2.12 Cocoa.	 A high quality cocoa shall • bo used and shall comply with the
Definitions and Standards of 'Identity for Cocoa Products.
3.3 Formulation.	 Formulation for instant pudding and pie filling is not
specified but shall closely resemble standard commercial formulations
currently used.	 Ingredients are designated in Table I. 	 Formulation
for the complete products is presented i n Table I.
` Table I - Ingredients Used in Formulation
Type I - Vanilla' Instant Pudding
Filli ng
	
( Su gVanilla Instant Puddin g and Pie F p ar, dextrose, modified
tapioca starch, sodium phosphate, salt, hydrogenated vegetable oil
with BHA, mono and diglyceri0es, artificial and natural flavors,, nonfat
dry milk, artificial color) Nonfat Dry Milk fortified with Vitamin A
and D.
,T.
A
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3. 8 	(Continued)
Type II -- Lemon Instant Pudding
Lemon Instant Pudding and Pie Filling (sugar, dextrose, modified tapioca
starch, sodium phosphates, , natural flavors, hydrogenated vegetable oil,
mono- and diglyceri-des, nonfat dry milk, artificial color, BIiA) Nonfat
Dry Milk fortified with vitamins A and D.
Type III -°Chocolate Instant Pudding
Chocolate Instant Pudding and Pie Filling (sugar, dextrose, modified
tapioca starch, cocoa processed with alk ali, sodium phosphates,
di- and monoglycerdes, hydroxylated soybean lecithin, salt,
hydrogenated soybean oil with BHA, nonfaat dry milk, artificial
color, artificial flavor) Nonfat Dry Milk fortified with
Vitamins A and D.
Table II	 Product Formula
Quantity
Ingredients	 (Percent by 1lei hc,^t)
'Instant Pudding and Pie Filling	 70.0
Nonfat Dry Milk	 30.0
100.0
	
3. 4 	 Processinq. Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in
accorEnci with 3.4.1.
3.4.1	 6lendinq.	 The nonfat dry milk and instant pudding and pie filling
shall be blended in a Kelley-Patterson blender or equivalent to obtain
a uniform blend.
3.5	 Finished Product. 	 The finished product shall comply with the
requirements of Table III.
Table III - Finished Product Requirements
1)	 Moisture content shall not exceed 5.0 percent.
2) 'Approximately 38.0 grams of product shall be rehydrated within
5 minutes upon the addition of 4.0 fluid ounces of cold water
with gentle swirling.
3)	 The-rellydrated product shall have typical flavor, color,`
texture, odor, and appearance.
1
i
F
1
3.6	 Deliveries.	 All deliveries shall conform in every respect to the
the° provisions of	 Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and
regulations promulgated thereunder.
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3.7
	 Sanitary_ Requi rements. The product shall be processed in establish-
mentscomplying ^^r1th Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS , 	-
4.1	 Res ponsibility for Inspection. The supplier shall be responsible
for performing the necessary inspections and examinations specified
in this document.
4.1.1
	
P,eceiviii Ins pection, The shipping container shall be inspected to
deterniirre if any darRiage occurred in shipment that would cause the
product to be unsafe for use. Units, so damaged, shall be rejected.
4.1.2	 Microbiologica l
 Testi n g . If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3	 Organollpic Testing. If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing
procedures.
4.1.4
	 Product Wei ght. Each serving size shall contain 38.0 grams of
product per container.
4.1.5	 Moisture. The analysis for' moisture content shall be made in
accordance with the Official Methods of Analysis of the Associat;on of
Official Agri cultUral _Chemists for Dairy Products (Dried Milk and
Malted Milk).
5.0
	 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Packaging of Product for Shipment from Supplier.
	 The product shall
be adequately packaged for protection during shipment.
	 Packages
ti broken or punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
5.1.1 Primary Packaging.
	 The primary packaging shall be a heat, laminated
polyethylene, foil, polyethylene or cellophane material ,which is
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a vacuum.
	 The materials
used shall be compatible with the product.
	 Size of the primary
	
a
package shall be dictated by bull: density of product and ease in
mechanical packaging and sealing,
r 5.1.2 Label 	 rig.	 Each food container shall be labeled to indicate its
contents and contents weight,
	 In addition each container shall be
labeled with preparation instructions.
5.1.3 Secondary Packaging.
	 The shipping container shall be constructed
r of C—Flute, single wall, corrugated fiberboard.
	 The style of the
container shall be a Regular Slotted Container (RSC).
	 The dimen-
sions of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment.
	 The Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to determine weight restrictions and
other requirements.
	 The shipping container shall be closed using
reinforced tape.
i
iM^
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5.1.4 Label in _. The shipping container shall be labeled with the following
information.
1) Address of procur •i no a jency.
2) Contents
<p 3) Lot Number
4) Place o-f—Manufacturer
5) Date of Production
6) Amount included in shipment
5.2 ' Storage. The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging.
6.0 NOTES
6.1 Procurement Data.	 Procurement documents shall specify the following:
date1) Title and	 of specification
2) Type of product required
3) Preproduction sample when required
Sp(
.
4) Amount of product required
S 5) Shipping Instructions
4
6.2 Technical (dotes - None
t
z
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scope.	 This document covers the procurement, processing, inspection,
'	 testing, storage, and packaging of freeze-dried cottage cheese for use
in the elderly meals system.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following	 ocuments form
	
art of this specification to theD	 p	 p
extent specified herein:
Standards
Federal
U. S. Standards for Grades of Dairy Products
2.2 Other Publications
U. S.	 Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Definition and Standards of Identity for Cottage Cheese
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promulgated thereunder
Association of Official F}nalytical 	 Chemists
Official Methods of Analysis
National Research Council
Food Chemicals Codex
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Preproduction Samples.	 If requested, representative samples of the
product which the supplier proposes to furnish shall be submitted
for approval before production or assembly is commenced.
3.2 Materials. All ingredients and materials shall be clean and free
from foreign-materials and have a typical flavor, odor, and color.
3.3 Formulation.	 Formulation is proprietary for this product and is not
specified.
3.4 Processing.
	
Components complying with 3.2 shall be processed in a manner
which produces a uniform product.
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3.5
	
	 Finished Product. The finished product shall comply with the require-
ments of Table II.
Table IT- Finished Product Requirements
1)	 The moisture content shall not exceed 4.0 percent.r
2)	 Approximately 1 ounce of product shall be rehydrrated with
the addition of 4.0 fluid oz. of cold water with gentle mixing.
3)	 The rehydrated product shall have a typical flavor, color, texture,
odor, and appearance.
3.6 Del i veri es. 	 All deliveries shall	 conform in-every  respect to the
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations
promogated thereunder.
3.7 Sanitary 	 The product ,hall be processed in establish-
l
ments complying with Good Manufacturing Practices.
4.0 QUALITY ASS_LIRANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibi I iQ for Inspec-t •ion.	 The supplier shall	 be responsiblc f--,,-
x
i
performing E[i	 necessary inspections and exam nations specified in this
document.
4.1.1 Receivinq Ins pecction.	 The shipping container shall be inspected to
determine if any damage occurred in shipment that would cause the
' product to be unsafe for use:	 Units, so damaged, shall be rejected,
4.1.2 Microbiological Test_inna. 	 'If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested.
4.1.3 Qrganoleptic Testing.	 If requested, representative serving size
portions shall be tested using standard organoleptic testing procedures.
4.1.4 product bleight.	 Each serving size shall contain one (1) ounces of
product per container.
-r
4.1.5 Moisture.
	
The analysis for moisture content shall be determined
according to the Official Method of Analysis of the Association of
r, Official
	
Analytical Chemists for Dried Milk and Malted Milk Chapter
on Dairy Products.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
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5.1 Pack,-qinq of Product for _Shipment from Supplier'.
	 The product shall be
adegtuateIy (^acka.	 d^for Iarol:ecL on during shipment.	 Packages broken or
punctured during shipment shall be rejected.
r
5.1.1 Pr-iinary Packaa jjq, 	 The primary packaging shall be a heat laminated
polyethylene,	 Foil,   pol Jr:thyl erne or cellophane riia ter i al which is
oxygen impermeable and capable of retaining a. vacuum.. 	 The materials
Used si all be compatible with the product. 	 Size Of' the primary
f package shall	 be dictated by bulk density ,of product ar-id ease in
mechanical	 packaging aild sealing.'
5.1.2 Label i na.	 Each food container shall be labeled to indicate  its
contents andcontents weight.,	 In addition each container shall
	 be
labeled  with preparation instructions.
5.1.3 Secondary Packagi_ .	 The shipping container shall be constructed
of Gfl ui;e	 si rig i e wall, corrugated fiberboard,	 The style of 1;he
container shall he a Regular Slotted Container (RSC).
	 The dimen-
si gns of the shipping container shall be such that the product is
held securely during shipment:. 	 the Uniform Freight Classification
Rule 41 should also be used to .determine weight restrictions and
other requirernents.
	 The shipping container shall 	 be closed using
reinforced tame.
5.1.4 Label i rq,
	
The shipping container shall be labeled with the -Following
T trFormati on.
1 1 	 Address of	 racuri ng agenc	 ip 
x	
y
C	 2)	 Contents_
3) Lot Number
1	 4)	 Place of Manufacturer
.5)	 Date of Production
G)	 Amount included in shipment
	
5.2	 Storage.' The product shall be stored in an area which is not
conducive to the deterioration of the product or product packaging,
i
	
-6.0	 NOTES
	
6.1	 Procurement data, Procurement documents shall specify the following:
1) Title and date of specification
F. 2) Type of product required
r
i....,.,,...^,,.^.....^ .,. :.,.,,._^....._._....... _,....,...._.......^.. .. ,.,mow► 	 .,
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6.1 (Continued)
3)	 Preproduction sample when required
4)	 Amount of product required
5)	 Shipping Instructions
6.2 Technica l 	 Noises - The product shall be from the freshest lot available
from the manufacturer.
6.2.1 Special Han dling.	 The product shall be vacuum packed to obtain an
oxygen content of 2% or less.
j
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APPENDIX III
SUGGESTED SUPPLIERS AND/OR PROCESSORS
FOR EACH MENU ITEM
WITH PRICE QUOTATION PER SERVING
µ
Tr 1.	 Oregon Freeze Dry Foods, Inc.
770 West 29th Avenue
P. 0. Box 1048
Albany, Oregon 97321
FTS-87(503)926-5811
(503)926-6001
Price Quotation
Menu Item per Serving
Beef Almondine with Vegetables and Macaroni $ .60.
Tuna a la Neptune- .60 #
.,., Peas .60
Potatoes and Beef with Onions ,60 4
Beef and Rice with Onions .60;
Chicken Stew .60
Vegetable Stew with Beef .60
Noodles and Stroganoff Sauce with Beef .60
Rice and Chicken .60
^* Chicken Pilaf .60
Cottage Cheese .60
2.	 Campbell Soup Company
Camden, New Jersey 	 08101
FTS-87(609)693-2541
(609)964-4000
Price Quotation
Menu Item per Serving
'nSpaghetti	 Beef in Tomato Sauce $ .30
Elbow Macaroni and Cheese .20
Beans and Franks in Tomato Sauce .45
Child Con Carne .38
Chili-Mac .32
Chicken with Broth
Turkey with Broth
.55
.55
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3,	 Del Monte Corporation	 -
205 North Wiglet Lane
Walnut Creek, California 94598
FTS-87(905)933-8000
Price Quotation
Menu Item -	 per Serving
Vanilla Pudding $
	 .20
Banana Pudding .20
"	 ^ r Tapioca Pudding .20
Butterscotch Pudding .20
Chocolate Fudge Pudding .20
Rice Pudding .20
Pineapple .20^
Mixed Fruit .20
Applesauce .20
Diced Peaches .20
Stewed Tomatoes .20
Green Beans ,20
Peas
Mixed Vegetables
.20
.20
Corn .20
Cream Style Corn .20
Sweet Potatoes .20 j
='G
-	 4.	 Carnation Corr1pany
5045 ili l shi re BoulevardG^. Los Angeles, California
FTS-87(213)688-2000
(213)931-1911
Price Quotation
Menu _Item per Serving
Chocolate Fudge Drink $	 .35
Chocolate Drink .35
=
Instant Chocolate Drink
Instant Strawberry Drink
.25
.25
Instant Vanilla Drink .25
Chocolate Crunch Bar .15
Peanut Butter Bar .15
,; r
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' 5.	 Nestle Company
100 Bloomingdale Road
White Plains, New York 106u5
FTS-87(914)761-4250
(914)946-6400
Price Quotation
Menu Item per Serving
Hot Cocoa Drink $ .05
!<,_ 6.	 George A. Hormel Company
r; 1860 14th Street N.E.
P. 0. Box 933
FTSt87(61'2)725-42425912
(507)437-5815
Price Quotation
	
a
Menu Item per Serving
'
Vienna Sausage $ .45
i 7.	 Grocery Products Division
-° Pet Incorporated
St. Louis, Missouri	 63166
Y
g.; Price Quotation
Menu Item per Serving
Vanilla Drink $ .38
Dutch Chocolate Drink :38
III -3
8.	 Thomas J.	 Lipton,	 Inc.
800 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632
FTS-87(201) 278-9500
(201)-567-8000
Price Quotation
Menu Item per Serving
Spring Vegetable Soup $	 .12
Green Pea Soup .12
Tomato Soup .12
E Cream of Mushroom Soup .12
Bean Soup .12
9.	 California Almond Growers Exchange
1802 C Street
Sacramento, California 95808
FTS-87(916)-449-2000
(916)-442-0771
Price Quotation
Menu Item per Serving
Almonds $	 .25
10.	 Planters Incorporated-
Division of Standard Brands Food
Dallas, Texas
a
FTS-87(214)-749-1011
f
(214)-631-6800
' Price Quotation
Menu Item per Serving
Peanuts $'	 .15
IIi-4
.' 11.	 General Foods Corporation
r White Plains., New York 10625
FTS87(914)7614250
(914)-694-2500
Price Quotation
Menu Ltem per Serving
Orange Drink $	 .05
Vanilla Instant Pudding ,15
Lemon Instant Pudding .15
Chocolate Instant Pudding .15
12.	 Riviana Foods Incorporated/Austex Division
P. 0. Box 3636
Houston, Texas 77058
(713)-529-3251
Prise Quotation
Menu Item per Serving
Beef Stew $	 .35
Lima Beans and Ham .35
r
E 13.	 Continental Can Company, Inc. 	 Either/or 14.	 Hormel Company
1350 West 76th Street 1816 4th Street N.E.
Chicago, Illinois 60620 P. 0. Box 933
F FTS-87(312)353-4000 Austin, Minnesota 55912
(312)846-7000 FTS-87(612)725-4242
(507)437-5819
.. Price Quotation	 )
Menu Item per Serving
Meatballs with Barbecue Sauce $	 .85*
Ham and Chicken Loaf .85*;
Beans with Tomato Sauce .80*
Fruits-Applesauce and Pineapple .75*
Vegetables .75*,
Chicken , a la King .85*
y
*Prices based on full production commercial runs for the retortable
flexible pouch.	 Prices will increase significantly for small -produc-
tion runs.
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,APPENDIX IV	 -
Suggested Suppliers and Price Quotations
For Packaging Materials
T.	 Carton Sales Company
1012 Canal Street
Houston, Texas 77003
(713)227-9880
Mr. J. T. McSpadden
Item Price Quotation
ai Secondary Meal Container $	 500.00/1000
2.	 The Huckster Company
7817 Oak Vista
Houston, Texas 77017
(713)644-8277
Item Price Quotation
Polyethylene Bags, Clear $	 41.20/1000
3.	 Moore Paper Company
100 Hogan
Houston, Texas 77009
Mr. McGowen(713)228-9191
_Item Price Quotation
r Single Wall 200# Test C -Flute Corrugated
'
I
Sheets for Multi-day Meal Packages. $	 326.75/1000
4
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4.Allied Tape and Strapping Company, Inc.
3201 Sherman
Houston, Texas 77003
(713)229-9691
Item Price Quotation
1/2 " Polypropylene Strapping (5,200' Roll) $	 41.00/roll
1/2" Metal Clips (3,000 per box) $	 22.50/box
Tensioning Tool $	 88.25/ea.
Crimper Tool $	 44.25/ea.
Y
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